duehess-like women I ever saw. arid such
was llic unanimous opinion of om little
part}’ of teu. She gave its a fine supper

I

Good

Points

of a

got up in a hurry, but in a style unsurpassed by “our own Dodge." As for her
husband—and this is the salient point in
his character—he can get tight and sober

Cow.

Observation and experience have taught
rules to he observed in the choice of
good milkers, which, though not infallible,
are by
no means to be despised.
A few
doggerel verses, which appeared some
months since in the Farmer s Magazine,
•;;tes wlmt -ire popularly considered in
gland the points of a good cow, though,
already remarked, it is a rare thing to
them all combined in one animal; and
lviore this brief ro*\ poem is to some
itent :i fancy sketch.
Vs now quoted, it
i* slight 1\ altered from the original.
some

off in less time than any other man I ever
knew or heard of. When we arrived, at
three P. M., he was just in condition t<>

Hints

■

Young House-Keepers.

to

Spring with its mild days, summer with
its hot, damp, uncomfortable weather, and
Shei:> ii«■ r viiv. sin *s lino in her horn,
autumn,bright and pleasant, oftiimes wearisir’ll .pii.-ko jjrt 1:0 without cake or corn;
some, are gone, with the perplexing quessti,
1,,
jaw.-, and lull in her chine,
tion—“What shall we have for dinner?”
v in Hank, and wide in her loin.
Then some new thing must be thought of,
[.road in her ribs, and long in her rump,
to tempt the dull appetite. Now, the short,
(,,
ctraighi and flat backed without e’er a hump;
u id«- in her hips, an 1 calm in her
cold days ol winter, with a brisk breeze
vu
eyes,
-;u
line m her shoulders, and thin in her thighs.
from the northwest, make almost anything
taste good, and one care less burdens young
1 i^rlit in her neck, and small in her tail.
M'
ii.
wide
her breast, anil will till the inilkhouse-keepers. If the larder be well furpail,
nished, various kinds of meats are there
s:m
hue ai her bone, aud silky of skin,
stored to be used at pleasure which is a
"he'*
ry without -a meat market within.
much better way than buying just euough
r»> state iu prose tin* characteristics of a
for one dinner at a time, for more reasons
good milker, us a guide in purchasing dairy than one.
Meat, bought by the quantity, is
stock
In
generally obtained for less money.
^ .nth
V cow is in her prime at from
cold weather it can be frozen and kept days
’■••ur to six years, and the best paying time
and even weeks, and the good wife can prei'U.v is mst after the birth of her second
pare many delicious meals from the same
*i tbird call.
kind of meat.
Poultry can also be kept in
iTominenciv and Fullness of Milk the
same manner and if eaten often, is but
\ eins, anil Velvety softness of skin.
The little more
expensive than other meat. My
lilk veins run down on either side of the
mav not be apparent, therefore I
inonal toward* the udder, and are easily meaning
explaiu.
Upon some tables turkey and
• ri
i-1ittble to tin* eye, or can be readily chicken are never seen
except upon Thanks'■and In pressure ot the hand, if the anior
Christmas.
Then being a great
giving
i>
iK't ovi
fat.
The skin should be
i rarity, much more is eaten than would be,
1 mellow not hard, rough, and “starI did the family partake of the delicate morsol oftener. Boarding house-keepers know
>vnirueti v. Fullness and Softness of
this secret well, and make poultry dinners
1 dder. It should be broad, well spread
common, thereby making money.
behind
the
ami
also
projecting
legs,
To cook meat well, after the husband has
ie
hing forward under the belly. There filled the larder for her
benefit, should he the
'li mid be a softness and thinness to the
aim ol every wife. Many women can make
h. and an absence of fleshiness and
splendid cake, delicious preserves, faultless
1 hlcklleSs.
puddings, but cannot cook a steak, or fry a
4
la rfect Number and Condition of
dish of potatoes to accompany it.
-••■its
If one trat is wanting, about a
It is no small thing to prepare a good
mrth less milk will be the result. A cow’s meat
dinner for a family of half a dozen,
idcr i.' not, as some suppose, a barrel
with now and then a bit of company.
It is
v tii
mi taj-s. hut i" divided into four difan honor to a woman to be able to do so
; ‘id
mi part incuts, called “milk glands,”
In cooking
easily and without fretting.
: which has its own tap or teat.
:r
It
steak, never use the household utensil call•t only important tint the full number
ed a “spider.” That thing is used too much
eats be present amt in working order.
Broil it over a bright
in many families.
!’ !»
desirable that they be well placed, coal tire if
you have one; if yon do not
ro v led together, but pretty far and
burn coal, keep a supply of charcoal on
f riulv
apart. rather long and tapering; hand, as a fire from that is just as good.
'luting .»iii and downward; equal in If charcoal is not at hand, take small pieces
iii.l ev«-u appearance.
of good hard wood, and when they are
Docility and <juietne>s of Disposi- burning clear and free from smoke as possi'flies»* are indicated by large, mild and ble broil over that.
Open the oven damper,
i* *• vrs. and an air of contentment
gen- and what smoke there is will all draw
*;iv.
A cow that is quiet and contented
away, and your steak will cook splendidly.
I> »:
asr. chows hei
cud with entire
So you see you have no excuse for burning
-fa<•
and
will
secrete
and
more
n,
yield
it. a hot spider tilling the room with smoke
i.Iik than any restless and turbulent aniand the meat with the flavor of burned buthaving similar milking characteristics
ter.
;ii other respects.
Potatoes to eat. with steak are never so
—

■

Charcoal’9 Story.
I'm only Charcoal, the blacksmith’s dog,
Ugly ami fast growing old;
Lvtng in sunshine the live-long day;
Bv the forge when the nights are cold.
1 look across at the little house,
The door where 1 used to wait
For a school-hoy shout, a merry face
To meet me within the gate.

My master, the smith, remembers, too;
I see on his grimy cheek.
As lte looks across at the cottage door,
A pitiful, tear-drawn streak,
lie stooping, lays in a trembling way,
His hand on my lifted head;
1 look and whine, but we understand—
Each thanks of the sehool-boy dead.
Prince is the tawny and handsome hound
That comes with the hunting Squire,
Smooth and well-fed, with a stable-bed.
And a place by the kitchen tire.
The Squire is going away lie said ;
He waited an hour to-day,
While my master carefully shod his mare
In his slow and old-fashioned way.
I heard him say. with an oath or two,
••Put an end to that sorry cur;
Better buy mv Prince, he’s a noble beast,"
I heard hut I did not stir;
For I knew I was only a worn out thing,
Not bright, like the tawny hound,
And 1 felt I would gladly go and die,
tin a short, new graveyard mound.

|

“Well, squire,” the brawny arm rose and fell,
The sparks from the anvil flew—
‘•I s’posc the critter that’s lying there
Is not much account to you;
But while 1 live and can earn his keep,
Old Charcoal and I won’t part;
For, Squire. I really think sometimes
That dog has a human heart.

<

Ayrshire

nice

Cattle.

Ayrshire cattle in size

are medium, in
brown and white, oecaiiaily inclining to roan, sometimes
ffi-ckod or spotted, the red and white variisiv intermingling. Their shape is usually
good, being squarely built, short in the leg,
>'»:uier behind than before,
straight in the
i< k.
wide across the hips, finely shaped
u idi
with the milk marks well developed.
J heir heads are small, the horns short and
well 'et, the eye bright, the nose either
irk or yellow, the dark usually prevailing,
Avrshires were first imported into America
in 18‘J*J.
Of the Avrshires, as milkers, an agriculnral writer says ; “The Ayrshire*, originating on the western side of Scotland, in
a
moist climate, have been bred specially
for milk, and for this use no one can question their value. They are medium in size,
tiardv and healthy, pretty well fitted to our
• Innate
and pastures; and for the milk
farmers and < heese dairy-men, where milk
>r
its products alone are tin* object, considering the size ol tin* animal, the food
required for Us keeping, the great variety
•1
soil and surface of country to which it
Is adapted, perhaps no breed can show a
etter record. According to some European
writers a yield of six hundred to eight hundred gallons of milk per year is not unusual. while in some instances a thousand or
m
re gallons
have been produced.
We
.nay remark that these high yields have not
generally been made by Avrshires In this
ountrv, though the testimony of our dairymen in regard to their superior excellence
as milkers is universal.
Their only fault is
n
their short teats, which often render
them difficult to be milked, and in their
highly excitable or nervous organization,
hieh requires gentleness and extreme
are in their
management. They are not
♦ 'teemed
as a
beef-making breed, though
breeders claim that they readily fatten.
I
have lattened and used the meat of Ayrshire
grades and found them inferior as beefmakers to the Short-horn and Devon.
It may be remarked in this connection
that a short teat ,s a serious defect in a cow.
The milk is not only drawn slowly from
such
.ms, but milkers often neglect to
milk
lean, and in consequence the cow is
>n
le to decrease in her yield, and not uninqueiitiv loses the use of one or more
teats from obstructions
resulting from neg.<•<1
in drawing the milk.
Hundreds ol
valuable cows in the dairy districts are inured and ruined from this cause.
When
Aryshires are crossed on the common stock
f the country, or with cows
having more
r less Short-horn
blood, the grades are
generally good milkers, and the teats are
lreally improved. Some dairymen insist
That a high-grade Short-horn crossed with
thorough-bred Ayrshire gives the best
result, and is to be preferred to the
iiorongh-bred AyrshFvs for the dairy.
I should not consider the crossing of a
pure-bred Ayrshire with a pure-bred AlderThe cross has not been
ney as judicious.
successful in Scotland, the result in both
ways having been to produce a
progeny
having the inferior points of both breeds.”
Another writer says of the Avrshires:
1 heir origin is ol a recent date,
being
within the last hundred years, and made
up
from the original Scotch Kyloe cow.
by a
r"*s of
bulls obtained from the northeastern counties of England,
mainly, and so
hu a* our investigations have
gone, proving
hr Short-horns, the older original families,
which were known as excellent milkers.
I lie Ayrshire* are fitted to our medium
"oils and rougher land, being active in
movement, docile in temper, and grazing
where some of the heavier and more
slugish breeds will not so well flourish. As a
be«*f or laboring animal they have been but
little sought or tried. That the quality of
their flesh may be good—equal, perhaps, to
•others-—we have no reason to doubt.”
American Farm Journal.

i'/r dark red,

or

■
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Open

when fried.
Peel ami wash them;
a soft towel; then slice them
just as thin as possible. Have ready a fry
kettle of good sweet lard, as much nearly
as you want for doughnuts.
When just as
hot as it can be and not burn, drop in the
thin slices of potato, two or three at a
time, until you have the lard half full, or so
you can stir easily.
They will cook very
fast by having two spiders or fry kettles,
you can cook enough for a family of six
in half an hour. When of a delicate brown,
take out with a skimmer into a seive to
drain, dusting a little salt upon them while
hot.
Never put more than one kettlefult
into the sieve at. a time. Never cover them
up to keep them hot, it will destroy their
Get your table set and everycrispiness
thing ready but your steak before commencing to fry them, and keep them in the
oven while you broil the steak.
as

wipe dry upon

The

Adulteration

of

Food.

In England they have a stringent law,
lately passed, against the adulteration of
any article of food or drink, amt it is being
rigidly enforced. A strict examination of
various articles of food which are commonly kept in grocery stores anil dealt out
to the people at retail, shows that the
boasted commercial integrity of John Bull
lias either been overrated or that it has
deteriorated,
ft is said that from some
dealers scarcely any article of food could
lie obtained which was not more or less
adulterated.
In some instances the materials used for the purpose of adulteration
were not hurtful in themselves, being cheap
matter thrown in to increase the bulk and
enhance profits.
In some cases matter deleterious to health had been deliberately introduced into the food of the people. The exposures made throngh the newspaper press
excited much comment and has given rise
to no little indignation among the mass of
The law is said to lie working
consumers.
well, and it is to lie hoped that the supervision will bo made so perfect as to insure
tlie protection of the people from the grasping disposition of dishonest dealers.
The time may not be far distant when
such laws will lie needed in this country.
The New York Board of Health employs a
competent chemist who sometimes makes
a raid
upon retail dealers in a quiet way,
subjecting articles purchased from them to
an analytical examination.
He finds water
mingled in the milk which Is sold in the
streets, but gives us the gratifying assurance that neither chalk nor any other substance of that kind is used to deceive buyers and injure those who use the lacteal
fluid.
Water is an innocent beverage, but
the councils of New York have passed enactments against watering milk and parties
detected in the dishonest practice of opening hydrants into their milk cans are propAn examination of the
erly punished.
j sugars sold at the small retail groceries of
New A'ork came out better than could have
\
been expected. Of one hundred specimens
of “lump and brown” ttfty-one were slightly
mixed witli dirt, eight considerably so, and
live very dirty. Thirty-six specimens were
all right.
That, showing is not by any
means appalling inasmuch as nothing absolutely injurious was discovered in ary of
:
tile sugar examined. The saleratus turned
out free from noxious admixture, but the
!
cream of tarter examined was invariably
adulterated and some of the baking powders
were horrible mixtures.
These reports of
the chemist differ widely from the stories
related by some of the New York newspapers, which professed to And poison in
almost every article of food which was
offered for sale iu the small groceries
In
most tilings people can protect themselves
from imposition by a proper care. We believe iu tlie right of government to protect
people who are too careless to protect themselves, and shall freely insist upon a rigid
inspection of articles of food whenever tlie
health of the community shall seem to demand it.

Fires.

Jn every home there should be at least
<>ne open "rate, or some other
arrangement
tor burning wood or soft or hard coal.
A
lire which can be seen as well as felt—a
cheerful, bright, blazing Ore, with a shovel
and tongs—and fender, too, If you
please—
which will attract the family by its social
is
a grand thing in a home.
influences,
1 hose black, grim, tartarean flues, filled
with the stale odors of cellar and hot airchamber and seething water-tank, and
emitting clouds of pulverized ashes to cover
v°ur furniture and stifle
your lungs, are
among tin* greatest banes of family enjoyment and comfort.
It is well enough to
have one s dwelling warmed from
top to
bottom, and to have no coats to carry
beyond the furnace, hutthis heating system
has done immense mischief to the
family
powers, scattering the members of it all
over the house, and
furnishing not one attractive spot in which the inmates will
gather, as by instinct they do, to enjoy the
cheery comfort of the iireside. There is
no fireside iu most of our modern houses.
There are ouly holes lu the floor or in the
walls. And we are disposed to think that
the good ventilation of the open Are adds
not a little to the unconscious
blessings of
its hospitable and domestic influence. The
of
the
little
as
sight
folks,
they sit musing
and amused while the wood-tire burns, and
watching the fantastic flames and the glowing coals, is worth many times the cost of
that cord of
hickory or oak at city prices;
ami a wise household
would rather part
with the furnace which that
bright blaze
supplements and atones for than with the
low-down grate which makes the
family
Circle a real thing. Try it,
ye who can, and'
see
if the moral, aesthetic, and domestic
power of this style of home comfort is
overestimated.
| The Science of Health.
Wheat.
The Maine Farmer says: If
our readers from other
parts of the State
to
find
themselves iu the vicinity of
happen
we
invite them to call on Mr.
Orrmgfon.
Peter C. Baker, one of the best farmers in
Penobscot county, aud see fifty-eight bushels of splendid “Lost Nation" wheat har
vested from one acre.

Road

such as you notice women always do
when they take matters into their own
hands.
“Is Mr. Robert Lovell’s horse in ttie
club stables in the race course ?”
“Yes. ma’am.”
“Bless you no, ma’am ! It’ they was
half the horses would be maimed by the
roughs of the course, so as to make ’em
lame on the day of the race—that would

Sand.

The namt obtained from turnpikes, or
roads macadamized with any sort of granite,lhard blue stones, very ditlicult to break
and pulverize has a peculiar value. The
grinding of such rocks or stones under the
iron-rimmed wheels of wagons, the wear
of horse shoes, and the mixture of this
ground rock with the manure scattered
along the road
produces a compound
which is found to be highly acceptible to
The granite rock, we
trees and plants.
know, is rich in potash ami silica; but it is
not these elements alone which give this
road sand its peculiar value. By the process of grinding and triturating inert substances, such as oyster shells, charcoal,
quicksilver, we develop medicinal and other
virtues which these substances do not possess in their crude form.
And so it is supposed to be with road sand. By the constant grinding and triturating of the iron
bound wheels and horse shoes, the comminuted granite become prepared for the
use of
plants; and when this road sand is
mixed well with the compost heap and
saturated with liquid,manures, it is found to
help the ctticacy of the compost in a remarkable manner.
Under the influence of
the road sand of this kind alone, It is said
that when applied to lawns, white clover is
sure to spring up in the greatest abundance
and luxuriance where it had never been
seen before.
[Gardners’ Monthly.
—

My little .Tacky, he loved him so,
And .Tacky he’s gone, you sec;
And so it appears as if Charcoal knows
That lie's more than folks to me.”
The Squire is gone with his horse and hound,
And master and I still wait
Together, and side by side go in
At night through the lonely gate.
But by-and-bv one must go alone—
One only be left ol three
To pass the gate and the cottage door—
Alas I if it should be me!

Bob’s

Last

Race.

One bright autumn day two young people. lair to look upon anti well mated,
being none other than Mr. Robert Lovell
and Miss Edith May, who in a moment of
ecstacv had promised eternal fidelity each
unto tiie other, were walking on a smooth
country road at an hour in the middle of
the afternoon.

There was a deep subject between them,
for they talked earnestly and volubly.
She seemed to be pleading and begging,
ami he explaining and arguing. They
walked on and on, mile after mile, and
the light began to fail and the shadows to

lengthen.

She had his arm and they were deeply
interested, therefore they did not notice

their

surroundings.
They came to a huge whi'e fence, ten
feet high and extending either way for a
long distance. Opposite to them was a
grated gate which could be pushed up or
pulled down as was required. Within
the gate was to be seen a vast elliptical
space and a series of high seats.

The two walkeis suddenly stopped.
“Here we are at the terrible racecourse 1" said Miss Edith.
“Yes, here we are,” responded the
other, with a touch of suspense in his tone.
“I did not mean to come hither I am sure.
It was pure accident; that is unless you
meant to bring me here,” he added, looking at his companion with a smile.
“No, no, Bob,” replied she sadly, “I
am doing my very best to lead you away
from it. and I could not consistently wish
yon to look at it again.”
“Ito you really hate and fear it so
much ?” asked he.
She clasped her hands upon his arm and
raised her face to his. He looked at her.
In the dim light he beheld her paleness,
her tears, and her trembling lips.
He reflected. He considered. He could
not give it up as he would have relinquished any evil habits, for there were
other interests than his bound up in the
act.
Still he loved the girl too deeply
not to promise something.
He rapidly
ran over in his mind what ho might sacrifice.
“1 cannot leave it off all at once,
Edith-”
“Oh, Bob.”
“No. Listen. There are six horses
entered for the race, and my Eclipse is
otic of them.
She is the favorite, and all
the betting men in all the cities in the
country have made bets upon her, or
against her, and if I should withdraw her
my life would be in danger, and my reputation would suffer even with the most
upright men. I love my horse devotedly,
but I would leave them if you only
breathed a wish that I should. True, you
do not.
You wish me to give up racing
for money. Edith, I’ll do it. But I must
run my horse to-morrow; and if 1 win I
will quit the turf after the race and sell
every horse lint those we want for our
own

use.”

It you win i
Suppose you do not r
"Tell me. Hob—suppose you don’t win,
suppose Eclipse comes in third or last?”
“I cannot bare to dream of such a
thing,” responded he, in such a hollow
voice that she started a little, “I fear it
would ruin me.”
“Bob,” said She, earnestly and distinctly, “have you risked your fortune upon
this one race—upon this venture, in which
the smallest accident may destroy your
chances and you ?”
“Yes,” said Bob.
He hung his head.
She said no more. Her slender figure
shivered with agitation, hut she wheeled
about and walked her lover straight
toward home again. Never a word crossed his lips about horses and racing until
they were about to part.
She spoke ot other things, and talked
even pleasantly and cheerfully ; but when
they came to her door she put her arms
about his neck.
“Bob,” said she, “you say if you win
to-morrow you will leave horse-racing forever, and you also say if you do not win
you will be a ruined man 1 Is that so ?”
Yes,” said Boh, “I fear that is the
case.”
“Very well,” replied she: “now I understand. Good night, Boh.”
They said good night as lovers have
trom time immemorial, and were a long
time about it, as all lovers are.
But no sooner had the young man disappeared from sight than the young lady
developed from an elegant girl into a
creature of energy and decision.
She astonished her maid—a pretty minx
—by asking her very suddenly if the groom
of the race course stables was not a lover
of hers.
“Yes, Miss Edith.”
“Well, now if he would oblige me
would you feel greatly gratified ?”
“Of course, miss."
“If he should disoblige me?”
“Why, if he dared do that, miss" said
the pert beauty, “I’d give him such a
wiggin that he’d never get over it. Disoblige my mistress ! I’d like to see him !”
She shut up both her fists and looked
dreadful.
Miss Edith

laughed.
“Now, Polly, I want you to put on your
hat, go directly to him and tell him I wish
to see him instantly, and when you are on

your way hack you may tell him what

gives to every animal a warm suit you just told me.”
of clothing when tile cold weather apPolly disappeared while the resolute
proaches. The horse—the agricultural horse Miss Edith partook of supper—lor even
especially—requires a thicker and length- the most spiritual and delightful of her
Nature

ened coat, in order to defend him from the
severe cold. Man puts on an additional and
warmer covering, and- his comfort is increased and his health preserved by It.

sex

An Eastern man who wrote to the editor
of a Nebraska paper inquiring what kind
of houses people lived in in that State, was
informed that the houses were all built
out of doors, and so low between the
joints that the chimneys stuck through the
roof.

room.

must eat.
By the time she had

completed her repast the pretty maid had returned. She
was directed to
bring her lover into a
small sewing room adjoining the sitting
The girl started, but obeyed.
The groom, not an ill looking fellow,
came in.
He bowed and turned almost
scarlet.
Miss Edith proceeded to business cleverly. She put a series ol sharp questions,

not do.”

“But the grooms sleep a little,especially
in the night time, don’t they ?”
“Why—why—I dunno’. We have to
work precious hard, Miss. We have to
exercise the horses and speed ’em, and
groom ’em like babies. ’Tain't surprising
if you would drop off now and then,”
“Oh, no; I would if T wore you Tell
me whose horse is favorite for to-morrow.”
“Mr.Robert Lovell’s ‘Eclipse.’ ma’am.”
“Who is second favorite?”
“Mr. Lawrence Black’s Telegraph."
“Lawrence Black !”
Miss Edith knew the name well enough.
He was an oldish man of good family,
great reputed wealth, but also a man ot
violent passions and evil character. He
wTas
handsome, but a Mophistophiles.
He had once shown some regard for Miss
Edith, but that voting person placed a
blight on him so quickly that he had an
opportunity to hate her before he could
love her.
Therefore she heard that ho wax to he a
rival ol' her lover's with little favor—nay.
w’th actual distrust.
She thought tor a moment.
•‘Has lie got much money depending on
this race ?”
‘•Yes, ma’am. So I’m told least wise.
He thinks his horse is better than Eclipse.”
“Docs lie ?”
Then she thought tor a moment more.
“Now I’m going to ask a favor of you.”
He cast a glance at Polly, who secretly
shook her head menacing at him.
“I want 11 he admitted to llie stable
and to be hidden there where 1 can watch
Eclipse all night long, and I want von to
manage to get me in and out without
being seen.”
The groom gasped !
“What, ma’am ?”
She repeated it.
Then she gave him some money
Polly glared a* him. He came to his
senses, and in a few moments he began
to make plans, and alter a sore puzzle he
assented, after another dose of money.
This seemed to be a rather harumscarum
idea for a young lady to possess, but you
only get one to love you and she will become a giant tor daring, invention and.
action.
.At ten Miss Edith, habited in a thick
shawl and wraps, secretly emerged from
her house and wended her way to the
long and lofty stables alone. As she approached, a small door opened before her
and she entered quietly.
It was dark in spite of a lantern hung
from the ceiling, and there was a loud
tumult of stamping hoofs and heavy
breathing of the horses.
The gooom showed her a grain closet;
He
he pointed to it; she opened it.
showed her a ventilator in the door and
pointed to a horse exactly opposite and

whispered “Eclipse.”
She comprehended, and stepped within

the closet and shut the door.
She peereil out of the ventilator and

over the beautiful animal
who was of so much importance to her
and hers.
Thus did the anti-racing Miss Edith become an aider ot horse racing.
Not a movement of the horse escaped
her eye. She became accustomed to the
dim light and could see very clearly.
Eleven o’clock passed, then twelve,
then one; still Miss Edith gazed out with
unwearied eye. She was not apprehen-

began her vigil

sive;

she was persistent.
Then two o’clock. Still the stable was
undisturbed. The lantern shed down its
uncertain ray, and still the horses breathed
loudly and now and then kicked at their

stalls.

suddenly, at about Malt past two, two
men seemed to rise up out of the darklike shadows.

They cautiously approached Eclipse, who was standing tip.
They soothed her in whispers. Then
presently one stooped down and gently
lilted into his lap one of her hind feet.
What Miss Edith next saw was developed
on the next day.
At ten in the morning the report ran
round the town that Eclipse was lamed.
Mr. Boh, white as a sheet, ran to the
stables. The groom had told Polly; Polly
had in turn told her mistress, who was
nervous and agitated.
She called her phaeton and drove at
once to the stables.
There was a crowd of men rushing
hither and thither, furious with anger and
violently denouncing Mr. Robert Lovell,
who was accused of rascality.
Miss Edith demanded to see the horse.
They led Eclipse up before her.
The splendid, intelligent animal seemed
to look imploringly at her; and he held up
one trembling hind foot just otVtlie ground.
Miss Edith whispered to Bob who was
ness

Lynch

Law

in

California.

[ From the Tulare (Cal.) Time.", Dec. 20.J
The tragedy which occurred in this
town on Christmas Eve was a terrible one.

A kind-hearted and greatly respected citizen, Charles Allen, one of the proprietors
of the El Dorado saloon, was shot down
in cold blood by James G. McCrory, one
of the most fiendish devils in human
shape that ever disgraced the earth. There
was not the slightest palliation for the act.
It was only equalled in its horrible, revolting character by the cold-blooded
murders previously perpetrated in Visalia
by the same McCrory. The circumstances,
as we heard ot and saw them and were
developed by the testimony at the Coroner’s inquest on the body ot Allen, were
these: McCrory arrived in town on Tuesday morning, on the stage from Goshen,
at 6 o'clock
lie was around during the
day, and, we arc informed, was heard to
remark that he •came back to get even
and would kill his man before night.” He
went to Allen and represented that he was
out of funds.
Allen gave him !?10 to buy
a pair of pantaloons with.
He was sober,
we are told, when he arrived in town. At
the time ot the murder Iip was doubtless
under the influence of liquor.
HORRIBLE MURDER.

About 5 o'clock P. M., he went into the

El Dorado saloon and drew a six-shooter,
flourishing it around menacingly and
using boisterous and threatening language,
saying that he would shoot the lirst man
that “darkened the door.” It is stated by
some that he had a grudge against the
Mexican who was bar-tender in the saloon
Allen was in bed in a hack
at the time.
room. Hearing the noisr he came into the
saloon, remarking, “J m, don't act so
childish; put up your pistol and be a
man.” MeCrory turned and cursed him
and said, “I might as well kill yon as any
other man,” shooting him in the abdomen
Allen threw up his hands,
as he spoke.
saying, “F. r God’s sake, Jim, don’t kill
me. I am unarmed,” walking in front ot
MeCrory toward tho counter. MeCrory
continued to advance on him, firing as he
came, shooting him two more times in the
body. At the third shot Allen dropped
down on the floor in a sort of sitting
posture, the head reclining against the
bar.
MeCrory then placed his pistol almost against Allen’s head, shooting him
the fourth time through the forehead, his
brains oozing out of the orifice afterwards.
\V J. White and Cordova, the
Mexican, saw the killing. MeCrory then
attempted to revolve his pistol and was
preparing to kill Cordova, but it would
not turn, and he ran out the back way and
secreted himself in an outhouse. It was
soon discovered that he was in there, and
he was called upon to come out and surrender. He yelled out he would kill anv
one who attempted to arrest him. Deputy
Sheriff Reynolds pushed the door slightly
open, and A. .1. Atwell stood close by his
side. MeCrory appeared with a revolver
and attempted to cock it, but Atwell
caught it. Reynolds, Marshal Meyers,
Johnson and others grabbed him, and he

finally disarmed, having
pistol
hand when he came out. Others
soon came, and he was taken through the
saloon into the street and they started with
him for the county jail.
was

a

in

each

“ITAN'i; uni !”
As soon as he reached the street a crowd

began to gather and follow. Near the
bridge, at the Graham Hotel, the cry of
“Hang him !" was raised, what had been
done being generally known. The cry
kept increasing with the crowd, and something of an attempt to take him from the
officers was made at the jail door, but he
was finally got inside and put in a cell.
The throng ol citizens grew larger every

was
moment, and Sheriff Glasscock
called upon to give up the prisoner.
He refused, and appointed several deputies to assist him in guarding the jail.
District-Attorney Atwell also aided the
Sheriff. After the lapse ot a short time,
during which the citizens evinced a determined resolution to bring MeCrory to
summary justice without awaiting the
law’s delay, which had saved his neck
trom the halter so many times before
when he so richly deserved it, a movement was made for an organization. Fifteen well-known citizens were detailed to

guard

the

jail

spirited out.
loud talking

to prevent McCrory’s being
Ot course there was much

and tumult, but the crowd
calmly in earnest as to the object in
view—the taking out of MeCrory and his
execution. The only thing was how best
was

to go about it.
The officers maintained a
firm front fit the other hall door, which

locked and stubbornly resisted whenattempt was made by any of the
crowd to force it. Finally it was determined to break into the rail immediately
at all hazards.
A long iron water-pipe
was obtained, some twenty feet in length,
fifty hands seized it, and the officers, after
a brief but fierce struggle, wore forced
aside, the outer hall door was soon battered open and the citizens were inside
the hall. The jail door was now reached.
The first door is made of double sheet
iron, and then there is a stronger one ot
standing by:
wrought iron cross bars inside this. The
“Can’t you find out the cause. Bob?”
“No," lie said; “we have looked in first was forced with a crowbar. The
vain.
It must be that she snapped some second failed to vield. Sheriff Glasscock
of the small muscles of her leg. I shall was then overpowered and searched lor
have to withdraw her. I suppose you the keys, but unsuccessfully.
Deputy
Sheriff Reynolds was next captured and
know what that means, Edith.”
but
the
were
nor
on
found
keys
She laughed and quickly became serious searched,
him, though secreted on his person. The
and angry. She spoke to the groom.
“Take a knife, lift up the horse's lame crowd rushed in with implements to break
foot and you will find a fine bit of silk the wrought iron door. Sheriff Glasscock
thread tied tight about—about—well, the and Deputies Reynolds and Parker being
released, succeeded in getting in with the
ankle I suppose.”
The groom darted to the horse and did crowd, and made another attempt to prevent the jail being broken, but they wore
as he was told.
overpowered instantly by still larger num“Who did it, miss? Who did it?”
"I cannot tell you,” she replied, calmly. bers and carried outside and placed under
“I know the gentleman, and you will also guard. Two keys were found on them,
know him when he is safe out of the and the door swung open.
DRAGGED TO HIS DEATH.
country. He belongs to your association,
and I saw the deed done in the stable at
The name.- of the other occupants of the
hall-past two this morning. The gentle- jail were called and answered to by them
man will resign his membership within
until McCrory’s cell was identified. It
twenty-four hours.”
was unlocked and McCrory was found
That was all.
lying down inside, completely paralyzed
She would not say another word.
with tear. lie refused to stand on his
“Come, Bob, get in wit h me and we feet, or speak. He knew that his time
will drive home at once.”
had come. Before the people got inside
“No, I must stay,”replied Bob. “You lie told the other prisoners that the crowd
have saved me thus far, Edith, now 1 will would
surely get in and hang him “(dean
look alter Eclipse until the race is over.” out of the
jail,” and implored them to
Eclipse won three straight heats with- “help to fight it out.” Keeney told him
out balk or break.
he would “pray for him,” and he did so,
That night Bob left the club.
he says, McCrory lying down and giving
Men stared. Could it have been Bob himself
up doggedly to his fate. A rope
who lamed Eclipse ?
had been prepared, and. as he refused to
Then the secretary read the resignawalk; the noose was put over his neck
tion of Mr. Lawrence Black.
and he was dragged out. As the noose
Everybody hissed and ran to take Bob was being put on his neck ho made some
by the hand.
resistance, striking with his hands and
He has quitted horses now, and is dekicking, but not attempting to stand. The
voted to training children.
crowd now probably numbered two hundred. Dozens of men seized the '-ope and
Solomon Pease died a great, many yeavs he was
dragged to the Court street bridge
but
he
a
left
name
behind
him,
good
ago,
in a moment.
All his clothes were
at
to
for
was
the
who
least,
good,
person
dragged off him down to his ankles. The
write his epitaph. Some poet of his time end of the
rope was tied to the railing
produced it after this fashion ; and it may and the body rolled oil'. The fall was
be found still graven on an old tombstone about four or five feet.
No motion of the
in a New England church-yard :
body was perceptible after the fall. It
Uniter this sod,
hung there for some time after he was
And under these trees,
dead, and was taken down and delivered
Lietli the boilto an undertaker.
The crowd raised
y of Solomon Pease.
He’s not in this hole,
twenty dollars to bury him, as they were
But only his pod;
determined not to allow the county to be
He shelled nut his soul,
put to any further expense on account of
And went up to his God.”
the desperado.
A green customer, who was a stranger
who stepped into the cabin
ot an ocean steamer, stopped in front of a
large pier-glass, which he took for a door,
and seeing his own reflection, he said : “I
say, mister, when docs this ere boat start?”

tomirrors, and

from the dumb reflecGetting
tion before him, he again repeated : “I
say, mister.when does this ere boat start?”
Incensed at the. silent figure, he broke
out: “Go to thunder! ye cursed sassafrascolored sock-headed bull-calf; you don’t
look as if you knew much, anyhow.”
no answer

was

ever an

kind of feeling that needs

through his attorney, and on being
brought into Court, before Judge Brad-

sort

some

be painfully polite. At supper time, six
o’clock, he was sober as a judge. At
of
eight, his legs were terribly tangled up.

origin to make, it perfeotlv sublime, and just enough of the

unexpectedness

ford, for sentence lie denied that his attorney was authorized to make this plea.
He was sentenced, nevertheless, to imprisonment in the Penitentiary for iifteen
years. After being in prison a few months
he was granted a new trial on this technicality, and. on account of the removal
of essential witnesses and other reasons,
he was allowed to go scot free.
He had
shot various others in this town, besides
these he sueeeded in killing. After this
trial he left here and went to Arizona. He
got into a shooting scrape, it is said ; killed a soldier and had to leave. He had a
family in Stockton, and wits on his way
there, he said, when he reached Visalia on

of

of common natures about it

commonness

to excuse nature’s common way of betraying its simplest effect. The two men

probable future, &c.; and at twelve, when
wo left, he was so far gone again that it
cried over each other without the slightest
is very questionable whether he could
regard to sex, and then the southerner
begged otf as well as he could by finally have seen the rounds in a ladder had it
consenting to accept a loan only that of been broad daylight. Speaking of him
$5000 for the purchase of a farm. The
Yankee would not “let up on him,” to use
his own words, a cent cheaper, and added
a season ticket to the show for the whole

family.

Two years later—which brings things
pretty well up to the present time- the
aforesaid out-and-out-, double-twisted,
dyed-in-the-wool down-easter was at
Tuesday.
THE MOB.
Washington with his ‘‘city of tents,”
The mob who hung him were among chromatic posters, unrivalled array of
and other epizootic symptoms.
our best and influential citizens.
They talent,
One night after the performance, he was
thought that there had been about enough
of wholesale, cold-blooded murder in this sitting in the room of his hotel, making
was

brought

bv its immediately invited owner. Mr.
Rritingham, of Kansas, now in a hign
state of agricultural affluence, had ca'lcd
to pay back that loan, on his way down
ami the judgment upon whom bad been to Virginia to sec what could lie done tor
affirmed in our Supreme Court, have his the restoration of the old place. “He
sentence commuted to simple imprison- wants to pay me bacc, gentlemen—pay
ment by the Governor.
In a couple of me back !” ejaculated the showman, byof general introduction to the comlie
lie
years
may
pardoned out to kill way
“Why, heaven bless you, mv bov,
pany.
No
else.
was
safe
under
man
somebody
such circumstances. Human life has been if it was twenty five thousand. I'd dodge
held too cheap here by desperadoes, and you as many years.to m; ke you keep it—
You're
the good name of our entire law-abiding and a hundred thousand more.
the son of the best man tl at ever lived : a
community has suffered throughout the
land in consequence.
But the worthy man that made a man of me; and I’d like
for a
element in our community has spoken, to see myself paid back!" Now
enter Master
(and taking our whole population into flourish by the band, and
on a slipconsideration, there i= none more peace- .lack Robinson, all a-trerible
ful and respectable), and we hope the pery calico steed, to he soundly lashed in
lesson given desperadoes in the hanging private if lie don’t keep on ; sound again,
of McCrory will have the effect to render and enter Signor Jacques L’OiseaufiK on
such a course entirely unnecessary in the two piebald thoroughbreds, at $100 a
future.
We are earnestly opposed to week; one more crash, and behold the
mob law, but in the ease we have chroni- mammoth equestrian enterprise of the age.
cled i‘ was assuredly the quickest, cheap- exclusively commanded and owned by
est and best way of accomplishing the the former Smike of the Staunton l)othcboys Circus. There’s nothing very polite
desired end. Rut the closing act of Me
or nicely intellectual about all this; but
Crrry’s career was short and striking He
arrived here Tuesday morning from Ari- sawdust is as good as any other soil for
the planting of good deeds, and the horse
zona, after a long absence, murdered a
going round the lg with his rider does
man in the afternoon, and was hung in
not trample down what grows perennial
the evening.
from that style of seed to till rude lives
with a memorial incense to the gods.
A Show^^n’® Gratitude.

village called Staunton in
Augusta county, of the Valley of Virginia,
ami an association ot a family name like
Britingham, with its most select social
history of no very remote date, there remains slight reason for questioning the
truth of a pleasant little story recounted
therefrom, by a correspondent of the Atlanta (G-a.,) Constitution, in the terms

Glimpses

response

to

road

some

bv the

Lest 1

sweeping

re-

which 1 have not

on

Weldon, X. 0. to Jacksonville, Fla.”
Wo left Richmond at tour P. M.. enveloped in one ot those Scotch mists

which,

they say in the “old countries,'’

as

will wet an Irishman to the -kin: arrived
at Weldon soon after dark wher

we

took

and thus found ourselves

sleeping
fairly embarked
ears,

on
the great railroad
thoroughfare for the South, which is advertised in the largest of blue letters as

"in

the line of comfort

fect connections—with

|

immediate
iti the good old,
; and the whimper

gathered golden gain
states, lire

hams, until smoke-blackened chimneys
marked the place where that home had
been, and the churchyard closed upon the
aged eyes most mournful for the desolation. Not until the spring of 1870 could
the circus man, now well advanced in
years himself, hear aught of the surviving family that, upon the destruction of
their homestead and the death ot their
chief, had wandered away from the old
plantation. At the time mentioned,
when the now mammoth equestrian enterprise was giving entertainments in
Kansas, a poorly dressed, hollow-cheeked
man applied tor some unskilled employment about the tents.
“Your name,”
THE MURDERER’S RECORD.
said the rich showman, “is Britingham.”
We say “well done” to our citizens who There could lie but one answer, reluctantexecuted this devil incarnate. Allen was ly given—“Yes.” With a strange look
the fourth man he had killed in Visalia.
the rich proprietor grasped both hands of
He had killed at least two of them in cold the other in his own. “Then,” said he
blood, without the slightest cause or pro- “you are the son of the best man that ever
vocation.
A couple of years ago he shot lived, and I thank God that you have come
ami killed a Mexican in the Fashion Sa- to share in all that your father has a
loon here, whose back was turned, and mortgage upon for eternity. Take my
who was not oven aware of his presence tent, by people, horses, my bank-book,
and with whom he had never had a single and then you’ll have just the interest of
angry word. He was allowed to plead the one unpaid debt of ray life.” Here
guilty to murder in the second degree was good feeling, and no mistake: the

unexcelled—perof the annoy-

mute

delays incident
to
other routes, good eating houses,
smooth track, ijniek time, being tint inducements offered to the public
Why the ear referred to is called a
sleeping ear I cannot tel), unless i' is on
the rune principle that tin* Pverv stable-

ing

with which he accepted did him no harm
the estimation of his new friends. From
thenceforth tlie runaway of the ring was
a privileged inmate of the fine house lor
a year, enjoying every kindness that benevolence could devise ; but at the end of
that period, when another circus was tented in the neighboring Staunton, and he
went there with the throng to see, the influence of the old vagabond habit proved
stronger in his nature than the newer ambition, and the boy, being naturally ol
sawdust, to the sawdust returned. Not,
however, without something gained tor
the refinement of his whole future life, in
a sentiment of ardent gratitude to tils
benefactors, and an ardor to exeel in his
natural lot for the honor of that benilieent
emotion.
Only a circus rider was he
again, to be sure ; but the something ot a
better sphere of life with which he went
back to horses and clowns was a something potential to make him rise above the
creatures of meaner experience.
By skill
as a performer, sobriety ol private character, and a shrewdness not the less effectual for its honesty,his progress through
the remaining yea is of Ins minority was a
continual ascent, and in his twenty-first
year he had attained the dignities of
Many times
manager and proprietor.
in these prosperous days he brought
his thriving circus to Staunton, and tin
proved the opportunity to present himself
at, the hospitable door where a simple
glass of water bad been the lens through
which his friendless, vagrant boyhood had
caught its first view of the world's clearer
face. The same welcome was their still,
the same disposition in his heart to whimper; and (fod bless you sounded in it all.
The desolation of war supplanted the
tent of the showman with that of the
soldier in the once happy valley at last,
and Sheridan rode to slaughter where first
the peaceful vaulter through hoops had
urged his spangled steed in the merry
round of the ring. While the circus still

tempests

doing injustice

yet travelled, I heg leave to amend by
saving, "any railroad on the route from

was an oner ol

in distant, uninand sword raged in
around the home of the Briting-

South.

‘‘neither in Southern railroads.”
may he

m

varied

the

(lorrogpondenrt'« f tin* Journni.

nature.
lus

at

Jacksonville, Florida, Jan. 13.
"Put not your trust in princes,” says the
psalmist; to which I add, unhesitatingly,

mark

changes

keeper

and vexatious

named the slowest horse in

stah’e.

s

his

The quantity of

Lightning.”

“tired nature

sweet restorer

that could

be. found in it in one night would be about
equal to what would be found in a ride for
the

-rune space of time over one of nut
old-time gridiron bridges in a wagon
with one spring broken.
That proves

nothing, however,
in

big

is it not advertised

tor

blue letters that it is

a

com'brl this route is unexcelled ? and was
it not the perfection of comfort to lie
aroused at three o’clock in the morning,
arrival at Wilmington, to “change
ears!’" Who shall presume to assert that
this was an annoying change?
And

on

wasn’t it a luxury to reach soon after daybreak one of those good eating houses,
where for the paltry sum of one dollar a
man could enjoy the privilege of washing
his hands and face in one of that battalion
of tin wash-basins that stood in battle
array on the piazza of the eating-house,
and then to go into the hall

lighted with
tallow dips and eat fried chicken—very
good fare for a hungry man. it is true—
-I
cup nt' mixhire stvled coll'ei
chemical analysis of which would probably disclose that it was a decoction of
chicory, logwood, a lew kernels ol colfee.

and dniiIf
a

with

a

few

stems

thrown in to “give it

our

Six

inform

the

Of course we were not

hours

hour after chicken
brought to a dead

an

train

was

stand by overhauling
train.

leaves

this route there are no

on

vexatious delays.
| vexed when about
and coffee

tobacco

head"!

blue letters

But the big
traveller that

of
a

a

only

clear the track for us.

smashed
were

freight
required to

There is

a

man

in

city, whom you may have heard
whispering in Oustom House Square, who
would have taken Ford (rav and fourmyn
your

he, and done in two
t wo conductors,
brakeinen of two trains and fifteen darkies
were six hours in accomplishing.
We were due in Charleston, according
more

not as

good

hum's what two

to the

as

engines,

time-table,

when welelt the wreck-

ed train, and rolled along merrily towards
Florence, S. C., where we were sure to
connect with the train for Charleston ; for
did not the big blue letters advertise us of
pel feet connections? Two hours brought
us there; the train had left; and there we
waited for nine long hours, and at midnight left tor Charleston. Some people

might call this vexatious delay.

We did,
learned that the passenger train
following us was thrown from the track
not far from the point where we found
\vo

the wrecked

freight train, two of its ears
burned and their oci upants saved only
■from a dreadful death hy dragging them
Had wo
out through the car windows.
carried out

our

original plan of tarrying

another half-day in Richmond, we should'
have been of the number.
Florence boasts of one hotel, lmt unfor-

tunately it lacks a landlord. Our only
city of refuge while there was one of the
saloons, ot which there
as

in your

are

twice

as

many

city, although the population

ot the place is but a few hundred. Of the
keeper of our saloon, and it was admitted
bjT all to he the best in the place, I desire
He is the
to speak in the highest terms.

husband of

one

of

he was not un-

known to fame, and was regarded as a
fair exponent ot the manners and customs
of Florence.
Hut in the review of

our

ride

the most

dignified,

the

on

rail, we have not yet reached Charleston.
Another delay, which to some might seem

vexations, awaited

us.
If there is anv
river in the United States with the waters
of which F am morn intimately acquainted than 1 am with those of the Qnanteba-

For the greater

portion of six long hours mv eyes were
occupied in gazing at it, and my mind in
the vain attempt to analyze its waters; ;n
other words, to decide how much of the
tluid between its hanks

was mu I and how
Just attei the train pass, ,I
engineer had di .covered, huh in

much water.
it,

our

to save us from a downward p sup,
twenty lent into a swamp, a

season,

of some

feet in

trestle work, and verv pi n
from his position back to
There we remained lor si\

some

dently retreated
the river.

hours, until necessary repairs were mad,
and then on to Charleston, where we an
rived at last, only twenty-one hoars behind time !
He rested horn ourlabnis several days
in Charleston, and "did" it and its etivi
rons as effectually as the time would a I
mit. To detail what is to lie seen then

would he like the repetition of

twi,

a

told tale. Should you ever visit that il\
'■ear in mind these two injunction' it
desire to tie eared for in princely sty I,
stop at the Charleston Hotel ; it you wi»h
to see Nature in one of hci

loveliest

grandest

v’

visit Magnolia tmeterv
tile railniad s,mlh ward I ia >m

phases,

Charleston, for one day, was not marked
hy any unusual railroad incidents and n
the afternoon of one of the most In intihe
days I ever knew we entered the In anti
till city of Savannah. We tarried then
two days only, as we intend to \ i<it it
again on our return to the North.
The only rain thence to Jacksonville is
hy night. We left at four o'clock. I’. M
took a sleeping ear, and as the quick linn
on the road does not exceed twelve, or at
the best fifteen miles per hour, we antiei
pated a comfortable and safe night’s ride,
and we were not disappointed. Hut sum
after dawn, and we had left our lied-, and
from Haldwin,
were about two miles
twenty-five from Jacksonville, an uneasy
sleeper, united with the weight of tin
locomotive broke off a piece ot one of tin
rails about three tent in length, one pasenger ear turned gracefully over on
side and strewed lie1 track for some d
tanee with kindling wood, the wheels m
:i
ilie express ear took up position un b

baggage

ear,

baggage

and the

v

r

t■

11

looked as if il was utterly disgusted
torn
Fortune''
with the proceeding.
the sleeping car leaped the break and ken
place on the track. Perhaps von leu
never experienced the sensation, and
have never learned, is voui correspond,
has, the precise number "f feet a i:>
nay be thrown backward by the e meusion, if lie happens to In looking out "I
the front door of the eir d the time ami
ihere is a partition a1 mitt six bet bellic I
him. If you question Hie neeio-a: \ ..i in
statement he can establish its truth by ti
testimony ot a fellow passenger, wlwhead was in the washbowl at the moment
and with whom he collided.
After a delay of about two hours,
train, improvised at Baldwin, came to on
about three hours ufh
rescue, and in
ward discharged its somewhat dennn
■d cargo of baggage and passi ng,
tit
the depot in Jacksonville; thus bringing
to a termination our ride on the rail
it

s

tv. (i, c.

smooth track ?

Is it not also advertised that in the line of

until

to some friends in

idiosyncrasies

Our ride on

11 there is a

refuge and protection
hearty, hospitable style

and his

Charleston, I found that

with many triends, when a card
to him bv a waiter, followed I
cook. it is the Santee.

merry

community. The law had failed to protect us.
The county had time and again
been put to thousands of dollars of useless expense in trials which amounted to
nothing. And they had just seen a man
convicted of a cold-blooded assassination,

herewith somewhat refined and condensed.
It must have been in or about the year
1830 that a peripatetic circus company
pitched tent in the village above named,
for the profit to be reaped from the patronage ot country gentry and plantation
hands, and give such entertainment of
light fantastic equestrianism, athletic contortion and ground and lofty tumbling as
have not yet lost their periodical zest tor
rural neighborhoods. The small village
inn and every other receptacle for transitory guests in the place were taxed to
give temporary domicile to the small army
of show people; but one there was ot the
vagabond cavalcade who, instead of billetting with his roystering comrades took
the first opportunity to slip away from
both tent and village and follow a road
winding afar amongst retired plantations.
This was a mere boy, haggard and precociously rueful of glance and figure, escaping front a bondage in which frequent
stripes had not been wanting to make him
something lower than a horse in nightly
feats of the arena.
Things had come to
such a pitch in his maltreated young lit"
that he preferred a future of beggary on
foot to the lash-countered tinsel of die
beggar on horseback; and niton reaching
the stately Bntingham plantation he began his new career by asking at the door
tor a glass of water.
The sight of a white
hoy on the tramp was a novelty for that
part of the country in those patriarchal
days, and hence the whole household,
with the planter at their head, were attracted to the scene. Upon being kindly
questioned bv old Mr. Britingliam. the
fugitive Smike of the circus frankly revealed his story and situation, and that
with a piteous earnestness ot speech and
manner which might have extorted sympathy from the roughest phase of human

At ten, he was in a condition to talk very
sensibly about the state of the country, its

Not

An

Angry

Word

For Twenty Years

Can husband and wile love and hoti-h
each other For twenty \ ir- whlion*
"words” or angry dis|iutij : Wo won
give a good deal to net at the an.-wi
affirmative, negative or doubtful
simple question will pro. yoke. iVn ,11'
■

the young eo-tpie ii th
ol the honeymoon
I
would lie absurd to expert sneh a thin
is the thought of many a Uenedie' oi l lu
The latter is the ypry General opiai
o
Tt
Weston-snper-mare. Kninland
t.
last month, Mr. Knylake, a.id 1
ill old eu tom, as President of lie- \\
Cottager's Show,
lie
11
presenee ol
erowded assembly, invited lies e.ni ,
10 eome Forward and claim a
tlileh
'■aeon ottered to tin' eolla
r and
who had “loved and cherished >■ ndi
For twenty years without worda
disputes, and who had in all

eonlidently say
lirst happy tlnsli

■

■

faithfully performed theirtnarri
1’here

ige

x

elaitnent.

w

\\
n
I Idi-.
huppv to say. however, -neh we I
is not impossilile.
o
In the year IT-..
are sorry to have to go haek so t o
in
pursuance of a similar ancient custom
1 tliteh of bacon was claimed at Dunneov
In Essex, by a man and his wife, who h el
the same delivered to them as of 1 iglit. 1
“they laid not ipiaireled, neither li id
either repented, nor had one olfeiided the
other from the day of their marriage loi
twenty years.” The town-people ot Dun
mow
were so pleased that they iiunn di
ately not up a procession in their hoinu
and chaired them on men’s shoulders.
was not

ever

a

>

A well known conductor on the Centra!
Vermont railroad, who, by the wav. >perfect “Joe Miller” m story lelline
relates the following:
It was a bcauiilnl
night, and tin* moon shorn* rv it li a brill ia in 1
not uncommon in Vermont
The eai
■

were

nearing

White River

Junction,

and

there were but few passenger aboard tintrain. They were mostly too sleepy to notice the beauties ot nature around them, or
the matchless splendor ol the night. The
river was tilled with fragments of floating
ice which glided along in the moonlight
on the surface of the water like living
things. So they seemed to one passengi t
who, when the conductor came along for
tickets, pulled him by his coat and
exclaimed, “I say, conductor, aren’t those
things ducks that I see out there in 111
river?” “Oh yes,” said the conductor,
“ducks and geese.” “(food Lord, man."
said the excited passenger, “are those
wild geese? Why, there are thousands ol
"I know it.” exclaimed the
them,”
conductor, blandly, “the river is always
full of them at this season of the year,
and l have known those same geese to
come down 30 fast that they dammed
“Don’t people mine
up, the river.”
here and shoot them ?" said the would-be
sportsman. Without awaiting the answer,
he leaned over the next seat, and shaking
a sleepy
passenger by the sholder, roared
out, while he pointed to the floating ice,
“Did you ever see so many wild geese
before in all your life?” Rut the man
was too sleepy to answer, so he turned
to the conductor, and said, Can’t you liv
my ticket so that I can stop over a day.
and have a crack at those fellows ?”’
“Certainly,” said the conductor; you ean
get oft’ at the Junction, and go to tie
hotel; the landlord will lend you a gun,
ami you can shoot, goeso all day.” The
ticket was ‘fixed, and the “sport” got nil
the train, but we have not learned the
number of geese killed at this date.
■
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\ resolution was
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the election of Congressmen.
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I
amendment to the appropriation bill
hdded m Committee, repealing seelion
t tlie
army appropriation bill of 1S71
reten nee to the interest on Pacific rail: ’1
bonds. was agreed to by the House
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bills
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the history of tree govern'
licit the most successful administra
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been those that
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governed

them

tin*
to

ignorant majority that

(Tram's second election it

will Ik* we|| tor the

count \
d his administration follow (lie policy of the party
that supported Horace Greeley.
A majority, composed of the new voters ot the
out!). tnd an army ot oth
holders, obstinate ml compact as if is. can Ik* easily
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melted r.w.ay under the Intl'ien:
of an inand vigilant opposition ready to

telligent
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j

avail it-cp ot any political errors that the
go\ eminent may commit.
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\< >win xrn iN'.
(ini’. Perham made the
owing nominations Tuesday :
1
solemnize Marriages.
Ki v. John
1 ia~he! ot Newcastle.
I
the Peace lor tin1 State.—J.
H
Itniiiniionil am* Charles llohlen ol
Portland.
•lustjoe« ol the Peace and (Quorum.
IdewclKn
Kidder, Portland; (ieo. 1'.
'.mp-on. Brunswick : John K. Fogg, (iorJ
uam
I' Clark, Tremont ; J. P. Byard,
'sciw* If k : Jonathan Hannon, C.
M.
William'. Mt Desert; W. M. Trnssell,
s' Ceorfe ; ,l<,s. ||. Martin, Camden,
''"tat;,
Pnlilie.—Charles Eaton, So.
* *—i
•'A J. Moor, Hartland ; H. I.
land. Biddi lord.
• ria; Justices.—Henry O.
Stanlpy, DixV. J
Moore. Hartland; Peter A.
A Rich, Charlotte.
Moose Warden lor Franklin
County,
* has
B Calden, Phillips.
■

A

colored brother

to pray in a
•iiter.-noe meeting the other
day, hut
s-tore that exercise he indulged in brief
rose

preliminary remarks,as follows : Brethren
and sisters, it don’t do me a bit. of good
to
hear any of you speak or pray ; I feel
t'
though 1 must do it for uiysell. for, yon
snow
a<# our Lord and Savior. Jesus
*
brist. said. Every tub must stand on its
*n
As may be
bottom!
imagined
tie effect of the ((notation did not. add
materially to the serious aspect of the
meeting.

American company has been
formed on (he plan ol the. old Tortugnese,
th at

an

Dutch, French and English commercial
companies, particularly the East India
companies. Those companies were little
less than principalities, particularly the

English, holding

vast territories, making
gains, and absorbing, by intrigue and war, entire empires.
enormous

The concessions made to this company

by the authorities of San Domingo, ii the
published accounts are to be relied on,
are very little less than absorption of the
peninsula of Samana, and through that
of the whole country. The ruler becomes
the pensioner of the company, and there
is conceded to it the sovereign power of

establishing

taxes;

ment, and secured a condition from the

government that

it will never charter or

tolerate any rival company' within its territory, is master of the situation.
What the future ot this enterprise may
he is of course

conjectural. That someperceptible to the public underlies the scheme, is very probable.
It will
be easy to pick a quarrel with their neigh-

Correspondence

Journal.
Hartford, Jan 14.
The new year was ushered in by a fire which
lighted up the whole city. The Colt Willow
Factory burned to the ground with all its valuable contents of semi-manufactured stock. The

are

bad record is penetrated. It was sheer
and rank robbery, in which certain members of Congress joined with speculators
to swindle the government.
We have not
room
for the immense volume of the

of the

tire commenced to blaze in the last hour of 1872,
and at the end of the first hour of the new year,
the destruction was completed. Aesthetically
considered it was the most beautiful fire we
ever witnessed.
Tin* night was clear and cold
and without wind. The stock of willow-ware

testimony, nor would our readers care to
go through with it. A specimen brick of
the whole corrupt edifice may bo found in

burned up bright and brisk, and the flames shot
high toward the sky, throwing a vivid ruddy
glow oveV flic fields of snow. Probably the

the following extract from the testimony
of Oakes Ames. Of course it had to be I
forced out on cross examination, but it j conflagration did not look so pretty to Mrs. Coll
[ as it did to us, for she and the stockholders lost
came at last.
He said
! $05,000.
Question. How frequent were the dividends
NEW VEAR’S
—

RECEPTIONS

declared on the stock of the Credit Mobilier?
Answer. All the dividends that were declared were, T think, from Dec.. 1867♦ to July,
1868. I am not positive, but I think there has
been no dividend declared since.
Question. How many within that time?
Answer. I cannot tell; three or four I think.
Question. T spp in this printed pamphlet before me what purports to he a list of dividends,
and I wish to ask you if that list is correct. Tt
is as follows:
April 26, I860,
April 1, 1807,
1, 1867,
4, 1868,
1. 1868,
17, ISOS,
17, 1868,
.**, 1808,
isos,

July
July
July

July

custom-

houses; fixing duties on imports an I exports; building railroads, wagon-roads,
canals and telegraph lines within its
own territory; and, by
special contract,
throughout the whole of the Dominican republic, taking in return alternate leagues
of public laud.
The company may build,
officer and man ships, establish a bank,
and exercise most of the general powers
ot a sovereignty.
The company having
•also bought up al! grants and concessions
hitherto made by the Dominican govern-

Letter from Connecticut.

constrained to say that the rottenness of the Credit Mobilier business
becomes more and more apparent as the

framing laws for the government of its
territory; appointing its officers of police,
judiciary and commerce: levying and

thing

not

happened

m

selves I>\ the admonitions and criticisms
< t
the defeated minority
Instead ot de-

•-

nimaliiv,

gives 71.bo3 for Grant and
Greeley The* Warmoth re-

which

Greeley

••

S

it will not down.
After
the defeat of tin; project of annexation,
which was believed to conceal an enormous job, it. seems that the schemers were
not disheartened.
They worked quietly
and secretly al the problem in another
form, and now come forward to announce

Look.

Sept.

Sept.
Dec.

3, 1808,
It, 1868,
ly, 1808,

InUPRR Stock,
100 per cent.
InUPRR First rnort500
eage bonds,
In U P R R Stock,
100
*!
80
Mortgage bonds,
In l P K R Stock,
loo
In Dash. Currency,
00
In I' 1’ R K Stock.
4o
InUPRR Stock,
7i>
In U P k R First mort75
gage bonds,
InUPRR Stock,
100
InUPRR First mort76
gage bonds,
InUPRR Stock, 200
41

I Otal,.1,50:1

Answer by Mr. Ames. I think that is cor1 have no reason to doubt it; this list
seem- to reach to Dpi-, isiis.
1 tin not understand distinctly
Question.
your answer to Mr. Merrick’s question as to
bow many members of Congress received the
dividends upon that slock ami what members
did not receive' it among those von have mentioned.
Answer. Xthink all who paid ior that stock
received their dividends up to the time tliis suit
was commenced; that is my
impression.
Question. Who received the dividends.
Answer. Mr. Patterson. Mr. Bingham, anti
dames F. Wilson did, and I think Mr. Colfax
received n part of them ; ! do not know whether
he received them all or not; T think Mr. sieholieltl received a part of them; Messrs. Kelley
ant] Garfield never paid for their stock and
never received their dividends."
This array of profits is perfectly enorrect:

less general here than in New York city,
hut more popular than they are in Boston. It
is a singular fact that an annual call is all the
link which holds together the friendship of
The public receptions of official
many people.
are

often abused by citizens of doubtpersons
ful social position and more appetite than
politeness, who seize these opportunities to get
a ‘‘square meal/’
Governor Marshall Jewell
and Mayor Robinson each held a public reception at their respective mansion-. The Goverare

!

made

innovation by inviting (through
the press) the ladies of the eitv to call upon him
as well as the lordly voters.
The Governor believes in woman’s equality and right of franchise. At his house we saw ladies from all
circles of society. At the door the visitor was
nor

an

met by a colored gentleman in “swallow tail
coat” and white gloves, who passed him or her
over to the governor’s staff-officers who were in
full uniform. A member of the start' lead the
way to the parlor where the visitor was introduced to the Governor who in his turn presented the poor embarrassed victim t<« Mrs. Jewel!
who stood magmtieentlv attired ready to take
the hand of each new-comer. The wall** of the
house are literally covered with tine paintings.
For the better understanding of these a beaut ifullv printed catalogue was given each caller.
Some of the pictures cost $2,000 and $2,000 each.
We noticed particularly a lovely and unique
Madonna painted two hundred years ago by
Salvi. An interior domestic scene by Gerard
Dow, also two centuries old, made me sinfully
covetous.
In the Governor’:* salon stand*
Harriet ITosmer’s statue of Zenobia, Queen of
Palmyra. Zenobia is represented in her regal
robes and jewels and loaded with chains march-

mous.

ol any honest transaction

—

wa

’er'ai J and P*»rt land ; to amend eharih* iN-i.ob'cot Bay and River RailI i"- purport of this
'd
pc
nd tic time of location amt
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\ ears Irom date ot
hill,
rn
Port iaml and Bath
1
n
ll\ v- a- *n motion of Ml
'lie at*!e and ordered to lie
n
llouse, a large number
“i s am! petitions were
presentt* i!
1
I.** vo to withdraw was
?i cede, rea-iiny ,.o fee witnesses
11• a
i•.g lhe rights of married
n
id pr-»viding hr a p orm
11.; Inigants and lawgu

Eanquo’s ghost,
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Bad
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petitions
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for Black, the tem-

A

There is nothing like it recorded
since finances
ing a prisoner in tho triumphal procession of
to these figures the
majority for Grant
begun. With these figures, and remem- the
Roman Emperor Aurelian. Yon r- member
ovi
Greeley is 7 •’>!*, 12,7
that
members
of
held
this
bering
Congress
! the story.
Zenobia, the beautiful and accomIn l*b,K tin* aggregate of cdectoral votes bors there, in which the government of
stock, and hearing in mind the further plished daughter of an Arab <'hief, connived at
this
be
will
called
to
intercountry
upon
tor Grant was
is.
tael that Congress voted to
Seymour1" vote
relinquish the the assassination of her husband, and assumed
fere and protect the company.
was :’.7<
Anything first
Grant’s majority, ‘top.bxs
mortgage which the government held [ the title ol Queen of the East. This so exaslollow
in
the
of
train
such
an
event.
I he republicans have inere.as< d ineir vote may
on tlic road—and who can believe that I perated the Roman Emperor that lie inarched
But if the company is wise it. will keep on
by .»i i,i!>b, and tint democrats by ISO,247.
rank corruption did not exist? Filteen hun- against her kingdom, took it, and urried her a
prisoner to Rome, where she was made to adorn
exclusive ol the vote cast tor O'Conor, terms with the natives, and remember the dred and five
per cent, dividends in less Ids
of the French, at the beginning
triumph by marching in her regal robes. In
i in- republican majority in four
years 1ms attempts
than three years! The testimony shows the statue the
mingling of the expression ol
I the century to conquer the negroes in
increased 1-P.b'>19. Thi increase for tin*
in another way that great corruption ex- disdain with a
proud humility, is wonderfully
their mountain tastnpss. The people of
republicans amounts to just about the
isted.
The total capital oi the Union portrayed. Zenobia is just stepping forward,
diis
be
will
curious
to
see
bow
country
iic.-ri vote
While tin* democrat- have
Pacific Railroad Company was a follows: with a firm tread. This fine work is an exact !
gamed in the face of certain defeat, and tins novel scheme gets on. and somewhat $26,738,000 in (fovernmenl Bonds; $20,- copy made by Miss ITosmerof her first Zenobia 1
as to its
that created such a furore a few years ago.
possible future com- 000,0(10 in Public 1, anils and
:i vpi <‘ ol tin*
heavy defection h: N’ovem- apprehensive
Income
MISS KATK STANTON.
plications,
( bei in
INmnsylvania. the republicans withBonds, and $10,000,1)00 in stock actually
I see that this fascinating lecturer is to teil of
in the
ante
time have added to theii j
subscribed and paid in.
I’lie I-oves of (treat Mon" at Rockland on the
Do Your Duty, Gentlemen.
lorecs only tin*
a tranchised
negroes.
Total capital,
$113,270,000
dsih ins). You ought to hear iter in Belfast,
Tin administration papers are exultantIh'-sc ligtire- show conclusively that
Actual cost id Road,
68,000,0110
‘■die is the leading and rising woman of the
Grant owes his elect ion to tin* nc/u^v and
ly calling attention to the position of Contimes, and is fast adding to her popularity. One
Unaccounted for,
$45,270,ooo
that th(‘s.* ignorant voters hold tin* b:i ••nee gressman .James Brooks, ol New York,
grand secret ot .Miss Stanton's sure.ess .as a
And these unaccounted for
ot political power m this count re.
forty-live lecturer is in Ihe tact that she magnetises her
in respect to the Credit Mobilier, and enThe
1 millions shows where the enormous audiences and
tn*gro inlLiem c ,»n the result of the
puts them in full sympathy with
presi- deavoring to taunt Democrats with the
of milk in this cocoanut came herself. Mi-s Kate Stanton is
dential flection was jar more
assertion that, alter all the. noise about amount
personally a very
potential
attractive woman. She is taking a far
trom.
higher
the matter, one of their own
sat (*ontained in their men* num[than
Congressposition hefr.ro the world than the old dowager
ber-.
As -oon as ii wa
satisfactorily as- man is the first to get caught in the net.
Elizabeth ( ’adv Stanton. Your readers will lie
Well Done, Mr. Hale.
ec.aained by tin* North Carolina election
there is no objection to having the matcurious to know something of Miss StantonsC
Cur
that the negroes could be mustered in un- ter lake that form.
representative in Congress lias antecedents and history.
We are ready to adSite is a great grand-daughter ot the famous
broken column in support of tin- adminis- mit that the testimony does cast a shade done honor t<. himself and spoken in favor
Mai. Gen. Greene of the Revolution. Her
traiioi. thousands ot white voters resolved upon that individual
And vve call up- of truth and instiee, by denouncing the
father, the Hon. George Stanton of Rhode
to
well the negro triumph.
Add to the on the immense radical majority in the miserable farces which are called governIsland, i< both an able and very comely gentlements in some of the States of the South.
votes oi those newly enfranchised eitizens,
House of Representatives to do full and
man, and Miss Stanton possesses enough of her
In
a
debate
the
he
said
tie* army ot oilice holding dependents, the ample justice to the ease,
upon
subject,
it Mr. Brooks
father’s Grecian type of countenance to he conFor the
nuaneial, railroad and land grabbing rings has no defence, if the disreputable act is of certain last few years the infamy ami disgrace sidered beautiful.
Carefully educated under!
.southern state governments have been
iinminding tin* admini-'-tration, and the I nil v and conclusively proven, let him be cmMunlly on the increase. There have been •he best private tutors here in the same line ol
corrupt electors and corrupt
there studies which young men pursue at college, she
'vim!; and tickle mob whose* highest
politi- expelled trom the body, as he will fully have- been corrupt legislators election-;
and corrupting eventually went to
Europe and passed three
cal aim
to east their ballots on the
deserve to be.
But out of Congress will legislation; there have been double Legislayears in the study ot French and German
ture-, double Governors, double Representaer.M g id**, and Grant’s
majority cover- aNo lift’, e to go. as disgraced men, such tives in ihis House, and double Senators year literature. Returning she has followed the
ed hy many thousands
\ political partv
year in many States. There have been had
sinning lights of radicalism as (Jake- J by
study of tlie law, and prior to entering the lecmen in IIiom1 Slates who have
power by ture field was for a
resiing on a majority composed of such Ames, Bingham, Wilson, Colfax, .Scho- wholesale bribery, and have bought
year Slate Law Librarian of
enriched themmaterials. imH Ik* extremely caution* in field, Ivellev and (fartield. And Mr. Sen- selves ;ii the expense of (lie people bv specula- Rhode Island. Determined to demonstrate that
tion or open-handed robbery. Corruption and
women can tiii most positions
atoi Harlan, of Iowa, to whom this con11s movement
generally ocetiwhen confronted bv the
anarchy have occupied ami possessed these unjiied by men, she was constant at her post. She
fortunateStates.
cure his election
N.’atrhlul, intelligent, and poweifui mi- cern paid $10,000 to
is a brilliant and sptev writer as well as an
These are tads which no one can disnority >1 nearly three millions who voted is not there matter tor inquiry and punisheloquent speaker, and is a favorite contributor
have
been
ment in a transaction of this kind?
lor Horace
(It pute. They
it has
open and palpable
reover

s*nvto
Friday,
were
a i, J
re, erred, l
extend the
lie* Maine Central Kailsoad Com*

fl«d

votes

>7/122 lor
turning board made the vote (if),2b7 for
Grot-ley and .r>S.2.V2 lor (irant. According

T"- a-urer.

he
■1

ring votes,chietly for < VConor,

some

perance candidate, are among them. In
this table the Times, of course, takes for
Louisiana the return ot the Pinchbaok

petition of board,

and others for a prohibiv
''*idue. d.
A large nuniintroduced. A resolution
_r
'*ri
quest; ng the Secretary
!
> furnish the
;
Senate with
•-»
tin* condition ot the
t ustoms and the amount
\ ed Mid
what increase rto j to t fie * usities'. and accounts
ndit i-.n
I n the I louse a
;H
-'ed abolishing the bankrunt
^

although

Ml-s,cjri, (’hieag<» and
Facile railroad eomdn- dual vote the House

v

'•

«catt«

uid

I

York Times gives ;i table of
vote for (‘lectors in all (he
’In* Union in the recent presiden-

popular

"tales o!

and tin- best means tor
,nd ‘poke at length
i1
he House
di- (‘ussinn took
ia good ib a! o|
o]>position was
d
Not the Senate to grant
din )■ aili• ad lauds in Iowa.
-o
c
nomad lands to the
in.

iud

Election.

i lie New

m,

•':

Presidential

The

A"

**

POST OF-

Domingo Again.

This island has come to the surface
again in the affairs ot this country. Like

collecting

"*

S<

San

com.-

lor !In- rift

tion had

or

mortgage

$10,000 the associaof tin- Senator and

iiis services, in and out ot
We can

say, let

Congress.
jusiic e lie dtym,

only
though the heavens fall. If Brooks he
guilty, out with him. And purge the
capital likewise of all the unclean birds

(always

tor many years, and

be more

—The unceremonious removal of Mr.
(loodale trom the

the

to define the manner of it.

is

Mr. Hale

be done without part iz an bias
o;- preference.
But a doubt may well be felt
whether even this can accomplish all that

important position of is needed.
Bouyl of Agriculture, the South

The root of the trouble in all
is that society has been invert-

M

tirst class female talent on the
platform. The country is full of young ladies
who ought to prepare themselves for the rostrum. No matter if they do not all win the
laurels of a Miss Stanton or Mis* Dickinson.
There are very varying degrees of merit
among
male public speakers; but that fact does not
e

want

more

prevent the less able of them making themselves useful as advocates of
special causes.
There are thousands of poor preachers, for ex-

ample, hut the constant
enough of them.
Letter

erv

rut*

—Mr. fan I, of Kitterv, is a eompassionman.
By his motion the Judiciary

tin1 sail and sorrowful inci-

dents nonnested with the present prevalence of that terrible pestilence, small

alludes to.
—It

newspaper man wants to go on
a lark, lie can do so with
impunity. Jt
has been decided bv the .Supreme Court

pox.

Last, week we met a

thought

From Rockport.
Rock port, Jan. 21.

<>n

Thursday evening the 10th inst., dm rsi-

!,'"t of Dr. amt .Mrs. If. ft. Raton was
well
lilt .1 with a lew of their
many friends, the .><easion being the twenty-fifth anniversary of
their marriage.
Appropriate
were
made by T. It

speeches

Simonton. Es<p, and Mr Joseph
A pleasant evening was enjoyed,
Messrs. Shepherd, Jones A <!o. and
(Japt. (R
'*• Shepherd imye bought I lie schooner Julia
Newell, She will he taken upon the railway at
Rockland and thoroughly repaired.
Mr. William R. Achorn, aged about 23
years,
belonging in this village, died of small pox,
Boston, Iasi week.
Messrs, Talbot Rust A Riouhl began
cutting
ire on Monday.
Andrews.

iti

ato

of the stock awaited his
order, he
replied that he could not take it, as he
might be called to vote upon some ques-

sene

The

a

ot

eyes
ol his desolate home?

eulogy on Horace Greeley which
publication from Pittsfield, is

is senl for

well written, but comes rather late.

that traduced us and reviled our venerable
cider mill last summer, to ask our pardon

of ambition.
Somebody
cock of the walk.

and conless that they were wrong.
tue and truth triumph at last.
It is

V new story ot the flood, written in Assyrian characters upon stone tablets found in
Nineveh, has been preserved in the British
Museum.

a

Vir-

only

question of time.

We should like to have Tenney rise
Illinois, that reporters- are, in a very
K. W. Flagg, Esq., a well known
and explain what he means hy
broad sense, public servants; that by freon
in
of
died
that
referring
Bangor,
city
lawyer
quenting haunts of vice and reporting the Thursday last, ot disease of the lungs, to interesting articles on the outside of
practices followed there, they protect and after a long and painful illness. He was the Brunswick Telegraph, and then sendwarn the public and are not to
be classed a man of excellent abilities, and thorough ing ns hut a half sheet.
wit-h those who go to such
—We don’t much hear the exultant
lie had held various
places for im- legal training.
moral or illegal
purposes, and are there- otlicial positions, among them those ot crow of our administration friends over
fore not subject to arrest unless it can be Clerk of the House ot
Representatives the reduction of the national debt. That
proved that professional duties do not and Deputy Collector of Bangor. At one two millllon increase in December seems
call them to such places.
to have discouraged them
time he edited the Bangor Daily Times.
of

—

—

venient for public travel. The testimony on the
part of the plaintiff shows that in August. ts'O.
she had occasion to go from the house of her
father, Wm. W. West, in Belfast, with his horse
and wagon, to the house of Albert Clark, a distance

of about

a

mile and

a

half, and before

starting she requested her brother

to examine
the wagon and harness to make sure that everything was safe, which accordingto the brother’s
testimony he did. even extending his examination to the condition of the nut on the end of
the bolt which secured the whifUetree to the
crossbar, and finding iL property screwed up.
That in the afternoon after thp examination in
the morning she started with another person
whom she was carrying to Mr. Clark’s, "and

drove

the road leading l.v the residences
of Alplieus Shaw, Ephraim Pitcher and Aaron
Nickerson, arriving safely at Mr. Clarks, although the road over which she had passed was
very rough and in some places full of dangerous ruts and stones.
But when returning over
the same road, and while descending the hill
between Mr. Pitcher’s and Mr. Shaw’s, the
horse trotting slowly, one of the forward wheels
over

of the wagon struck a large slone elevated some
four or live inches above the road, throwing out
the whililetree-bolt, and the whiffletree came
down against the horse's legs, causing him to
run down the hill and for a longdistance, in-

wants

to

be

—

We are glad of it. The old one
always
taxed our faith more than any other
portion of the book.
The President of the Richmond, Me.,
National Bauk is Levi Mustard.
They
spread him into a plaster that draws about
nine per cent.
—The trial ot Hon. W. L. Putnam, inconspiracy, is proceeding before
the Superior Court, at Portland.
dicted for

Captain Joseph
week with

lie

reports

the road, receiving very

severe

injuries both

internally and externally.

tached, bowsprit, bulwarks and everything movable about the deck. We lashed
ourselves to the main chains, and after
washed away, the vessel
again righted, hut completely waterlogged.
We then got to the quarter deck and lashed
ourselves there, the sea
over us

a

period of about nine years.

And whether (he nut

the holt before starting was the
principal question to be
decided by the jury. Verdict lor the plaintiff,
was

was

breaking

constantly, and the cold

so intense that
water froze around ns.
On the afternoon
of the same day, the sea
running quite

but not

breaking

windward

wide

any, made

a

sail

proved to be the
schooner Mineoia of Ellsworth,
lying to
t

under double reefeu main sail,
drifting
towards us. She passed across our bow
no one on deck.
On hailing her
three men eame cut of the cabin.
Spoke
her and asked to be taken off, but they
paid no attention to our request. We
then requested them to lay by ns it
they
could not take us off. We got no
saw

ho defense offered some testimony to show
that the horse was not at all times a safe going
animal, hut the main point in the defense was
the improbability that the vvbirtletree bolt was
so carefully examined before
starting on this
day when Ihe plaintiff had rode in the wagon
I

frequently during

as

washed away, and the vessel was gradually tilling On the morning of the 10th
she rolled over, taking away remainder
ot the deck load,
spars and everything at-

everything

safely

on

Ji3.iU1.07.
Jewett for pill'.

Abbott for deft.

Inhabitants of Montville vs. inhabitants of
Ktna. An action brought to recover for supplies furnished by phrnlifts to Jonathan R.
Gatchel] and family, li appeared that in 1*07
(latched and family fell into distress and were

Thus

late.

S. L. Millikon, E-q., lectured at Daman-cotta
last week on the subject of ,4 Aristocracy.”
r>aac Tf. Darby was titled
and costs by the
Police Court for being drunk and disorderly.
On Monday

wo counted sixteen horse and ox
the square with wood and hav.
It
required sharp navigating t<> gel t.» the post
office.

teams

on

Peter W. Aver, of Unity, lias been elected
of the trustees of the State Agricultural

one

Society.
The thaw of last week, followed by the alee
Saturday, make nice sleighing for a few day-,
and our streets are lively.

of

It is u sin for persons to allow slippery sidewalks in front of their premises.
We hope all
who do so may repent in sand and ashes.
Steamer Katahdiu due on Saturday morning,
did not arrive until Mondav.
having been detained by bad weather.
A young girl in MontviUe, who recentlv lived
in this city, has given birth to a mulatto child
The colored troops continue to tight nobly.
A young man in search of work was heard to
remark, ‘when a PI low can’t get uio’rn oue
day's work in a wee1, it- mighty exr».urageous.”

The ice harvest has <• untm tc i
I’he season
far has not been favorable to
e gathering
owing to the large amount of »uow that hafallen.
so

Our streets were m a dangerous condition
from ice last week ;-ev. rul ,^- ver*- uoured
bv slipping down
>ion* 01 them, we are sorr\
to

say,

moved to

were

swear

about

i:

The officers of the Phumx and l iinothy ( base
lodges were privately installed it Masonic Hall
on Thusday evening, bv
H. L. Kilgore, D. D
G. M.
Mi.

Whitten will give

to render some assistance.

of the kind ever held in the citv.

we

Wiscasset, William M. Patterson,
From him

ter.

p it.of

a

answer, and left us to out-

remained until the morning of the 11th. when we were taken off
the wreck by the seh. Jefferson Borden,
of

John X. Stewart has hcon vV:tr«l* <I
for his wagon for moving how>e<.

a giand Kxlubitioi
Friday evening, at Ilay ford Hal. which
promises to be one of the most attractive ariab

reply.

Implored them
They made no

and City.

The riioimis eats have begun to rehearse tor
ilie spring concerts.

last

very heavy snow-storm and strong winds;
vessel labored heavily and
sprung a leak.
Finding that we could not keep her free
with the pumps we got clear ot all the
deck load possible, for it was very much
iced up; during the night the boats were

to

of

Clay arrived here

follows: “The Clara
Norton sailed from Bangor on the 2nd of
December lor Boston ; everything went
'veil until the fit! when we
experienced a

high,

on a small
from some other cause he was thrown
down and the plaintiff went nut of the wagon
an.I some twenty-live feet through the air before -be struck on the embankment at the side

A.

of the Clara

condition

stone

or

crew

County

22.

Norton, composed of William 1,. Worthly, Samuel B.’
Clay and Roscoe Wardwell, who have
not yet recovered lrom their frost-hitten

creasing his speed until by stepping

well

mas-

his wile and
officers, we received the best of care and
attention that our pitiable condition reas

Ball,

on

The Great Arne* can Doughnut Hater habeen satiated for otic*
a recent sociable he
was presented with
doughuut whi«Ui in it- \
tension and twists emulated a barber’- p<>|.- .>i
the first magnitude.
*■

as

Mr. Cook has

veni-on at

-ome

brought by Mr.

his inarkci.

It

.worth ;roni oi and
where twelve deer were last veh
b-o
I ne
1-1 p
p
,-v to
deep snow and sharp
overtake and kill them.
was

W-

quired, being provided with clothing and
medicines. According to observations by
A rase of varioloid ha- .p|
f aptain Patterson we were /in miles
uvd it the bri< i.
from
house, where the youim man mention- I itf'ape Cod when discovered by him. They week is
>irk, .John l» W idlin wa- taken with
got out a dory they happened to have on
symptom- wliirh illtli* ;iI«•«I t|i,
border. !.t«
hoard, which was manned hy two Grand they developed into rh> uimUi-ni, mie h to In-*
Bankers, Francis Cromwell and Alfred relief.
•uenis were untrue, brought this action
against
Dickson, who were at home in such a
.V new schooner has
m
mm-ii taken up. to
Etna, and proved a derivation settlement from
boat.
They succeeded after considerable he built this -eason ho < ipt lohu Korger-on
his father In Etna.
Defendants alleged that
and to be owned bv
t
»t-s
\_
t-'r-deriek
Gab-hell was born m Aug. 1S35, that he voted difficulty in taking us off by* making two
ISros., Howes < Y>., and other- Shew* in.* .inh
in Etna in 1S50, immediately went to Montville trips. We had suffered terribly troin cold,
aud finish d .a .July
by <I*, (.'arter A
and remained until the fall of istil, making five and being frost-bitten were
obliged to he Tins makes -i\ that alter h now under on
years; that he moved into Knox for a
lifted
on
hoard from the boat, almost help- tract.
temporary
and
<

assisted hv Freedom ; that Freedom biv ight an
action against both Montville and Ftna: that
on account of certain statements
made by the
pauper in regard I'o his age Montville paid the
hill and tool; him home without
going hi trial.
Plaintiffs claimed that soon after
settling with
Freedom they discovered that Gatchell’s state-

<

removed to Montville again.
purpose
Plaintiffs claimed that Gatcliell was Imrn in
Aug. isjfi: that be was but twenty years old
when he voted in Etna; that his vote was

challenged at the time; that lie did not begin to
acquire a settlement in Montville until Aug.
1S.77, and moved to Knox in the fall of ls(!1 :
built a small house on land owned hv his wife:
remained there two years; went on the Knox
quota in the 2(!t:h Mo. Itogt.. and voted in Knox.
Gatcliell acknowledged that In- was desirous of
fixing his settlement in Montville: that begot
possession of an old Bible belonging to his
parents containing a record of the birth of their
children: that he changed the date of his birth
from ISM tois.-la; that he heard lib father’s
and mother’s depositions were to be
taken, and
that he sent a copy of the changed record to
them

to

swear

by.

Verdict

for

plaintiffs.

Damages assessed at jBfkV'J.
M< la-thin for pltls.
\ ose .V Hubbard for debts.
Abner G. Gilmore vs. Joint ('. f,ihhv pt ids.
A

question

oi

noth *- ol disclosure
Referred to court

poor
debtors bond.
MeEellau for pill'.
Ni.-kerson lor defts.
Samuel Collin o. Lyman Littlefield. Action
lor money had and received.
Plaintiff alleged
that he went to defendant’s house to
pay him a
note amounting to *240.00: that lie counted
out
the money; that dcfendent and his son took the
money and counted it; that when he counted
out tile money there was a
fitly dollar hill
among it. which was missing. Plaintiff .-barged defendant with taking the hill, which defendant denied.
Defendant claimed that he was
on

Hubbard for plff.
Abbot tor deM
Hannah S. Small vs. John C. Libbv :md
others. An action on a note of 8125.00 signed
by J. C. Libby & Co. and by Otis Harritnan a>
surety. The principals had become defaulted,
and the liability of the surety was in
question.
The surety claimed that at the time that the note
became due Libby & Co. were solvent, and that
plaintiff bail extended, for a valuable consideration, the time of payment Verdict lor deft.
Abbot tor pltt.
On motion of E.

NTickerson for deft.
Iv. Kovle. Esq.. Geo. E.

Wallace, Esq., of Jackson, was admitted to
practice law in all the courts of the State.
The following divorces have lieen decreed—

Committee, at Augusta, is instructed to
tion
the company. We take no
into the expediency of
inquire
dispensing creditaffecting
gentleman
to the party because Mr.
with
j to Hit's uflirc. This we suppose is the Bath our
the
live
notice
of
intention
of
Bayard is
days’
acquaintance, whose business obliges
standard ot high toned journalism.
We him
How the hilling and cooing a Democrat. He acted tor no party, but
to travel much of the time.
marriage.
Having
exchange with every paper in the State heard of the death of his
doves will bless his name. But let it be as a member of the United States Senate,
son, we said a
that desires it, and shall be
and as a gentleman and Senator should
to
do
happy
words
of
consolation
Jew
“Yes,” said remembered that “Paul plants and Apolso with the Times
act.
While others are
upon an assurance that
1ns
but
God
waters,
busj' in frantic engives the increase.”
he, “my boy was in Boston, and at the
we
are
deavors to erase smutches from their ofto be treated fairly.
Nothing hotel
—'There
is
almost
entire
unanimity among
they put him in a room next to a the
temperance men of the State that the cider ficial garments, his robes are as white as
gives us more pleasure than to be attacked, small
case.
He came home sick, law of last, winter is of no
pox
practical benefit. snow. While others
provided we can have sight of the assail- while I was
of views in the late convention dedisgraced their posiaway.
My house was closed Comparison
ant.
We have copied in lull 1 he remarks
veloped little real difference of opinion upon (lie tions and brought scandal upon the counson
the
authorities.
and
was subject,
died,
ft will probably tie repealed hy the
My
by
jot the Times, it the Times proposes a buried. Next my little girl died, and now legislature with no opposition, unless it, comes try, he can look the whole world in the
from
let
it
not
anti-prohibitorv men, who would like to face.
reply,
garble, but copy just
my poor wife is there with her remaining use it a while longer as a cudgel to heat out the
what we have said, and we shall be satischild. I havn’t seen my family for four brains of temperance advocates. [Kennebec
We tear that the request to
Journal.
tied.
And as to that Governor business,
incorpoIs there any wonder that the
weeks.”
Now we expect those misguided papers rate a poultry association veils a scheme
the Times will not. have the opportunity it
with
filled
tears at
afflicted man’s

|

Willey of Boston, in this action claimed
^iO.ono damages for injuries received on an
alleged defective highway, which the defendants
admit they were hound to keep safe and conC.

Items, Ac

Local
News of the

Bucksport, Jan.

Clara A. Willey vs. Inhabitants nl Belfast.
The plaintiff, joined with her husband, Henry

is that there is not.

Secretary ot the
is
exciting much indignant comment ed. f
he brains that might direct society
throughout the State. While his qualili- and
government
aright are overborne by
We notice that the Bangor
cations are undisputed, it is acknowledged
Whig has an
the jealousy of enfranchised
ignorance, article
that he has been painstaking and efficient
denunciatory of Mr. Brooks of
directed by designing knaves and swindNew York, for his connection with
in his office, and no good or sufficient
Credit
lers.
Nothing can help South Carolina, Mohiler stock. Other radical
reason can lie given for the removal.
It
papers are
for instance, while this state of things
seems to have been accomplished within
endeavoring to defend their favorites
exists, for those knaves attain their ends whose
the Hoard through a kind ot trickery
lingers appear to he in the trap.
under tin* forms ot a just government.
There is no difficulty in
which has heretofore pertained exclusively
marking out the
It is easy to see how this might have been
to the lower strata of party
proper path for a member to have pursued
politics. Such
but now that the evil exists its
under the circumstances. When Senator
| an act, displacing such a man, is not prevented,
cure is a terrible problem.
Bayard, of Delaware, was notified that
| creditable to the State.
—Many

Letter From Bucksport.
LOSS OF SCI! CLARA NORTON.

nothing
supporters of the
Engadministration are getting sick of this land. Miss Stanton delivers Iter addresses without
and
her “Loves of Great Men" is abed, nearly helpless with the rhumatism at
notes-,
reign of robbery. The next thing to an
the time; that his son counted the money, and
as a
both beautiful and
pronounced
masterly lie did
acknowledgement of the need of reform, oration.
not touch It.
Verdict for defendant.
gratifying than that

can

says—
In my opinion it is time, ami T hope all Rethat roost there. With you of the domipublicans will appreciate thi that we take this
nant party is the power, and with yon matter with a strong hand. Am! the last men
rests the responsibilty.
Will you do your to object, to such action on the part of the Government, taken with due regard to the spirit of
?
our Constitution, are the gentlemen on the other
duty
side, who have claimed that the Republican
party is accountable because it will not interNo Man Can Serve Two Masters.
! fere, but allows thieves and robbers to pillage
tin* South. Let u< {*0 to the root of the matter.
Die President is saying to all his subor- If necessary, let us take entire charge there for
the time, put down the pretensions of usurpers,
dinates that they cannot serve two maiirive out thieves from high places to which thev
lers.
In other words, an executive order have never been duly elected. tin«l out if there
is any real State government with proper auis out admonishing all who hold
position thentication, and if. as I suspect, there is none
to the people of this desolated and plundergive
under the national administration, that aled State, an opportunity for a fair election, and
ter next March they will lie considered as when a government has been
set. up under such
stand by it with tie* whole force of
having resigned them il they are found guarantees,
the General Government civil and military.
to he holding state or
municipal positions.
This is said with particular reference
From the operations of this rule are exto Louisiana.
It points in the right diiaccepted justice of the peace and notaries, tion. So much as
may he done within
sheriifs who may be deputy marshals, and
the bounds of the constitution, and un lor
postmasters receiving not over $tiOO. So, the clause for
guaranteeing republican
gentlemen, hi* prepared to make your forms of
government to the States, should

election.

Iter own name) to the columns of
the Springfield (Mass! Republican, the best
edited paper, ny common consent, in Yew

Supreme Judicial Court.
APPLETON, CHIEF JUSTICE, PRESIDING.

Hannah 1*. Jones front George A. Jones.
Custody of jjtinor children to mother.
Carrie R. Tyler from Andrew Tyler. Custody
of children to mother.
Samuel X. Downes from Sarah J. Downes.

—We publish to-day the call for a
Woman Sufl'rage Oonventien,
be held
at

t^

Augusta, Jan. 29tli and 30th.

lie seen that the call

Ii

will

signed by ladies
and gentlemen ol tin1
highest itTelligenoe
and social position,
i’bis is a question
which is forcing itself upon public notice,
is

less from exhaustion and exposure. We
arrived in Havana Dec. .‘list, and were
immediately supplied with money and
clothing by the American Consul and
liberal iriends, and furnished with home

tickets by steamer, to New York. There
we were
generously given free tickets to
Boston, by the Narragansett Steamship

Company

and Old Colony railroad.”
Hancock.

—The Augusta correspondent of the
Bangor Whig says the Bath and Portland
Railroad charter would conic up in the
Senate on Wednesday, and pass without

opposition.
—The type make queer

exchanges

our

<

errors.

announces

that

>no of

nil! has

a

been reported authorizing a citizen to
huild a wharf into the Penobscot l!>-er
I he Oracle relates that a man ot .10
induced a Newcastle girl ot 11 to rot) her
father ot ijitiu, and run oil witti him. Hav-

ing

no means

walking,
now

the

castle at

of

getting away except by

the sheriff overtook them,

persuader of females has
the county jail.

a

and
new

Generalities.

to

crazy

died.

He was probably trying to
cipher out of existence that two million
increase in the public debt.

to

(,

|

..(

,j

sleigh is

u

.,

sleigh

no

T\

iipi>

i.rheve

<

th

post wasn’t hurt any.
The Iriz/ling weather
Thin- lav un i
business extremely dull mi th -treets. Up the
monotony was relieved in the ifterno-ei !.\ ui
out door auction -ale m ( u-toni Hoits s.piai1

consisting of

two horses, one pung and
doutu,
harness.
One horse was bought
»v
brink
Allies of this citv fur yioo. The <.th> r hv !
)

<'oleof .f.n'kson for ^ho. J"fi* j*11»? _■ \\ i- hr
off to Thoinu- Reynolds <>| Hr »k- r-e
and the liartless to Thomas I
p„ p
s inrn.-,e
Km. ison • iII *\
H:•
t me
,:t.
for sale and ifiarletr\ the
,,.n/
g-..|

:,o
.-

gone!’
A very pious young iiiun, aftet
punting twospoonsful of sugar into his op m ti and me
rinding the desired -weeturs-. tel! p, eur-im

the sugar dealers for adulterating tin- arn. |.
Hi1 was led to taste the same, whmi he found
to be snow—a little joke f hi-tt- »• had
H
failed to see it in that light, and
:f t In- thin:'
hapt eus again he will emigrate
citizen ot this bailiwi k on Monday wen?
store and stood peiisiv* Iv mitem: biting
the large and varied .stork, 'hidden iv the -1.»\
funnel above his head, impelled t>. wh ii «,id
Hamilton calls
the depravity of inanimate
A

a

I'he

Maine Central has recently put
and elegant mail car upon if* track.
made at the Augusta shop.

a

new

It

was

over

A despatch from Key West on
.Saturday, announced the death at that place of < yru* Q.
Aiden. ot ( amden, who had gone thither for
the benefit of his health.
Strawberries large and delicious,
in the San Francisco market*.
1
cut

are

plenty

lie confession of Mrs. Sherman of Connectieight murders.

cover*

There
Stale*

are

2:i,S20,tiOO cattle

in

the

'Texas alone has over ; 1,000 uoo.

Fnitcd.

Boston paper thinks that if Adam i* accountable for ‘consequential damages/ he will
have a rough time of it.
A

After a honeymoon of four week- a
voting
married couple of Fast Sf. Louis divided up the
furniture amicably and separated.

This terse and touching memorandum
apin a Western paper: *Henrv Lvman;
shoemaker; Terre Haute, bedeord; icaloiHy.’
pears

Paine Durkes, FN.p. inspector in the custom
bouse at Portsmouth. V. TL. f• If dead in*t tidlv,
ui the Methodist
chapel, Sunday c Veiling, aged

oil yenrs.

Cveu

tar down as
froze lo death, Christinas

Mississippi

as

withstanding

a

good tire

bouse all the time.

was

a

negro

night,

burning

section
»t tie

imp .rtiallv

liis store clothe-,
vidual’s feelings.

du-r Ian

v

tnal

mi.

At the annual meeting of the Belfast Uaonijntny, on Momlav. the following directorwere elected—W. B.
Swan, \\ i».
\>
\
llowes, N. }•. Hou-Pmi and C|,;l,B. Hazeitine. Wm. B. >wan wa- mad I*re-id< nt.
H. ljuimby, Tn*i<. and A. K. l»io*,
<U\>*r
A di\ idend of eight per •i tu.. wa- mad'
'-evenf v

<

thousand t**et of gas wa- i,n «nm**d thpu-i
vear in < \
of the pn.-\j< u- one
Th. dirors voted
lo reduce tin
<>{ g^ frou,
{»1
84.25 to 84.00
<

••

Flight wagon-loads of “frozen -to-death" hogs
\v-i c pun-based
by the Davenport, la., soap
factory.

woman

things,” parted and

came down.
A
struck hi- hat, driving it to the no-,
same time
emptying a .piart of

prejudice.

and

belonging
.liter

•*

F’zru Pray, ;i prominent citizen of Albion,
■ lied
\i'i*y siiiblmily on Saturday.

be met.

—We read in the Washington despatches
that a treasury clerk recently went

liorw
ill.

,i
tumbling
m.m
ih,.sleigh, took flight a in I spirted up Chill' ll s?r. *o
When aiifast the mnt Ii• u11.* -w i. hed the
heigh against, a -tone post, and what ion e w t-

into

I'lie Maine Fanner says the Johnson Brother'
ot •"'t. Albans, have threshed this tall in all SOOO
We trust that the" Imshpls of grain, about SHOO bushels ol it bein',
subject may be considered on all hands in wheat.
The reeent
anil great snow'-storm
the light ot reason and
right, rather titan m Northern “cold snap**
Town, Western Wisennsin ami
be tried by the wrongful and
illogical Minnesota, exceeded those of anv winter ever
known.
standard of

and lias got

A
^wan

i'

in

not-

her

About t o’eloek Wednesday, the livery stable
ot K. NV. Thomas, in Hallowed, was
totally destroyed by tire together with three horses, most

Phe new three-ma-lcd -«• h-•*>n*
ii 1*. BiaHdel 1, loading hay at I* redenck’s wharf, i- a \»*i v
line looking vessel. She wa- built it Brooki.i
bv ). M. Biaisdell, and i- doo tons burden
Her
keel was laid three years ago, ;m«l after her
frame was up work was -u-pru.le.}. f..i on,
vear, owing to the failur of partie- cic
ned.
'V« -hould say sin* wa- a wadi sea.-t>ni d a afT.
She i-owned 1 »> panic- in Brooklin and Bo«

i<m.

I

is commanded by < apt. G. Wood of
ad, and
b*ading for < harie-oon,
<

and

<’apc

(

here

considerable audibb* -miling in th**
last week, during the trial of tin*
•a-e Montville
tgain-f Idna, coin rning the
settlement of a pauper named Gop hell. The
Come

was

room

elder Getehell

tin stand subjected to a
examination by V o-e in regard
to trivial matter-, to t -I hiHe folmemory.
lowed the twistings and turning- for a long

searching

wa- on

cross

tune, with much mental *fh-rt.
\* length wiping the sweat from his brow. In inquired—
‘•Squire, don't you ask a good many fooli-b

question- ?''

Carter A < <>., have four k- els in the:: v.$fd
stretched side hv side,
-ight that has not been
ot the sleighs, harnesses, ete.
witnessed in this city for many
\ ihic
day.
—Ossian E. Dodge, the well known
j
In the ease of Foster the \. A', ear book mur- masted -. hr, of loo tons for apt. d t-. Pci km-.
travelling singer, lias got into the courts derer, the Court ol Appeals Inis affirmed the \ two masted -. hr. of -Job tons for (
apt K. If
in Minnesota.
His wife detected him in judgment of the court below, and ordered that Bure;ess. A two masted schr. of 120
tons foi
court to execute its sentence, consequently Fostoo much
Cupt. Geo. Itvun, all ot this ,.||v. \ two mastfamiliarity witli a disreputable ter will be banged.
ed schr. of 270 tons lor ( apt.
\
temale, and has sued for divorce.
,'rocket,
A New A ork reporter found a young girl, not
ol Rockland.
It is reallv worth wlole lo visit
of
twenty
who
was a little while
yet
age.
years
tditors and Publishers Convention.
since a pot member of Fisk’s opera bouse ballet the van I and view the sight.
l'liev will have
dying of hunger, cold and sorrow, in a about forty men employed when
Augusta, Jan. is. The annual meet- troupe,
they have their
tenement bouse.
full force at work.
ing ot the Editors and Publishers Association was held here to-day.
After the fotThe l-rcsident has issued an executive order,
A very large petition will
bidding certain persons who hold federal
routine business ot the society vvas
go to the I.egisl iper- civil offices.from bolding any St ale. territorial or turc front this
city, praying that in auv renewal
formed the question of advertising
agencies municipal office after the 4di of March next.
or amendment of the charter of
was taken up for discussion and resulted
the Penobscot
A negro in Coffee county, lla„ who bet two
in the adoption of resolutions that a uniand River Railroad, a provision may be
dollars and seventy-five cents that be could ride Bay
form rate ot 15 per cent, be agreed
upon a roan mule with a pine bur under the saddle, inserted that the load shall not cross Bellas!
as payment to
agencies for furnishing ad- lost the money. He was followed to the tomb harbor at a point lower than the toll bridge
by a large and enthusiastic audience.
vertisements ; and suggesting
Any other course would be ruinous to om
priety of establishing advertising agencies
A dispatch states that Samuel
of the harbor, and should not for a moment be thought
Payson,
in Boston and New York for the
linn of Pay so n ,t Mehan, of Thoinaston. was
purpose
of. The Legislature will do a great injustice to
of soliciting exclusively for the Maine., fnunil iloail in his hisl, shot through his head
this eity it it permits the company to locate
with a pistol at his side, in Virginia, near
Richpress.
whore. he has lieen the past winter rut- where it pleases, and thus have the power t"
In the afternoon a very interesting mond,
ling -hip timber No particulars. Foul plav is damage us to an unlimited extent
by saving a
paper on the history of the press of Maine presumed.
small sum to itself. Our eitv government and
was read by
Griffin
of
Brunswick,
Joseph
I he Mechanics’ Bank of
Lancaster, Penn., luisinesy men should take Immediate steps to be
one of the oldest
printers in the State. was robbed on Wednesday of $411,000 in converheatd through a strong delegation at Augusta.
The constitution of the Association was so tible and registered
bonds and securities. The
amended that only the editors and pub- robbery was effected by the robber entering the
Young men. before you are tempted to spend
rear ot the bank while the cashier was
lishers of bona tide papers, with
engaged
paying by two confederates
your money foolishly in buying tobacco, cigars
in front in buying gold and
subscribers, and job printers,'are eligible stiver coins.
or whiskey, look at the
figures and see what
to membership. The mutual relations of
An East Coiebrook, Conn., child find been fortunes von are throwing away.
Read it!
the printer and publisher in the State was
discussed. Nelson Dingley of Lewiston sick for some time with typhoid fever, and Think of it! The sum of $10 saved yearly—the
finally died. The neighbors were called in to petty sum of 2 3-4 cents
per day—at compound
spoke to some length.
assist in laying out the corpse, and had nearly
interest amounts in ten years to $130; in fifty
/t was voted to have brief histories of
prepared it for the grave, when the child opened
the sessions and summer excursions of the its eyes and looked around to see what they years to $2,900. Twenty dollars per year, 5 1-4
It is now recovering.
were about.
association prepared and printed.
cents per dav, in ten
years amounts to $250; in
The following were elected officers for
Addio Pillsbury, says the Journal, knowing
fifty years to $5,800. Forty dollars per year,
the ensuing year: President. P. E. Shaw that the family of Mr. Chase was absent from or 11 cents per dav ill ten years amounts to
$520;
their house in Auburn, got into the same and
of Paris; Secretary,
Joseph Wood of Wis- set ui> house lit eping "» her own account. in fifty years to $11,000. Two hundred dollars
casset; Corresponding
Secretary, A. IJ. Howlongshehas been in possession is unknown saved yearly, or 5ft rents per day in ten years
Davis of Farmington; Treasurer, H. A but she was discovered Tuesday and arrested
amounts to $2,000; in fifty years to $58,000.
He
with another girl who was visiting her. She
of
Shorey
Bridgton.
who can save $1.37 per day yearly, will have
A social reunion will be held this evon- had made very fc.ee with tile clothing of Mrs.
Chase, and thp household goods. Addie has $500; in ten years $0,500; in fifty years the
iug at thhe Augusta House.
changed her quarters to the jail.
startling sum ol $145,000.

the°pro-

<»\

-nr'

SEAR8M0NT.

time past. Chesley Heal, a man 80
years of aye, has employed a girl named Augusta
Nickerson as housekeeper. On Saturday morning last, the old man crawled to his brother’s
house in a terrible condition, having been beaten

■■I tried many remedies for my sprained ancle
The second bottle of Centaur
without relief.
Liniment cured it perfectly. Chas. IIii.l, Old
Fine St., Phila.”

and bruised shockingly. His story was that on
he night previous one 11 rooks Kerry knocked
at bis door, saying he wanted to come in, being
advery cold. After some hesitation he was

This testimony could be repeated for a month.
If you want to avoid sulfering, just try the Cen9w25
taur Liniment. Sold by all Druggists.
•I. IS. Hosts & Co., 53 Broadway, N. Y.

For

i.vrr* UioM
•'i.

H«*
d'*

c.

M
:

u

v'*»*
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\

replenish the wood
Hi inch of the railroad,
in on Tuesday.
They

•t.»

)•

N

r

irlv at this station, i

v

l'v-Cov. Oroshv will be
!•■ of to-d:iv paper.
We
work dm in" hi* stay at

to-rtMcn
out'

•). F. Ludewig. of Hoboken, N. ,T., says:
The Centaur Liniment has cured me of rheumatism, after intense suffering for five years.”

tin’ road unite lively,
past week, tor local

«r

l:t\ toi t:u

j

j

some

1

mitted. He brought rum with him, and inducthe oldrnan to drink heavily, when he set
upon and beat him until insensible. 11c then
broke open a chest, took from it §200, and left in

CHILDREN CI'.Y XOll riTClIBlt’S C ASTORIA.
A substitute for Castor Oil. It assimilates the
food, cures the Wind Colic, and causes natural
sleep. It does not contain morphene, is pleasant to take, never gripes and never fails. The
Owiii
best physic known.

ed

n.
N

-'

\vt

iuisc pair of

airing

de* and tuggi

1

a

market
from the roof de111- street, and deon

ook's

"U

'I;

w

away at

i_r

under tin* snow.
and alter
;•<
not out. calmly

w

Mi

puffing to
proceeded

b»lm Haradeu celebrated

o.

inviting those of her
and areal grand chil-

o

dr
tow

li

and pass

to take tea

n,

Four generations were
;ole Mrs. John Haraden.
'1
John H. C>uimby and

j

V Mu'a. The united ages of the
V--1
There was another branch
;:i

v

presented four genera-

i•

■

w

present,

as a

part

company with the housekeeper. Sheriff Tucker,
after some search, found the girl, and got a confession of the affair. She had $50 of the money
pinned in her skirts. Berry is still at large.
PROSPECT.

The body of Capt. Dearborn Harriman arrived
here on the 14th, and was buried with Masonic
honors by Felicity l.odge, of Bueksport, on the
same day.
Capt. H. died at Kiga. Russia, while
seized with apoplexy, and lived but

list" A mom.

wi

■'

■

of

ruf

and

d

d**itiii

some

dug through gravel
a- in his mining ex-

•'>

fectually wiped

pelling

riche-

w r, u

Wm\i:vi>
:

•

pale face,

out the

com-

him to retreat with

forty killed
majestic government

This

ours appears to be successfully defied
by about fifty beggarly Indians in breech

clouts.
—Citizensol Bangor, of the radical persuasion are out with a circular favoring
Hon. Noah Woods of that city as next
candidate for Governor.
They think,
perhaps, that Noah should be their refuge
when a deluge threatens.

our

i\'i'

REI.F4KT

hi*
u

Fisherville,

Elopement

mr

Corn Meal,
live Me il

K«;,
| Itarli’y,

neighbors

girl

Shortly

Hard,’

House for Sale.

There with joy we hope to meet him,
When this life of care is o’er;
We hope in Heaven to meet him,
Where parting comes no more.
In Rockport, Jan 20, Harry Everett Young, aged
about 1 year.
In Rockland, Jan 11, Mrs Bessie B Fuller, aged 37
years and 5 months.
In Friendship, Jan 10, Mrs Elizabeth C. Jameson
aged 55 years and 0 months.
In Thomaston, Jan 12, Miss Mary Webb, aged HO
years and 1 month. Jan 13, Mrs Catherine Kneeland,
aged 50 years and 7 months.
In Waldoboro, Jan 14, David (. Wellman, aged 40
years. Dec 1(5, Elias Hunt, aged 74 years. Jan 2,
Edwin Hunt, aged 14 years. Dec 24, Wm Graffam,
aged 55 years and 1 month.
In Noblcboro, Jan 8, Mrs Anna Hall/aged 88
years.
In Jefferson, Jan l.Mrs Sarah Finn,aged 74 years.
In North Haven, Jan 7, Mrs Sampson, aged 83
years. Jan 7, Miss Irene Brown.
In Ellsworth, Jan 8, Willie Edgar Armstrong,
aged 11 months and 20 days. Dec 31, Granville, son
of Ezra and Eliza J Davis, aged 12 years and 3 mos.
In Sullivan, Jan 2, Mr Isaiah Ha’ll, aged 75 years.
In Bluehill, .lan 2, Jasper Winfield, son of Ambrose and Emily Stover, aged 2 year and 4 month.-.
Jan 0, Capt S:ephen Norton, aged 83 years. Jan lu,
Aaron Burnham, aged M years.
In Frankfort, Dec .7, Mrs Helen McCorrison,
wife of A L McCorrison, and daughter of Aaron and
Sabra Ripley, ot Appleton, aged 35* years, 5 months
and 24 days.

SHIP

SAILKD.
dan lo. ilero, Foss. Boston
21. (Ion Mead, Patterson, do; Snow
land.
Forest Queen, Lewis, Boston.
22.

Squall, Hock

At Damariscotta. Mr <’ <; Merry has a vessel ol
400 tons on the stocks, ('apt Lawrence is cutting a
white oak frame lor a barque oflioo tons. Mr Chase
is getting out timber for
vessel of 150 tons. Amariali Curtis is getting in timber for a three-masted
r
of
schoon
300 tons. An association of merchants
and rm chanics are engaged in cutting out a white
oak frame in Maryland for a ship.
Win Adams & Sons are building at liodgdon’s
Mills a sharp-shooter of 100 tons lor the fruiting
business, to he commanded by ( apt Sherlock and
owned by S <; Hodgdon and others of Boothbay. d
(i Fuller, of llodgdon’s Mill, is to build a steam-fishing yacht, M> feet long IS beam and 0 1-2 deep, for
Luther Madox, of Boothbay, and to be commanded
Messrs A &
by Captain French, of South Bristol.
M Carnage, ot South Bristol, are to build a steamfishing yacht of the same dimensions as above for
parties In Connecticut.

AMD

CATTLE MARKET
Wednesday,

Jan.

CALICO

15, 1872.

At market this week—1G87 Cattle; 11(125Sheep and
Lambs; 11G25 Swine; Western Cattle 1440; NorthDecember Itsth.
ern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cgws,
U
>1
!i- w- A; Baker
During her sickness she was delirious, 225: Eastern Cattle, 10.
!i
with li:ty—two, the
1'rices of Heel Cattle per hundred lbs. live weight
and in her delirium she frequently called
Extra
$8U0a$8 50; First quality,$7 25a? 75;
H i*. Bim-lell tor Charleston,
out, “Oh, mother, mother: il I had my Secomlquality,
quality, $0 25a$7 00; Third quality,$4 75a575
A
M. «’hadwirk for Balfi- mother !”
< )n one occasion when Jones
of
coarse Oxen, Bulls, &e, $2 75ui 26.
poorest grade
Hides—Hides 9 l-2e; Tallow OaO l-2o per lb;
j— « ! liav
tn«l pro.lure have was absent from the house, she said to.
T.i'Iow
5a5
l*2c; Country Hides 9c per lb;
Country
Harbor by -<*hrs P. M. Bonnie, Mrs. Corneilson. “Oil, when 1 get well 1 Call >kins ir»a2oe per lb; Sheep Skins $1 50a
will do anything lor you, I love you so: 2 25; Lamb Skins $1 50a2 25.
in
•'•■nator.
l.inery Calder
Working oxen —We quote sales ol lpr,gth01t 30
but 1 am advertized. I am not married.
.•
r .iaii.' ami 1-Mith with hay
in, $1S0; 1 pr, 0 It loin $220; 1 pr,7 It $205, 1 pr,
1 have known him only six weeks, and 1 0 tt, 0 in, $ ISO; 1 pr, 5 tt 0 in, $145.
i •'■toi,. Hi- hitter ruining from
Store Oattie Nearly all the small Cattle brought
want my mother.”
Mrs. Corneilson supthi-ritv.
Mr. Morrow i-loadinto market, are bought up to slaughter; light dethat
what
the
said
was
the
reposed
girl
I* M- irrun with polaloes for BosMilch Cows-Prices ranging from $20a90 per
sult of a disordered imagination, and she
A
i-i ‘i sin th
-ehr. Kmma l.inhead.
was about to question her upon the stateaml Sw an a Sibley -.'In
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep cost from
*i l-2as 1-2 per lb
ment site had made, when she was interdelivered.
B• i»;1111.
Pitrhej A Son are disSwine store Pigs—none in market. Fat hogs
the entrance of Jones. During
by
rupted
loo
14
at
« n »->• of
market, prices, 5c per lb.
a
argo ot *tove coal,
her illness Jones scarcely left her side.
ni- 'i,. N. d
Mrs. Corneilson generously saw the .girl
for a
.'
i:i
lie •. tore of Tuesday decently interred
Now comes the solution of the allair.
!;
Mr. Wlllets of Philadel1 he people of Maine who believe in the extension
Detectives were searching for this guilty of the elective franchise to women, as a beneficent
.had hr. si announced .a> The
pair, who prove to have been George power lor the promotion of the virtues an the corr *>n tuk’tigthr platform he said
'.'i1
ol the evils ol society; and all who believe in
Sherburne, a married man of l'ishervilie, rection
tie* principles ol equal justice, equal liberty and
w a
with
that
us
lecture,
pia-pared
N. H., and a lilteen years old girl named equal opportunity, upon which republican
instituit
nitoi nird hv Iris agents tlv.it it
and have faith in the triumph ol
Josephene Drew, the daughter of a re- tions are founded,
I h. ..ne that he had, entitled i
intelligence and reason over custom and prejudice,
\p.-« t.-'
and
citizen
of
Fisherspectable
wealthy
are invited to meet in Convention at Cirauite Hall,
wa- t!ir freshest,
and designed ! ville.
The couple were traced out too in the city ol Augusta, on Wednesday, Jauuary 22th
sh ne delivered here last winter,
late to rescue the girl, but Sherburne’s 187:5, at 7 1 : o'clock 1*. M., and Thursday, January
doth, tt i0 o’clock A. M., tor the purpose ol organizarrest was compassed, and Tuesday he
of the illusions ol life, in all
t-h:l
real
ing a Slate Woman Suffrage Assoei: ion, and inau
was
gurating such measures for the advai.c.-meut of the
"t .-hildhood, manhood and
brought in custody to Concord. When cause
as the wisdom ot the Convoutiou
may suggest.
Sherburne arrived at the depot, the justly
i
i'-.'i u i'. r !i and led the subject
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, Mrs. Lucy Stowe, and
infuriated father ol Miss Drew rushed other distinguished speakers Iroin abroad, will aduaniin. 1 lust rating with abunddress the convention
The usual reduction of railupon him, kicked him and struck him road lares may be
-i-i V an.1 wit.
•some of his stories
expected.
Several
others
fell
Sherviolently.
upon
Augusta, Jan. 20th, 1*73.
it 1 i- manner of tolling made
PORTLAND—John Neal, S T Pickard, Mrs Olive
burne and pulled him in a severe manner.
a- m-w
Tli
ati..lienrr \va- '!»•*
Mrs Eleanor Neal.
Mr. Drew is in a terrible state of agitation Dennet,
AUGUSTA—J
.1 Eveieth
...
to
We
?.* in
end.
intended
Mayor, Joshua Nye,
mug
and mental distress, and it is also stated Chandler Beal, Win II Libbey, Geo W Quinby,
a
*k«
the lecture. but our notes
Win P YVhitehouse, Gen Seldeu Conner, 11 li Hamthat the unfortunate mother of the unlin, 11 S Osgood, Mrs C A Ouinby, Mrs W K I.anI’ kimr the engaging manner
happy girl is distracted, at her home in ew, Mrs 1) M Waitt, Mrs Wrn
B Lapham, Mrs S M
v
•:
iker. that we fear to at- Fisherville.
Barton,
Threats of vengeance upon
Mary A Boss, and 50 others.
BELFAST— Kev W L Brown, Mrs E A Dicker
I
\' lecture will be Fell, bth,
the wicked wretch who has wrought this
son, Mrs W H Burrill, Mrs N Abbott, Mrs Thos N
i hi:.
Mam*
^iibi.Tt—The Bat-j woe and infamy, are lreely uttered, and
Marshall, Miss A A Hicks.
ELLSWORTH -John D Hopkins, Kev Wm II
1 Hetty«.tmri.‘.
the utmost care is taken to prevent the
C J Peck, Mayor, A E Drinkwater, Mrs Ann
Savary,
these
threats
K
populace
making
good.
ST«M K 1«>N.
Lively, Mrs A H Savarv and 20 others.
■r

Call

Woman Suffrage Convention.

..

■

nrtiive of Stockton,was
Humboldt Bur, on the
;ug overboard from steamer

I’li-:

a

a
i-‘

Probate

a

ia

-a

Asa Thuklouuh

Francisco paper gives the
"iiit
the ail alt air—
-sing the Humboldt Bar,
••
ugh. a -udden lurch threw
: 1. Pai n«ig
tirst officer. overboard, or
ille gal*' at the gangway, which
•tr.*u.
fa-tenings. and carried away,
Mr.
Put ridge n> fall into the <ca.
•ig
P .r- r \% i- standing in the door of his
_■
•.
tij.1
what hud occurred, jumped
■«:
in*
the iinforluiiale man
•hr* v. Me
/. but th- -peed at which
g ;* _• i*-n !«• r«•• i it impossible for
'. and be let go and sunk.
triiorne learned what had
put tie- ship about and done all
a
»—ibi.- !«• r-s'iie the drowning man.
w.ua:i hop
gone, remained for
!>-• *ur hour- trying t<» recover the body.
,-un--mi.
The flag of the Olympia
11g
naif-mast vesterday in respect to
Mr. Partmemory >t the deceased oflicer.
wu- a nativStock’on, Maine, aged ;{3
nl
t\
an invalid wife and, we behildrcn in thi- city. He was foru th
•ini-ioyment of the Hussian A merit « ompa ty. commanding the steamer
a nII* w a
widi !v known in this
;.'*ng in* reliant-- and shipper-,all of whom
: 1 ■un h ghiv
*
for Jii- many valuable
\

i:.

The

■

Curtis, lute of Searsport, Eliza J. Curtis AdminisSKOW H EGAN—Mrs M S Phil brick.
l’A 1KFIELD— Simeon Conner.
tratrix Albert 8. Luce, late of Belfast. Henrietta M.
MASS A1. BOKO'— George Hi Hurd, Mrs Mary YY
Luce Administratrix; Charles A. Locke, late of j
Southwick, H M N Bush, M A Bush, A E Prescott,
Swanville, Lizzie R. Locke, Administratrix; Lvdia A K Dunham and 14 others.
GARDENER—K C Caldwell, and 8 others.
Crehore, late of Lincolnville.Wm. H. Fogler AdminALBION—Albert Crosby, Mrs S G Crosby.
istrator de bonis non ; Martin Fayhe, late of Belfast,
PENOBSCOT—Noah F Norton, Mercy G Norton.
Mary Fayhe Administratrix with the will annexed ;
ROCKLAND—Kev A li sweetser, and 20 others.
Barbara 8. Stevens, late of Belfast, Andrew J.
Stevens Executor; John B. Clough, late of MontSPECIAL NOTICES.
ville, Jesse C. Clough,Executor; Levi Bartlett, late
of Montville, Joseph J. Carr Administrator with the
will annexed; Jeremiah Brann, late of Stockton, C.

«

••

Guardians

ri -.

w|i*i

Searsport;
Alfred

•'

«

-•

•1

uied

Warrant

:

-*1-011. an

i->

own

house

wo

rk.

Thursday evening, while Mr. Jessie
•nflBn wa- walking quietlv to bis home near
little boy came up behind him
iluge,
I.i-t

As lie got near Mr. Griflin
*ii»
Road, Toad.” Mr. Griflin heard
,nd jumped to the left of the road,
th
bo, steered bis sled the same way
in.,
<*nta< t with Mr. Griflin, throwing

-tuig

'>

on a

■umu

sled.

i'

the i<*e

breaking his wrist bone,

sfarspor r.

the Kith. Eben Seavev, E*q., a well known
ii<) highly resected citizen, ami one of the
town of Prospect,
toneer »ettlers of the old
very suddenly at his home in North Sears-

|
|

had l»een about his business as usual,
«-<>ming into the house remarked to his
migbter that he did not feel well, that he was
*i. k
and cold. Hi** daughter went to the door
all for assistance, and on her return he had
i-eti and waygoing toward his bed.
He fell
•rt.

He

on

and died in a few minutes. Mr.
settled in the town about 1825, where
»
mar .»-t and raised a
family of eight children.
He
ngage-1 hugely in lumbering and tra<le,
an : always bore the reputation of a man of
straightforward integrity. He was 78 years of

t

upon it.

age.
A
ms

apt. George Carver recently had
shoulder broken while coasting.
son

of

Insolvency Issued

on

Estate

Potions

and

Pungencies.

his f u-c

f.g

*n

id

of

Black, late of Stockton.

Pills,

badly.
ApMtin- recently went a gunning.
ind lost his watch chain
a *ith
The !*■< reation was worth some•oiug. but not so mu* h as the chain.
*?*

late of

Dr. Urann will beat hotel Stockton, Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 22d and 23d, and at
American House, Belfast, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday and Monday, Jan. 24th, 25tli, 20th and
27th. Dr. Urann is now at Ellsworth where he
is making many wonderful cures as indeed he
does wherever he goes. Mr. John B. Redman,
Attorney at Law, of Ellsworth, was two weeks
ago so troubled with Spinal and Kidney trouble
a< to be unable to move, be has been so min i)
helped by Dr. Urann as to be able to walk the
street. Also Mrs. Griffin of Stockton was given |
up as a helpless case, since Dr. Urann treated:
her has been improving steadily and is able to
walk and ride out. These are but few of many
that have been helped by him. All invalids
should see him during his stay in Stockton and
Bel fast.

a

i do their

Clough,

Return ofDr. Urann.

family consisting of
members that make <11 per week during
*•!

B.

Levi

of—Alfred

machine.

kii >w

of—Levi

to Widows, on Estates
Emery,late of Montville; Willard Mathews,
late of Belfast Mark P. Wentworih, late of Knox.

diligence something i- to be made.
•>«•«•- of the above firm recently

W.

Estates

on

Allowance Made

ok—

She took in work to the
> and did all the
•t
sewing for live in
!*nim
«nd ha- never yet broken a needle.
t*
niai kat»lc considering the amount
*i nc, a-men’- pants arc made, for
n'- : *-r j*
r. I* >\'- -uit- **0 to 75. vests

f

Allowed

late of Montville.

■

-•

Estates ok—Daniel

Wills Probated ok—John

cmpl

h-1

on

Montville; Jeremiah Brann, late of Stockton: Barbara J. Stevens, late of Belfast; Nancy Harriman,

your correspondent that -lie purina (line for which -he paid $U0, all in

•n

of

late of Belfast.

-nter. you

i

m

: Mm

heirs

Reynolds, late of Unity; Alice J. Roberts, a minor;
Young; Jonathan Foss,

--

u.\

minor

Minor heirs of Amaziah

hearth** well known
sewi ig machine-.
We understand
i- not very lucrative, but with

*•

i-

over

Black, late of Stockton.

Account*

*■

n

minor heirs of Win.

Emery, late [of Montville; John Cross, late of Lineolnville; Mark P. Wentworth, late ol Knox; Minor
heirs of Elisha Patterson; Minor heirs of

iroin t

•>

Black

<

The revival still progresses. Some 200 have
enquired the way, and the crowd was so great
the floor j
in the church entry recently that
Angave away and settled some four inches.
other probable consequence of the awakening is
the following letter, received by E. Y. Baker—
•Please find enclosed $5.50 that I rongfullv
took from you. do not try to find the sender
*»ut Prav for him.”

Hear ye the mighty Centaur’s tread—
See the long line of myriad dead
With hoof of horse and human head
Rise up and speak I
’Twas proud Olympus gave us birth;
For a thousand years we roamed the earth—
Kat perfumed flowers of the century plant,—
Hrank liquid from the volcano’s mouth.
Slew man and beast to play our part,
Then restored to life by the Centaur’s art;
Chased wild mares on the field of Mars,
Lived on the earth, and slept among the stars.”
On other mission now we’re sent,
To bless mankind with an emollient,
Of which the world ne’er hath dreamt,
Even our Centaur Liniment.
It banishes pains and all such things.
Cures burns and scalds, and poisonous stings—
Rheumatic horrors scares away.
Limbers stiff-joints in a single day.
Poor

their hobbling way,
crutches—then walk away.

cripples in

Limp in

on

SCH ENCR’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SC H I: NC K ’S S E A W E E D TO NIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

late ol Burn-

Carlton, fate of Belfast; Zalmuna Washburn, late
of Unity; Sarah K. and William F. White minors;
Minor heirs of John Cross, late of Lineolnville;
Minor heir ol Adolphus E. Terry, late of Montville;
Abigail Clark, late of Frankfort.

wenty-live to thirty
girl- in th**-hop. besides numerous
ii Mi*
town and vicinity.
Last year
\ **i <10,000 tor labor alone, and it
nt
ui tba at nearly half the houses in
ujj

Maria A.

Inventories Filled

H*-has been without contracts
it the Bo-ton lire.
We un-

i:

Parsons,

over

I).

kind-of men’- and boy’s
i V I a il*'W supply of cloth

ah

o

1-

Benjamin

Parsons

ham; Cyrus T. Ilememvay
Keating, Jr., late of Searsmont; Alexander LI.
Blood over minor heirs ot Halsey H. Blood, late ol

known citizen of tliis
i.nlra* ts from parties in

n.ci'iv—
in tn*

M.

over

!l

w*

Appointed—Lydia J.

minor heirs ot

o*lit ics.
,;

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED.

S. Fletcher Executor.

■

H

Judge- B. P. Field Register.
following business was transacted at the Jan

uary Tt?rm of said Court.
Administration on the Estates ok—Samuel

••

Mr

Court.

BA NOOK—Mrs M C Crossman, MrsS D Mori son,
Mrs J
I'illson, Mrs Sarah J Prentiss, Mrs Amos
Pickard, Miss M Phillips and 12 others.
LEWISTON -Kev John W Hinds.
li< > W DO IN H A M— Kev T P Adams.
WISCASSET—Kev W 11 Bolster.
SEARSPORT- W T ( Runnels.
LITTERY—Kev M V B Stinson.
W ESI WATER YU. LE—J no U Hubard, Alfred

Fear not dumb horse, thy friend now speaks,
Who’l heal your wouuds, and make you leap
Ten bars—piles of oats to bolt,
And frisk about like yonder colt.
Yellow wrapper is the thing for brutes,
White wrapper alone the family suits,
H. Marsh, Esq., Supt. of Adams Express
Stables, New York, says: “All owners of
horses should know the Centaur Linimeul. We
find it the best thing ever used in our stables.”

Are the

only medicines that will

cure

Consumption.

Pulmonary

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in lact, clogging the action of
the very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes ot
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in tin* shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy;
the lood that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition ol the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
so directed, il they take one or two heavy colds, and
it the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lungs, livei and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and befort the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs arc a mass ol sores, and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain ny opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenek’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the lood, mixes
with tin* gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation ol the blood. WI.en the bowels are costive,
skin sallow, and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenek’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. J. II.
SCUKNCIv & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn,, and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODYY'IN & CO., 15S Hanover street,
Boston, and JOHN F. HENRY, 8 College place,
New York, YVholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally.—ly.'lsp

BATCHELOR^

HAIR *DYE.

This

splendd Hair Dye is the best in the world,
Theouly Truei and Perfect. Dye. Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects ol bad dyes and washes. Produces I mm kdiatki.y a superb Black on Natural Brown, and
leaves the hair clean, soft and beautiful.
The genuine signed YV. A. Batchelor. Sold by all

Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR Prop., N. ir.
Iyl9sp

MR. .1. C. WHITTEN announciv his Dancing
School Exhibition at IV 4 1 FORD OPIUM

1IOIJAE'

To which the

I n this city, Jan. 8th, by E. II, Haney, Esq., Capt.
Nathaniel S. Pendleton of Belfast, and Miss Emily
Amelia Wood of Northport- [Incorrectly published
last week.]
In Waldo, Jan. 6th, Mr. Alexander H, Hanson of
China, and Miss Mary E. Nason of Knox.
In West Camden, Jan. 9th, Mr. Benjamin I* Jordan ot Thomaston, and Mrs. Harriet L. Grinnell of

Rockport.
In Rockland, .Jan. 11th, Mr. Oscar E. McIntyre
and Miss Paulina M. Spear, both of Warren,
In Appleton, Jan. lltli, Mr. Otis Wellman ot
Searsmont, and Miss Lizzie Bickford of Appleton.
In Waldoboro, Jan, loth, Mr. Solomon Mink and
Miss Mary A. Alhearn, both of Hope. Jan. 1st,

Mr. Randall J. Eugley of Washington, and Miss
Marcia A. Hall of W. Jan. 7th, Mr. Charles B.
Arnes of Jefferson, and Miss Julia A. Mank of Wal
doboro.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 11th, Mr. George E. Davis and
Miss Annie P. Fox.
Jan, 11th, Mr. William H.
Alley and Miss Mary Augelia Milliken, ail of Ellsworth.
In Franklin, Jan. lltli, Mr. Alfred S. Burk, formerly ol Cherry Held, and Miss Martha E. Bunker of

Dancing Public

are

invited,

MUSIC—WHITTEN’S SEXTUPLE
TICKETS TO ISAM,,
Gentlemen’s Tickets to
Ladies*

Private

$1.00

Gallery,

f#0
v.-*,

Jan.

~0, 187J,

o

A meeting ol the members of the Georges Valiev
Rail Ro*d Corporation will he held in the I'mvn Hail
in Union, on Satu day the vth day ot Feb. next, at
o'clock, P. M., for the following purpose, to
To see if they will vote t.o petition the Legwit:
islature to amend their Charter, so that they can locate from some point on the Knox &. Lincoln R. It.,
whichever they may deem best for the interest ot
said Georges Valley R. R. Corpoution.
Per Order ol Directors,
lw29
JOSEPH O. COBB. Secietary.
~

Notice to Builders.
The Searsmont and Montville Cheese Manufacturing Co. invite sealed proposals lor the erection of
their factory building, to
situated at ( coper’s
Corner in Searsmont. Said proposals to be opened
at Cooper Bro-. carriage shop iu Searsmont, where
plans and specifications can be seen, on Sat unlay,
the g;>th day of January, IsTJ, at one o'clock P. M
Proposals received at any time by the President or
either ol the directors.
N. SMART, President.

PBOBATE NOTICES.
Probate lor the

County

T.

ROW!', Administrator of tin' estate of
ol Frankfort, in said County
respectfully represents that the goods,
chatties and credits of said d* ceased are not -uffieiou t
to answer his just debts and charges of Administration, by the sum of Five hundred dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey so much of
the real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the widow's dower then on,) as will satisfy
his debts and incidental charges, and charges ol
Administration.
JOHN T. ROWE.

JOHN
Abigail (’lark, late
deceased,

Court of Probate held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, ou the second Tiu m1.iv
ol January, A. D. 18?;’..

At

a

Upon the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested bv
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at tea o'clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, whv the
same

should

not

be

granted.

ASA TUI BLOW, Judge.
A true copy, Attest :—B. P. Fiki.i), Register.

g*

At a Probate Court held at Bellast, within and (or
the
of Waldo, on tin second Tuesday of
January, A. D. 1873.

County

WILLIAMSON, Ancillary Administrator ot the estate of Albert Treat, late ot Boston,
Suffolk County, Mass., deceased, leaving presented
his first and tinal account of administration on said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, 1 hat the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
ol February next, at ten ol the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed."
ASA TIJIJPLOUGH Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. l>y

JOSEPH

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County o' Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
January, A. 1). 1873.
A. CARLTON, widow ot Daniel 1). Carlton, late of Belfast, in said County ot Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance from the personal < state of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Sarah give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of February next,at ten of the clock before noon,and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petition should not be granted.
ASA TIIURLOUUI1, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register, oy

SARAH

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
January, A. D. 1873.

BRYANT,
of Lincolnville, in
JULIA
based, having
A.

widow of Isaac

Bryant,

late

said County of Waldo, depresented a petition that George
Drinkwater may be appointed administrator ol said

deceased’s estate.

That the said Julia give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order
to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
ot February next,at ten ot the clock before noon,and
shew cause, it any they have, why the prayer of said

Ordered,

should not be granted.
ASA THl RLOUGII, Judge.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
2'J

Atruecopy.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to nil
concerned, that she lias been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust ol Administratrix
ol the estate of Samuel Curtis, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon,to exhibit the same for settlement
29
toher.
ELIZA J. CURTIS.
subscriber

hereby gives public notice to all
T11E
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken
himseli the trust of Executor of the last

upon
will of Jeremiah Brann. late of Stockton, in tdie
County ol Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as tne
law directs; he thereiore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
29
C. S. FLETCHER.

BEST, sold bv

J. G. THOMPSON
Dealer I

In

Belfast.

( Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Name and Age
must be paid for.)
In this city, 19th, Dennis Emery, aged 82 years 9
months.
In Cushing, Jan
years.

11, Benjamin]

Call and See
good an assortment of WOOLENgGOODS
grades, usually found in a
as

Kelleran, aged 28

H.

rrwrtf

me a

Wharf,
BOSTON, MASS.

a

specialty.

ca .1. /

Sheriff's Sale,
'1TTALDO, SS.—-Taken on execution and will be
\ V sold by public auction on t lie first day of March

A. lb IKT.'t, at two o’clock in the afternoon at the
other of Wm. It. Fogler, in Belfast, in said County,
all the right in equity which .lati.es R. Clement ot
Knox, in said County of Waldo lias to redeem the
lolhnving described real estate situated in said Knox,
A certain parcel ot land bounded on the
to wit
north by land (ortnerly owned by M R. Johnson; on
the east by land ot Wm. L. Leonard ;on the south
by land of L. 1‘, Richardson and on the west by
land belonging to the estate ot Sainuol A. Webber
containing about fifty acres,
The above described premises being subject to a
mortgage given by said James R. Clement to M. I*.
Wentworth to secure the payment ot tour hundred
and thirty live dollars, dated Dec. l'~\
and record'd in Waldo County Registry of Deeds. Yol.
JOSIAH NICKERSON,
l:*.", page SI.
Js
.January 13, 1 >7 :t.
Deputy Sheriff.

of all

First-Class Tailoring Establishment.

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, 10 cents a box
or 3 boxes tor 25 cents, in all sizes and all the of lie»
ILL. LORD.
better grades of Collars,
jHl

Schooner tor Sale.

Coasting

Will be sold at

bargain.

a

About 100

t!27
tons, O. M.
J, W. FREDERICK & CO Agents.

Farm for Sale.
The subscriber offers for sale the
well known Cook farm, so called,
in Jackson, Said farm contains 120 acres of excelant lsnd, sisuated at Jackson Centre, and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
It is 4 miles from Brooks station, and
wood lands.
100 rods from P. O., and the same from a good
meeting every Sunday, and the same from Town
It it abundantly supplied with w ater lroru
House.
2 wells and numerous springs; the house is a story
and half with ell, tiuished throughout, together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 42 by 53
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
sheep house, a large orchard mostly grafted fruit.
Apply to the subscriber ou the place.
EDWARD W. ROBERTS.
Jackson, Dec. 3d, 1872.—tf23

autifu! farm situated in Belthe Post otllce,
about
cultivated lands,
7u
containing
A linedivided into fields, wood aud pasturage.
dwelling house, barn and out buildings, two wells
of uever failing water, and everything that goes to
make a first class farm. Also my dwellsng house on
corner of High street and Corbett’s Lane, with 1 1-2
For
acres ol fine laud and an excellent orchard.
further particulars call ou the subscriber at the last
named place.
JOHN WEST.
Belfast, Dec. 19, 1872.—tf24

Hare

a

carefully selected stock

ot

FANCY GOODP,
GEO, l BURKETT & C0„

1

higle -t bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-second day
February next, at ten of the clock in the forethe office of Joseph Williamson, in Belfast,
in said Couuty, all the right in equity which the
-aid Downing has or had on the twenty-fourth day
of August, last past, at two o’clock and thirty minutes in tin* afternoon, being the time when the same
was attached on the original writ, ot redeeming a
certain parcel of land, with the buildings thereon,
>ituate in Searsmont, in said County, and bouuded
us iollowH, viz.: on the north, by land <»f Woodbury
liook; on the west, by land of said Hook; on the
south, by the Augusta and Belfast stage road, and
ou the east, by land of Charles Follett,
containing
one acre, more or less, mortgaged by said
Downing
to Weston B. Mardeu,9ou the twelfth day ot November, A D. 1S7U, by his deed ol mortgage of that date,
recorded in the Waldo Registry, vol. 157, page 541,
to which reference is hereby hud.
SAMUEL NORTON, Sheriff.
3w2i*
Belfast, Jan. 14, 1873.

public auction, to the highest bidder,
on Saturday, the twouty-secoud day ot February
next, t ten ol the clock in the forenoon, at the office
of Joseph Williamson, in Belfast, in said County,
all the right in equity which the said Downing has
or had on the twenty-third day of August, last past,
at four o'clock and thirty minutes in the afternoon,
at

being the time when the same was attached on the
original writ, of redeeming a certain parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, situate in Searsmont, in
said County, ami bounded as follows, viz.: on the
north, by land of Woodbury Hook; on the west, by
land of said liook; on the south, by the Augusta
and Belfast stage road, and on the east, by land ot
o'h.trieri Follett, containing one acre, more or less
mortgaged by said Downing to Weston B. Marden,
on the twelfth day of
November, A. 1> l«7o, by his
deed of mortgage ot that date, recorded in the Waldo Registry, vol. 157, page 541, to which reference is
hereby had.
SAMUEL NORTON, Sheriff.
Belfast, Jan. 14, 1«73.

Sheriff’s Sale
SS—Taken on execution in favor ol
Albert Sleeper, against I.emont Downing,
??
and will bo sold at public auction to the
highest
bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-second day ot February next, at ten ot the clock in the lorenoon, at
the otlice ot Joseph Williamson. in Belfast, In said
County, all the right in equity which the said Downing has or had ou the twenty-fourth day of August,
last past, at eleven o’clock in the afternoon, being
the time when the same was attached on the original
writ, ol redeeming a certain parcel of land, with the
buildiugs thereon, situate in Searsmont iu said
County, and bounded as follows, viz,; on the north,
by land of Woodbury Hook ; on the west, by land ot
said Hook ; on the south, bv the Augusta and Belfast
stage road, and on the cast, by land of Charles
Follett, containing one acre, more or less; mortgaged by said Downing to Weston B. Marden on the
twelfth day ol November, A. D. 1870, by his deed ot
mortgage of that date, recorded in the Waldo Registry, vol. 107, page 541, to which referencs is hereby
had.
SAMUEL NORTON, Sheriff.
Beliast, Jan. 14, 1873.
3wti9

\y-ALDO,

VVTALDO, SS—Taken on execution in favor of
Albert Gray, agains t Lemout Downing, and
▼ V
will be sold at public auction to the highest bidder,
on Saturday, the twi nty-seeoud
day of February
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, at the office
of Joseph Williamson, in Belfast, in said County,
all the right in equity which the said Downing has
or had ou the twenty-sixth day ot
August, last past,
at one o’clock in the morning, being the time when
the same was attached on the original writ, of redeeming a certain parcel ol land, with tin* buildiugs
thereon, situate in Searsmont, in said County, and
bounded as follows, viz.; on the north, by land ol
Woodbury Hook; on the wfst, by land of said
Hook ; on the south, by the Augusta and Belfast
stage road, and on the east, by land of Charles Fob
lett, containing one acre, more or leas'; mot tgaged by
said Downing to Weston B. Marden, on the twelfth
day of November, A. D. 1870, by bis deed of mortgage ot that date, recorded iu the Waldo Registry,
vol, 1.57 page 541, to w hich reference is hereby had.
SAMUEL NORTON, Sheriff'.
3wJ‘J
Belfast, Jan. 14,1873.

E. W. WENTWORTH would respectfully in
form the citizens of Belfast, that he has leased the
elegant Barber Shop lately occupied by Prol. Pierce,
where he will be pleased to attend to the wants of
all.
Mr. Wentworth is able assisted, and proposes to
keep up the excellent reputation of his predecessor.
We come well recommended from Searsport,
where we have been in the business,
«*GIVE

Belfast, Jan. H,
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STOCK

Dry and

SAMUEL NORTON, Sheriq.
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ism

TRIMMINGS

Goods,

Figs, Raisins,

Ac.

BK SOLI) AT LOW

p#TO

PRICI

--

&c., &c.
Which I shall sell, at Wholesale and Retail,

VERY LOW FOR CASH,

FOLLETT,

F\ A.

H.

tl'15

No. 80 Main St., Belfast.

H. .JOHNSON & CO

GOLD & COUPONS WANTEi

BLACK

SILKS!

LADIES’ EXCHANGE

«

Selling

15 per ct. less than

their former

prices.
rnn

January

DRESS

New G-oocLs

GOODS!

We have made
the

JUST RECEIVED.

prices

we are

New Black Fringes.

anxious to close

preparatory to
Spring Trade

Chignons and Braids.
Veil Braiges.
Embroideries and
Goods of all Kinds.

1872-1873,

«►

Shirt Bosoms of every
Style, Price and Quality.

All Wool

L am receiving every week from New York and
Boston goods ol every description in my line, and
it you want lo buy cheap give me a call.
B. F. WKl.r.S,
17 Main St,

Only

Hosiery

NICE LINEN HANDKERCHIVES

«♦

9

P

ALL

0!

0

p

THE

H

H X

p
3d

Main £U

©
»

U)

x

0

High

LATEST

i—i

-3

%

Sts.,

STYLE

U)

Belfast.

Hemmed, only

I

iH

12 l-2c.

Nice 2 Button Kids
Only 75

m

TO K

cents per Pair.

CHRISTMAS
Remnant Prints !
4

8 to 10 Cents.

\

i»

A LARGE LOT OF

NEW
QUIET DOMESTIC

A

All

SEASONABLE AND

25 Cents per Pair.

w
H

Q

HOLIDAYS!

slaughter on
goods as

a

of these

out the entire stock

Linen Collars and Cuffs.

Fancy

the

16.

A DOMESTIC BLESSING!

DOMESTIC

A

LUXURY !

Just Received.

AT

RUNNING"!

WATERPROOFS
Black, Green, Blue and Drab

»

00

^

P

w J3

t>T

®3
5-“§
^

g*
2

M

5?

o

tl

IN

CHARGE when purchased of

w
>

us.

BELFAST

oo

? B
g- tH
T'tr? *1

FIFTY PER CENT. RAVED!
No power Is so costly as that of human
musole,
hfty per cent, ol the power required to run a
Sewing-Machine may be saved by using the
and

“LIGHT RUNNING”

“DOMESTIC.”
IT

MARKS

LOOK.

Flannels &'Woolens

TO

For Gents’ & Boys’ Wear have

experienced the same reduction as other goods and

Cash Customer.1:;

call the attention of the trade

we

THE

this de-

to
STITCH

With the least and most simple machinery of any
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WEARS
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of
running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for the
improved Singer
Machine. We sell on very liberal terras. Don’t
fail to call and examine.

POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast, Dec. 13.—tf24

Soap! Soap!
CRAMPTON BRO’S. LAUNDRY
market for washing purpose*

SOAP.

Boat in

PACKER’S

LIGHTNING SOAP.
Beat in the
world tor scouring and
polishing all metals,
cleaning paint, glass and marble as by rnaslc
KITCHEN MINERAL SOAP.
Superior for cleaning Knives and Forks.
WORKMAN’S FAVORITE. The best Hard Soap

Mechanics, Engineers,
{2P.
Makers, Painters and

Boot and Shoe
Printers. It removes
all impurities and renders the skin
clean, soft,
and smooth. A sure cure and
preventive for
chapped hands. Wholesale and retail at

F. A

Lowest Prices

Waterproof selling under
price and CUT FREE of

O

q
3

Till

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

“DOMESTIC!
s

YEAR’S

POUND PRINTS

!

partment.

FOLLETT’S.

No. BO Main St. Belfast.

MR. & MRS. A, 0. CHASI

STRAW MATTINGS.

,

Tin:

FEATHERS, &c..

Constantly

hereby had,

OF

DRESS GOODS'

Goods,
Housekeeping

Sheriff’s Saleexecution in favor ol
William J. Eaton against Leinont Downing,
and will be sold at public auction, to the highest
bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-second day of February next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, at
the office of Joseph Williamson, in Belfast, in said
County, all the right in equity which the said Downing has or had on the twenty-sixth day ot August,
last past, at nine o’clock in the lorenoon,
being the
time when the same was attached on tiie
original
writ, of redeeming a certain parcel of land, witli
the buildings thereon, situate in
Searsmont, in said
Countv, and bounded as follows, viz.: on the north,
by land of Woodbury Hook; on the west, by land
ot said Hook; on the south, by the
Augusta and
Belfast stage road, and on the east, by land of
Charles Follett, containing one acre, more or less,
mortgaged by said Downing to Weston B. Marden,
on tiie twelfth
day of November, A. D. 1870. by his
deed of mortgage of that date, recorded in tne Waldo Registry, vol. 157, page 541, to which reference is

LTNF.

OF

Sheriff’s Sale-

on

FULL

Fancy

Please Call and Examine..am

THE "LIGHT

in said County, and bounded as
follows, viz.: on
the north, by land of Woodbury Hook; on the
west,
by land of said Hook; on the south, by the Augusta
and Belfast stage road, and on the east, by land of
Charles Follett, containing one acre, more or less,
mortgaged by said Downing to Weston B, Warden,
on the twelfth day of November, A. D. 1870,
by his
deed of mortgage of that date, recorded In the Waldo Registry, vol. 157, page 541, to which reference is
hereby had.
SAMUEL NORTON, Sheriff.
Belfast, Jail. 14, 1873,
3w29

In-

Socks,&c.

CALL !«w

A

Patterns,

fants’ Shirts,

Fruit, Nuts,

Sheriff’s Sale

WALDO,

per

L. W. WENT VV OR IH.
l>:3.— :Uv28*

Confectionery,

'VIT'ALDO, SS—Taken on execution in favor of
fV
Ephraim W. Wiley, against Lemont Downing, and will be sold at public auction, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-second
day of
February next, at ten of the clock in the lorenoon,

SS,—Taken on execution in favor of
Thomas Downing, against. Leinont Downing, and will be sold at public auction, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the
twenty-second day of
February next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
at the office of Joseph Williamson, in Belfast, in
said County, all the right in equity which the said
Downing has or had on the twenty-sixth day of
August, last past, at nine o’clock in the forenoon,
being the time when the same was attached on the
original writ, of redeeming a certain parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, situate in
Searsmout,

that

reason are

JUST RECEIVED

A

at the otlice of Joseph Williamson, In Beliast, in
(•Rid County, all the right in equity which the said
Downing has or had on the twenty-sixth day ot
August, last past, at eight o'clock in the forenoou,
being the time when the same was attached on the
original writ, oi" redeeming a certain parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, situate in Searsmont, in
said County and bounded as follows, viz.: on the
north, by land ol Woodbury Hook; on the west, by
land of said Hook; on the south, by the Augusta and
Belfast stage road, and on the east, by land ol
Charles Follett, containing one acre, more or less;
mortgaged by said Downing to Weston 15, Marden,
ou the twelfth
day of November, A. D. 1870, by his
deed ol mortgage ot that date, recorded in the Waldo Registry, vol. 157, page 541, to which reference
is hereby had.
SAMUEL NORTON, Sheriff.
Belfast, Jan. 14, 1873.
3w2l»

count of stock and for

ac-

BARBER SHOP

and

Sheriff’s Sale,

taking their annual

willing tc close out
largest part of it at extra- WORSTED GOODS
ordinary LOW PRICES.
Ladies’ Knit Jackets, Gaiters.
We have a large assortment
Clouds, Hoods, Breakfast
in
the
different
Shawls. Scarfs. SlipProf. Pierce’s Old Stand Again Occupied.
departments of

Sheriff's Sale.
\Tr ALDO, SS—Taken on execution in favor of
Ithiel Pen-v, against Lemont Downing, and
t V

Are

the

A

\\ J A I,DO, SS--Taken on execution in favor ot
Krastus II,
\\
Thompson, against Lemont
Downing, and will be sold at public auction, to the

Belfast, Jan. 14, 1873.

H.H, JOHNSON &C

60 DAYS!

Farm for Sale.

Sheriff's Sale.

SS,—Taken

HOLIDAYS!

FOR

3 miles from
acres ot highly

Yon will always liud everything that is usually kept
in a tirst-class Saloon.
A. K. CARTER.
Belfast, Dec. 2-L—ly25

will be sold

FOR THE

UPTON,

P.

t fast,

served in every styleaud at all times. Also MEALS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock of Confectionery
ol every description. Cigars and Tobacco always on

FRUITS & JELLIES

BARGAINS

Sch. ELIZABETH, well found in
Sails, Rigging, Chains and Anchors.

OYSTERS

^CANNED

Fresh Goods

No. 1 Commercial

AT

A. K. CARTER respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where he will always be
ready to welcome all.

n

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manulactured to order by first-class woumnen at as
low prices as the times will afford.
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by myself, 1 have also a fine assortment of

DIED.

IP

The best ot everything usually tarnished in his
line will always be kept on hand.
A large and choice supply ot FRUIT may always
be found on hand.
Belfast, Sept, d 1872.—tfy

& Room Papers. WALDO,
Furniture, Crockery Ware
Sts.,
Cor. Main & High

Several Schooners, Ceuire-Board and
Keel Vessels. Apply to

Sliort Notice !

THE

the VERY

Vessels for Sale.

noon, at

Georges \ alley R. R. Notin’.

To the Honorable Judge ot
of Waldo:

HENDERSON PENDLETON, Agent,
Belfast, Maino.

(.1

J, C. Will [ PEN

Franklin.

Liberty, Oct. 30, by Benj. 1*. Upham, Esq.,
Joseph H Overlook and Miss Augusta Leigher, both
of Washington.
Jan. 15, by same, Mr Washington
Daggett of L, and Anna Herriinan of Montville.
In Searsmont, Jan. 19, by Hiram Wing, Esq, Mr
Francis II Levenseller and Miss Maria C. Luce both
of S.

Suppers
(. o r

BAND.

NO RESERVED SEATS.

Belfast,

petition

city.

Fveniru>’, .Inn. '2-4,

Friday

VIA RUIKI).
In this city, 16th inst, by Rev F. Stanley Bacon,
Mr John H Dab! of Boston, Mass, and Miss Mary K
Gilkey of this city.
In Frankfort, Jan. 15, by Upton Treat, Esq., Mr.
Charles McNeil and Miss Melissa Page, both ot F.
In Monroe, January 5th, by John W. Neally, Esq.,
Mr. Edwin C. Banks ot Belfast, and Miss Ella C.
Clements of Monroe.
In this city, Jan. 13, by Rev. Wooster Parker,Mr.
M. F. Carterjand Miss Clara G. Farwell, both oi this

on

trade,

M. K. DODGE informs his old friends and
customers that he ha? leased and titted up the establishment next door below T, W. Pitcher’s store"
where he will be glad to see them.

ARKIVKl).
.Ian lti Schs H 1’ Blaisdell, Woou, Franklin, new.
In. Snow Squall. Hook land.
JO.
11 i ^, Hu Hock, Boston; Chase, Heck, .Now
York, Coal lor Pitclier & Son; Addie M Chadwick,
('on, Boston.

Sclir. CONNECTICUT, well found in
sails, rigging, chains and anchors, will
be sold at n bargain, she is about 130
tons o. m. Also Schr. N. BERRY, well
* found and in good order for the coasting
lumber and coal, 107 tons o. m,

RESTAURANT
OYSTERS SERVED IN EVERY STYLE!

NEW AND

EXTRAORDINARY

Schooners for Sale.

Coasting

0w28*

CARTER’S

Mr*

ii

DODGE’S

Bl'li IMST,

GRAND
BRIGHTON

location in the city.

-Situated ou corner of Church and
High Sts., near North Church, opposite Phoenix
house, good well water, 2 cisterns all in good order.
Further particulars enquire at store in basement,
It. F. STEPHENSON.
or,
Belfast, Jan. 20.—3m2U

NT KWS.

PORT OF

best

Tht

subject

v.-*.>els for the

i-

ti

(iRHEYf.

Weekly for the. Journal.
Hklkast, Wednesday, Jan, 22,1873.
7 to
£0 50 to 1 :i Hound Hog,
85 to 00 Clear S’t Pork, $10 to
Oto
1.10 to 1.15 Mutton per lb.,
00 to 1.00 Lamb per lb.,
on to
Turkey per lb., Is to

girl, calling
Jones, applied
Jersey City. They
they
baggage

Tue-’ay the wharves
v. hay ;ni«l pot aloe** I
articles of export.

,'v o!

ritltt:

Corrected

Chicken per lb.. -SI to
at
N. H.
Duck per lb.,
IS to
oo
to
15 to
M:irn.»v\-lat i*e as,
l.oo (ieese per lb.,
December third, a man and very young Oat.^,
50 to
$\2 to
Hay per ton
00 Lime,
75 to
$1.45 to 0.00
themselves Mr. and Mrs. 1’otatoerf,
10 Washed Wool, 50 to 00
1 >rie<l Apples
8 to
for board at
Charles (1.
50 to
Unwashed
3S to 00
Cooking, iio,
had Huitei,
50 to 00
Mrs. Corneilson’s.
Pulled
25 to
18 tO
0 to 00
(’heeae,
Hides,
were
no
with them, and said
17 to 00
Calf Skins,
burned out in the Boston tire. Mrs. C.
12 to
75 to 1.50
Sheep Skins,
r to
after the
15eel,
Wood, hard, $0.00 to 7.00
received them.
I
Wood, soft, $.400 to0.00
and became Haldwin,Ap’l s, 757 to
seemed
to
5 to 00
Veal,
Dry Pollock,
to nervous fits.
Mrs. Cor- | Dry Co.I,
7 to
$S to 00

a

aged 57

lyr‘2G.
The following strong certificate as to the
curative of Miss Sawyer’s Salve, we clip from
the Patten Voice:
Kiavard of Merit. We are happy to lay
before our readers the following cure, effected
by the use of Miss Sawyer’s Salve.
Mr. Silas Bryant, of Sherman, has been afllicted for years with what the doctors pronounced a scrofulous cancer. He consulted the
most skillful physicians in vain, and was finally
induced to try 'Miss Smoger'a Salve and now
after using the fourth box, he is entirely cured,
tfort
and enjoys perfect health.

greatly depressed,
Soon,
the pair out of money,
!i:irimv remains as free lieiison, finding
her own physician to attend the
•.»*ii \v»- ]'I*«mlid :i lively employed
unfortunate girl. The doctor pronounced
MiPotatoes .*ire not
the disease typhoid fever, brought on by
i \
in former .seasons,
The girl died
excessive melancholy.
more Ii\elv :is the"

he
«

12 Samples by mail, 50 cts, retail quick for $10
K. L. WOLCOTT, lsl Chatham Sq„ N. Y.

of

under their feet >

»v

few days.

The big fight with the Modoc Indians,
that lias been for a long time expected,
took place last Friday. Capt. Jack ef-

goki. And in those
i'toined to swim and

'or

:;.j

t-il

hnowlton says
ditches through

h* should have called

i'll a
a

duck killed

m>

Mich

*■.

tame

Mr.

irm,
■’M-in

a

Hie te*t» showed the
amounting to about
i.ot half that the crop

•

v

When is a schoolboy like a postage stamp?
When he is licked and put iu the corner, to
make him stick to his letters.

nine

'.i

ii-

a

Mr.

city. a paper eonparticles, which

.if the

aa-.
'v

rs?

North port, recently *ub-

»!

a

Ladies, bv far the most satisfactory medicine
to adopt in Duponeo’s Pill.

He was

command of bark .Tosie Mildred.

in

and wounded.
»'•

Join the PROCESSION! It you have a sough
or a cold join the crowds that are hurrying to
the drug stores for Male’s Honey of Horehound
and Tar. It is agreeable, quick to cure, and
Sold by all Druggists.
absolutelv infallible.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure iu 1 minute.

In Lincolnville, Dec.4, Mr. Isaac Bryant,
years and one month.
His pain and sickness are ended,
His care and sorrows are o’er,
He has gone to the spirit land to meet
Those who have gone betore.

on

*

hand.

FLORENCE & HOWE
SEWING

MACHINES'
Call and

see us

and

we

will

by action that our
words are founded on facts.

convince you

For sale on small mont;
cash installments. Ag.
for the celebrated Wil
ton
Tr 99 COM It I
LSI. A*
MACHINE
he Fine
Union MACHi.
SILK. The best Cotton and Silk lor Sewing 1L
chines. All kinds of Sewing Machine attachineii
and findings for all kinds of Sewing Machines ai.*
the best
of Sewing Machine Oil. kept co:

JLm
CoTtO>1 an<Tthe^

stantly

G. W. BURKETT & CO.,

Hayford Block,

quality
hand.

on

Stamping for Braiding and Embroider
done at short notice.

Church St., W. K. MORISO^i
orer

BELFAST.

CARLE &

Belfast,.

MORISON’S Hardware Store

Maine.

vr'm

H :rtfor»i Tirrn

difficulty in printing them than would a street is tree from the sound of a harp,
been m printing a common busi- hurd.y giirdy or violin. These and the midiu'ss card.
After dividing the funds and night entertainments are for the million.
washing the “outs.” and placing them in You would think they would grow weary
2
their proper places, they loll the house as of those things.
lint there seems always
they nad entered it. going to their respect- a group to collect about and listen.
ive abodes in tho highest exhilaration, for
We pass along.
The girl who marches
The Northern Pacific Railroad Company now
at that time confederate bonds were < <jui- so boldly up to ns is about on the third
has in full operation, with regular daily trains,
valent to gold and silver, and in some of downward plane.
She is not so low as
321 miles of road. A distance of nearly 200
the entfon states commanded a premium. those we left a few moments since in the
The issue was then being signed bv lane. Iler complexion is still fresh; her miles more is constructed. The Minnesota
on its completion, entered
voting Indies, and there was more than a attire is fashionably cut; it has been Section, immediately
hundred so employed. Elam had a lady newer; and like Hie wearer it has begun upon a satisfactory business, including local
Meipriintanee or two in this department, to show the opening buds of seediness. traffic and the large carrying-trade of the Northand bv this means tie bad his own and his She speaks:
“Come. Huh, treat us to a western British Settlements and the. Hudson’s
partner's bonds signed. After remaining mug of ale. won’t yon ? It’s awful cold, Bay Company. The recently completed section
lew days, he and one ot the young and 1 ain’t got any money.” Sri she hails cf sixty-five miles, on the Pacific Coast, at ouco

more

Dreamland.
v
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Printing

S5 000.000.

from tho St. 1.011 i;* TimeR.

I!

notion
niter
in
,.ni|i~ !n i>:ln their influx In YirI rcaslllu
•llfii
department vv:t' cslah,-i.it liichinond
At Hull lime the eur'ill-i'li- ol gold and silver, consisted
-I it.' amt -took hanks, wliieli was found
uili. nail In supply tli»- ili-niaiiil ut (lie
niniilai no aimiesiol nearly four huni-.-iI ili iii-ami men.
ltichmonri being tile
ie
‘ipiarlei-'ol I In* rising eonlederacy, il
a
i. efeil is the most siiitalile plane lor
l ilit* national currency.
lin e
ili*
_■
In lie Ireasiirv departinenl there was
aiplnii •! a man liy tin* name ot Flam, a
.nipo'iior. Hi u t. a shrewd and Irieky
i.
m. a- tin* se,|m*l wili prove.
An*
11 ih*i*i ng on the great opportunity
u ni "I
becoming a millionaire, he tie*
lermined to strike oil' a large amount ol
Vo precautionary measures
'his money.
Mae taken in regard to this establishment,
ill *i*1*1111*1 i*i lie engrossed in the furithering ol southern independence. But
while Khun was patriotic in the cause, lie
had ail eve also to business. So one night.
In* concluded that the opportune moment
wa'
it hand lor carrying out his design.
Walking along the street he accosted a
man
who went by the name of ‘‘Napoli on,” divulging the object in view, and
otfering an equal partnership in the great
scheme lie had concocted.
His assistant
was a foreigner, a native of Poland, and
was nick-i anted
“Napoleon” from a facial
icsemhlanee to the picture of the then
emperor of the French.
v.

mi

I'l l

~iiim

1

■

■

Perhaps there

a

stratum of poverty in Lon Ion suffer half
much us does indignant gentility,
(live 1 lie bed rock a shilling per day and
it can live on it.
Two herring may be
had lor a penny and a lout for two pence.
I liere’s fuel enough to insure the production ot the breath of lile lot twenty-four
lintirs Three and six per week pays room
rent, that extent being shared perhaps hei ween half a dozen.
There i-, no style to
Le
kept up. The whole occupation ot
existence in eoursi animal enjoyment.
I licir midnight slipper el hot fried lisli at
t penny a
plate, and a led1 pint of porter
tor
another penny, tastes as good a,
grouse and champagne.
1’liey have but
one character to maintain, and that a bad
one. which :i is
easy enough for them to
do Fashion does not trouble them. They
are not ashamed of lags.
Congenial usetlion is plentiful.
Might and day the
street furnishes something interesting and
exciting
No, they are not wretched.
They hate nothing to be wretched on.
j t oj San Francisco ISulIelin
as

>

London

*•

N

the Finest in the Market.

ROYAL DESSERT!
Alter C. I'. REAM.
fruit ever

The host Chromo ot

published.

Size 22x27.

never

was

a

at

Hem

period in

either ancient or modern times that offered
like occasion for the possession
f such
wondrous wealth, considering the slight
risk to run and Hu* small amount of labor
performed in its achievement. Not even
Sinbad tin- Sailor, in his most suceesslul
voyages, ever met with such thrilling adventures as fell to the lot of those two
Between nine and ten o’clock they
men.

entered the treasury building by a back
window, and, taking the “cuts” from the
denomination of live dollars up to one
thousand dollars, they placed them oil the
press and printed otf live millions ot dolThe bonds were printed on a kind
lars.
of thick, white paper, with no impression
on the back of the bills.
There was no

little plates holding boiled winkles picked
front the shell.
A penny a plate, with
vinegar thrown in. The eel pie and stew
kitchens are full of customers. They are
the people who have earned a few pence
at sweeping crossings, holding cab doors
whilst, the passengers alight, selling but-

ton-hole bouquets or matches.
The eel
slew is ladled out
of a great tin boiler
at. a penny a bowl.
Look down those
dark lanes.
They seem to lead to murder, pestilenoe and sudden death. Croups
of bare-headed slatterns stand al their corThe sidewalk is just wide enough
ners,
for one.
We slip on cabbage leaves and
other garbage.
These are the abodes of
the lowest, order of civilized human beings. Civilized? The South Sea hath
islands whose natives are gentler, more
cleanly, more refined. There is an atmospheric sensation here of grime; grime on
the walls, on the windows, on the people,
on

everything.

It

is

the aeenmidated

grime ol generations. One, is constantly
uneasy in these places at night, lest a
window overhead opens, accompanied hy
an

ejection

of

slops,

to

he in

range; ol

which would he worse than garroting.
Here is an open door. Look in. There
is a squalid bed and a chair and table.and
a colored print over the inantlepieee, “The
Return of the Prodigal Son.” N. II. When
will it be the correct tiling to slay the lymphatic call for repentant and prodigal

?
This is the abode of one of Her .Majesty’s
subjects—an English woman. Sin* is not
old. She is not ugly, though beer lias
left its traces on her face and form. A

daughters

lltmerhscmcnts,
W

\ I’E It. —We guarantee emall, either
x, ut $'» a (lay, or
N« w works by Mrs. 11. B.
Stowe ami others.
Sup. rb premiums given away.
Money made rapidly ami easily it work for us.
Write and m e.
I‘art ini lar* tree. W«»KTHlJf»vn»N,
Drsi v A (hi., Hartford, t i.

VtrfBST*
ployment
:

Niqhf.

tl is 11 nV!i>ck
go. LS7”.
•it night; 1 am in Drury Lane,
this is
tin' well known Drury Line theatre, a
low. black, dingy pile which 1ml lor the
• ••damn-,
in front might be taken tor a
warehouse.
Ked-conted '-•oldiers patrol
a I 'out tin' building,
lor this is the royal
theatre, and a guard is always stationed
about it at night during the perl.iriuate e.
I pa-- up I 'in v Lane
The midnight
world ot London is all a-a it ; f wo-t Idl'd s of
the loiterers in the street are feint) es:
hall- Town l.rws and girls are rollicking
and lounging in doorways.
The ehie.t'
play spell for hoys and girls in the eottnIr
i- at
twilight, in Drury Lane it is my
time alter gas-light. Limp, seedy women
hang about the gin p.ulnees; there they
meet
tor gossip day and night : they
“1 real" each iM her or im port ..me one
I
treat them.
You said you would give me a penny.
Ins; night, and I'll take it now,” says one
of this class to me as 1 pass by
They are
The merest casual glance
very sociable.
brings them to conversational terms. This
one is bareheaded : her face is
putly her
complexion dead and tallowy the next
.-move in the Hie of her gown must lie to
the paper mi ! ; perhaps you will write
love letters on some portion of its changed
form.
Three others d the same sort pass
me, arm in arm. wiling a song at tic top
; their voics.
They are simply drunk.
Mind, these are not dangerous women
even to the most
unsophisticated youth,
with the perfume of country clover and
violets fresh upon him. They are too
oarse, degraded and dirty tor that. They
live siinplv for beer and gin.
How they
obtain this, their only luxury, seems a
mystery until reflection bills me consider
that even worms have congenial helpmates, and that among the most reckless
a lew pence will circulate with far
greater
rapidity than among the temperate and
Here, on the corner, stands a
frugal.
•murphy leister,” an .apparatus lor roasting potatoes. It, is built after the model
of a locomotive.
I scent the peculiar fraThe furgrance of the roasted tubers.
naee sheds a red glow on the street.
The
women are crouched by 'lie wheels of the
“engine,” utilizing its beat, for the night
aii is damp and chill.
<)n the next corner is a stand full of

commands
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Price, $12.

Retail

profitable business between Puget

Sound at the Columbia River, heretofore done
by coastwise steamers.
On the opening of
spring, with more than 500 miles of Road in
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tor

Pilgrim's Progress.
itu! edit mu r\er published. Printed
‘■n eieyaui oa)'er
with nearly f»uo exquisite illustra
tioi.
P'otii
large an -ales sure
Everybody
wain-111i- noble work.
Ear (circular and terms, addres- .)( Ml \ K. p(»m;p V ! iO., Publishers, Phil!.

ant

adelphia.

!” r dav
Agents wantedAll
ela -<■> < f working people, of
old, make more money at work
m their'pan
moments, or all the time, than
a! anvtliing else.
Particular* free.
Address (J,
SfI
ON A <:»)., Portland, Maine.
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Size 15x24.

Congress St. NEW ENGLAND WINTER!
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Under
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REMEDY.

UNFAILING

Complaints,

Druggists.
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Bleeding, Itching

St
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Piles, ami nothing
Price, $1.00,

the

KBS It

reward.
For

Blind,

Lil! hat
Dk
ItKMKDV
!i is pneor

cerated Piles
BiniCs
Pn.ic
i.iiis to cure.
par* d expressly to cure
else. Sold by all Druggists.

A«•«*»•* for

lli«i Nlal«* of

LITTLE RIVER,STOWE,VT.

mihI I«*h

After ti R1UUS.

IlniiiMHick.

Size 15x24.

The University Medicines has been tested by so
many, anil its merits so well known, that the hue
and cry ot humbug has lost all its scare.
It has cured over 5ooo cases in Maine within
three years, including all disease* subject to this
climate. I! lias cured over dOUO cases that could not
be reached with any other medicines.
It has cured many patients alter their physicians
told them there was no care for them.
it has proved itsolt to be superior to any other
known medicine in the world for the cure of all
lorms ot chronic diseases,
CATAAKH (the mother ot consumption,) Scrol
ula, Salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto
considered incurable, readily yield under treatment
of the University Medicines.
SPERM A TOR RHOE A, the greatest iestroyer of
humanity on the face of the (ilobe. How many bewail the loss ot precious vitality without having the
slightest idea ot the cause, their inannood i-> daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a slate of hopeless decay.
Too strong language cannot be used by parents to
council their children while young to guard against
this horrid malady, liy so doing they may save their
sous and daughters from a ruined health, insanity
and a premature grave.
Abate this evil and there
will be no more appropriations required to enlarge
our Insane Asylums.
1 have cured over 2000 cases of this life anil soul
destroying malady within three years, in the New
England States and Canada. I ha\ e invariably found
that the foundation ot destruction was laid In fore
the victim was old nougli to know ot its evils. Do
not let false modesty stand in tie- way of treatment
before the constitution is ruined.
Persons atllictcd with diseases will please call or
send and get.
hook vfree,) wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
Address
PE LEG STAPLES,
250 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Thousands of certificates can tie presented it neeessai >
but if the following are not sufficient to satisfy tiie most sc« ptical, lo.ooo additional ones would
tie useless.

T- the Honorable fustier >,f the
Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holdm at Augusta within and for the County <Kennebec,
on the first Tuesday of March, A.
/>., 1873.
COOK ot China, in sa..i Couuty, respectfully libels unci gives this honorable Court to
be intormed that she was lawfully married to Charles
Cook of China, in the County ot Keutiebvc, tin fifth
day of .July, 1»#>7, and afterwards cohabit! d with him
and has had by him two children which are now IP
I
iug; that your libellant since their intermarriage|has
always behaved herselt as a laithlul. chaste and affectionate wife towards her said husband, yet the said
Charles Cook, regardless of his marriage covenant
and oat y, has committed adultery with
persons to
your libellant unknown, and hat neglected to provid* su table support ior his family, und on the first
ot AprL. 1871, deserted your libellant and now reside* in parts unknown to your libellant.
Wherefore, your libellunt prays that she may be
divorced Horn the bonds oi matrimony between her I
and her said husband; that the care and education
and custody ol her children
may be committed and
intrusted to her.
I
MAKV K. COOK.

MAKV

WALDO, SS.—bin*. .Jun. Coi ri
t
January Term, 167:1, t
E. Cook, Libt. vs. Charles Cook.

Mary

<»n the foregoing libel, Ordered, That the libellant
cause notice of tie- pendency of this Jibe! to be
given
the said Charles Cook, the libellee, by
publishing an
attested copy of this libel, with this order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal,
a
newspaper printed at Belfast, in the County of
Waldo, the last publication to he not less than thirty
days before the next terra of the Supreme Judicial
Court next to lie liolden at Augusta within and tor
th
County of Kennebec, on the first Tuesday of
March, J673, that said Charles Cook may then and
there appear and show cause if any lie have, why tin
prayer ot said libellant should not be granted.
Attest W. (1. FKVE, Clerk.
A true copy ot libel and order thereon.
Attest—W. <«. FRY E, Clerk.

i.» <!BHTK BO It TUB

AUVERT1SEHS' GAZETTE,
\ book ot 1 *■% pages, showing how, when and where
advertise, and e oitaining a list of nearly ;>,000
newspapers, with much other information of inter
est t.i advertisers. Address €* BO. I*. IIOIVELL
A < O.. INiltli lien, 4 I Purl. IIoh Nen
York.
to

I

WIMTE3FI

MILLINERY.
JOHNSON Will return next
week with the winter styles which ah** will be
pleased to show iier customers. Felt Hats in Drab,
Black, Bronze ami other desirable shades. Velvets,
Ribbons, Feathers and Fancy Wings, .Jets and .Jet
Bauds,
FANCY COOD.S.
Handkerchiefs. Collars, Ties
and Neck-Handkerchiefs, Cloves, Two-Button Kids,
K id M it tens, &e., ,Ve.
DRESS MAKINC, Miss Jackson has selected a
winter stock ot Dress and Cloak Trimmings, such
as Buttons, Fringes, (jiinps, Tassels, itc.
Special
attention given in Dress and Cloak Making in the
! atest Styles.
MRS.

E.

Kmma A.

Upon

Wardwell, I.ibt.

vs.

Alter B. (’HAM l*NK\

1

1

foregoing libel, Ordered, That notice
ol the pendency thereof be given to tin- said libcllee
by publishing an attested copy of said libel, with

successively

in the
Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at Bel
last in tin County ol Waldo, tnc last publication to
be not less than thirty days at least before the next
term of the
Supreme Judicial Court to be holden at
Rockland within and for the County ol Knox on
the second Tuesday of March R73, that said libcllee
may then and there appear and show cause it any he
have why the prayer of said libellant should not be

granted.
Attest—W. <i. FRyiO, Clerk.
A true copy of libel and order thereon.
^
Attest—w (i.
Cl.ERK.

FRYi..

GREAT FIRE IN BOSTON.

R.

NOVELTIES

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.
F.. R. JOHNSON it <’<>., just, opened a tine
assortment of Worsteds and Worsted Patterns.
Slippers, Ottomas and 'Toilet c'ushions, Bracket anti
Towt 1 Hacks, Infant’s Knit Shirts, Sacks, Socks and
Mittens, Ladies Breakta. t Shawls,Nubian, Rigioletts
and Hose, Children’s Leggins, Sacks and Hiding
Hoods, (ieutleincn’s Scarfs, Java, Panama, Waffle
and 'Tinsel Canvass, Plain and Tinsel Perforated
Paper, Bergmam V Best Berlin Zephyr Worsteds in
two, lour and eight told, Shetland Worsteds,Crochet
Knitting and Worsted Needles, ami Paper Patterns
Particular attention given in shading of Worsteds

HAYFORD BLOCK,

BELFAST.
tf20

Wharf and Storehouse to let,
The extensive wharf in this city known as Simpson’s Wharf, with warehouses, &c., thereon. The
water at the head admits ships of the largest class.
The buildings are suitable lor storing hay, salt, molasses, lumber, or almost any kind of produce or
merchandise. It is one of the best business sites iu
the city. 'The Portland steamers make daily landings at this wharf.
Also, a lot of land bet ween said wharf and Carter
He < Vs shipyard, suitable for a yard for building vessels, for which it has been used.
The above premises will he let, either together or
separately, on a long lease, to parties desiring them.
Apply to W. H. SIMPSON.
Belfast. Sept. 10,1872.-011

policeman approaches. He addresses her :
“Now, see here, if l catch you out of your
door again I’ll run in.” And all along
the lane, as far as you can see in the fog
and darkness, you behold these squalid
women slinking in the doorways as the
BUY YOUR
representative of law and order approaches. We emerge into a more frequented thoroughfare. More “murphy
busters” and winkle stands. More eel
3m21iB
stews and fried fish
shops. Young girls
wilh pitchers are scudding to and from
*\7%7~.
B.
Swan
db
Oo.
the public houses.
They are alter the
midnight ale for the older people. It is
now past eleven, and at, twelve the beer
palace must close. Such is the new law.
Street hands ol negro minstrels are
The above reweard will he paid for Information
performing under the lighted windows. that will secure tin- conviction of any person breakor injuring the City Lamp Posts or Lanterns.
ing
Or one all by himself llimns Ids
banjo in
WM. C. MARSHALL, Mayor.
the halt opened door of a bar room. Scarce
27
Belfast, Jan. 7th, 1873.

C-< >-A-1 j-1
--

$25.00

REWARD.

aijMliiii Destmei

We the undersigned having made ittrge contracts
with Boston Parlies for manufacturing
Clothing,
ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number of good vest makers will be
wanted after the first of January.
They cun be
supplied with work from our store at Beltast or
Monroe.
FIFTY WOOD \ES1 MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first of January.
We have a fine assortment of Dry (ioods, Boots
and Shoes which we offer at low prices,
Belfast, Dec. 13—tl ’4
POTK & QUIA1UY.
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WM. FRANKLIN SEAVbY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Retail Price, each mounted, $1.50.

SIX

G

E.

Me

JOHNSON,'

Attorney

Law!

at

st„

i»

„„

REMOVALT
SMALL, M. D., Physician and Surgeon,
Li Belfast, Me., Residence corner Miller and ConSts.
Office over Caldwell’s Bookstore, Main
gress
Street.
(Formerly in Mitchell’s Block.) Prompt
attendance given to night calls.
3wl*tf4

HEADS!

following subjects,

*i. to ni k

Finks

v

from oil-paintings, and
Wokk. in rn
M \ »<k k

Beatrice

Cenei—Guido,
Holy Family Kaphael,
Mater Doloroso—(Juido,
Madonna Madrid Murillo,
Immaculate Conception

liberal discount to the trade,
Ph ti ki-: Okalkrs.

Murillo,
Miuil!<>.

Soi.n

A

by

at i.

IMi>e, Collier & Perkins,
115

Washington St.,

IpLMEll

OTK’E !
I hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast
that 1 will be at the store of Oakes Angiei
Saturday
afternoons, from 2 until & 1\ M., for the purpose of
receiving taxes.
DANIEL I. PITCHKK,Collector.
Belfast, Sept. 2tf.—tl 13

HE l»OT

Chromos,
Frames,
Albums,

Produce Wanted!
1 will pay the highest market price for all kinds of
FA KM PRODUCE. Potatoes, Pressed Hay,
Apples,
Beans, &c., &c., delivered at Lank’s Wharf in
this city.
K. A. CALDERWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. 1872 —tflV
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MKNI, hl’AHMS, OSSlKh A I *N «»B RoN Y I,’i»KmAFor tin1 liny ami <iirh .nil
IION Oi
IlKAKT, ItUhd M A Tl.-SM, hKNlte

A^Examines from
FEE—ONE

DOLLAR

a distance
EACH,

by

a

lock of hair.
tf3

Views,

agent,

HERALD

KVKIII

Ht\l»
are for

sal**

iyc*
lid

Coi

ht

iwnu nR4T«.

moderate price- hv
John »
h,\vnk.s & <vi>
Si ,‘opposite the Court Nous.*J, M^t*.„
it

AMERICAN ANDFORKION I’ATJ N (

and also a number of testimonials of cures; and if
you would like further proof from the parties who
have given the testimonials, write them and see
what they say.
\V< have sold many thousand bottles »i lln- H i: \k
111-.(; ri.ati *i:, and the demand is still increasing, VV<
arc confident we an doing the public a bene tit, and
ii ot
trying to impose on ih iu a worthless preparation
f he prin of the 11 kakT Ri'.oi l. \ n»u is oni lioi.
i: per lioltle, and c m he obtaiued ol our agent-,
i.
S. A. IIDWK.S x (’■>., Druggists, Ifeltast.
y ■;

Paper

in the

Country.

It

I'or

ovfr

In Politics, and cun afford to state the truth about
all political events. It belongs to no party or clique;
its reports are candid to all parties; and its editorial
tone is liberal ami tolerant condemning the wrong
and commending the right wherever they are found.
The Herald is the only paper in New England that
has
ITS FORMS STEREOTYPED,

ADY KKTISERS
Will find the Herald on*1 of the most valuable mediums tor their use. Its daily circulation is over

NINETY-FIVE THOUSAND COPIES,
Which is four tiines as large as any other paper in
New England, and is only exceeded by one newspaper (a small one cent, paper) in the country. Its
advertising rates are moderate and unitorm. n>
deviation from printed rates beinfc made in any form
whatever, either as discount or as commission to
agents.

'The Herald is out* ot the largest
in the country, and as the plates are
new and unworn type, while

two cent papers
mad* fresh from
paper of good weight
the impression is always clear

ami ijuality is used,
and legible,
i tie price ot th.> Herald is two c« nti per
copy, and
it Is sold to agents at $l.g5 per hundred.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Five Dollars per annum, aud at same rate lor a
shorter peiiod.
To Clubs ot live or more, to one
address, tour dollars per annum, or one dollar tor three
months, payable invariably in advance.
No agents employed to solicit either
subscriptions

advertisements.

.-*

<

to

in the city aud suburban towns, A limited
number of Advertisements in the Sunday Herald.
I'he prico ot the Sunday Herald is tive cents per
single copy; and it is sold to agents at $3.50 per
hundred. To subscribers, Two Dollars per anuuni.
All orders should be addressed to

Hr.

.1.

BY

luti'imia,

t YRIt A <0. L»n«dl. Han*

<

Bractical and

Publishers ot the Herald.

HUSTON, MASS.

Belfast

Savings Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

“A Penny Saved

is a

Human

Misoey.

Just I'uhlishetl inn Smleit Envelope,
( eiits.

\ l.i'diiiY

mi

I'rn

e

Ilif Vihirf, Treatment ami tlailical

ol Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrliuu in
lueed by Self Amo
Involuntary Emissions, lmpo*
teney, Nervous Debility, and Impediment- to
Marriage generally Consumption, hpllepsy, and
Kits, Mental and Physical Incapacity, etc.—By
KOBKICT .1. cl I.VKUWKI I
M. D., Author of
the “(ireen Book, etc.
The world reiiowned author, in this admirable
l.eetuie, clearly proves trom his own experience
that the awlul consequences ol Self-Abuse may be
effectually removed without medicines, nml without
dangerous surgical operut ns, bougies, i nstruments,
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and eilectual by which every sullerer,
no matter what his condition may be, may cur*
himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
I H IN
I.KCTUKU WI1.I, PftOY h A BOON l o l lloi
SANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent under seal, in n plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps, by addressing lie publishers.
Also DK. ( I I.V KKWKl, l.’S
Marriage Ouide.
price f.O cents.
Address the publishers,
(

HUNF A CO..
Post othe.
r 41

Bowery, New York.
y

Box4,5b6.

O K< >RGE.S
tlikim

Me.,

HOTEL

This old \v<■ 11 known and favorite fioxti.
has been leased by the undersigned, and been renovated, roinode'ed aud furnished, is now opened t...r
permanent aud transient boarders, it will be amply
supplied with all that is necessary lor the comfort
and convenience of its patrons.
Also connected with tin hotel are
M.tni|»|«
lfcoomw. situated in Union Block, chambers over
W. M. Cook’s store., commodious and centrul
for
the accommodation ot
Cumm knri a
A
kn t s
The undersigned's old acquaintances and friends
at
tin Lynde House, where he has otiiciated as
Clerk
since its opening, will please take
notice
of
11,0
his
New*
w
ii
i.i<
<;/-v».
ii.:n
lit* will be happy to meet
Habitation.
them.
•df-Coaches to take passengers to and from th.
A
goo.l
?»rs.
l.ivery Stable connected wiih the
WM. K. IIU KKOKU.
1 homaston.Nov. I.ls'l.
tt.17

A

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE
WATER

FOR

One barrel o! coal ashes or
dried earth lasts one person
about live months.

Extensively used in public
institutions aiul in private
residences. Invaluable in the

jSick-room.
P.

SAMUEI.

W O O I> n o (< K
WARD He

CO., Propr’s, Boston,

Prices, $9

circular.

EARTH
3m.il

l'J

to

$35.

CLOSET

DO A NIC

1

7, A. I .Vs/-'/)'

t 1 I

<

K I ', I {' 1 N

i

.

Si

)

\

>

CELEBRATED

PIANO

FORTES

»

tTtniev <whoi kii.
Mr. Steph. n Grot r is m lulh
I ed agent
Waldo County lor the sale ot Piano Kories
muiu
lactnred l.y n- uni ill iuslruniem
.1 „ur mauula.
lure |,UIellast d ot lllll. ore
S.ibjeel UI 11„.
,,
ant.ee as if purchased directly <>| u♦'Hit K FK 1 M, i SONS
■

Agencies i'or the s.tie ot ihr • iiiikki.isg, Pia.n,
wilILo touud in nearly ill th. large ili,,„dt.,u„.
and it is ol coursi desirable that
retail purchase,
should be mad. through 11., m iherehv
s,,,i„olV
*
penseaud trouble.
the prie s printed in
circular may he relie.i
prices, irom which n
discount cu.ti ft.' mule, whatever.

rtPseo.r, ""Y™1
11

t HIi'KKKIM; & M4N*.
East 14th St., New v ork.
:{54 Washington st. Boston

l he subscriber is now
ottering superior advuntaint° uny one who may
contemplate pureh isinji ou*
these valuable instruments
A* a make*m 1
the knowledge h« has t»f their muiulaecuiv
^
a,enabled to make inure ehoiee s.lertiom- than i*
p,,.
sible tor those who have never made piano
making a science, and are without an\
knowledge ot their inanutaeture.
To those who may favor him with an
order h.
will insure everything as stated
above, and delivir
the instruments to their houses in
person ; relieving
them Irc.ru ill anxiety and
responsibility
Orders can In- left with Mrs. II
A
I'AHrkK
music teacher, No.
High Street, Belfast
l.oinn.'m'catinns by mail to
my
address, in ear.
ol (.tuckering &
Sons, iiM Washington st., Hcistou
ifass., will receive immediate attention

witli

K«\rt
i.ractica'i

_

STEPHEN GROVER.

CLOSET.

bo used in any room in the
house without oiien.se at m»y
time.

1)14

1

THE

can

Kooin

1>Y K!> (Hi

Geufs Garment, t nats. rsots,mi t .t,
"r Dyed, Itr.iwn, Itl
.ok, i:iii...|tla.-k ..r ln.l>o H
and pressed ready Ur w.-,„
imis/Jut la
pairing done at short notice.
Kid Glove. lyed itinck
r ( 'leansc.r
,ja\
Also new Roods nr I,Hollis died
ed in
the best manner, o \ P lit | ott pg
p.
Roods sent
on
MONDAY.
Atone.
H
WEI.1,4
Millin'rv and J- met Goods'"."' No, IT Main street, Hell.i.l Me.
I. |-

Tlii>niM«li>n.

DEPOSITS

BY

I hi* well known establi-hiiu nt .with its admiral!
facilities, i- conducte.t •.>
hr-i-rl i-- t bl \i i,
bVKK. l>ying and t'i* an’-ing done
to
u nt r t.
give PKKFFC 1 SAIINKA' llu.N,
Ladies’ hresses, Sac.pies, \ lv,t, Itibbons
See.
hyed. Cleansed and Pr«»ed witho.it
u;
l uce < ’urinin- < leans* d an
taking oil trimmings.
to
new,
(
ijual
arpets ( Icansed and t'nio*

SLc

( ure

Penny Earned.”

BELFAST

Maine Statt* pair. lS7e

rii.pinir

made on or before the 1st of any
month, will be placed upon interest every
month, (except May anti November) and Interest
computed upon the aame in June aud December.
Deposits received daily al the Hanking
from 0 to 12 A. M., and 2 tol P, M.
Saturdays from
it to 12 A.M.
JOHN H.QU1MBY, Treaa, ASAKAUNCK Brest
Belfast, July 13, 1870.

Rm SALK IN

;ii

EMILE BARBIER, Proprietor.

AND SOLD A I.I. BOUND TUB WOULD.

greatcause

naiue.

AttarW First Premium

Analytical Chemists,

»

R. M. PULSIFER & CO.,

<

DYE HOUSE!

I* K W 1’AH I’D

1

TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND COPIES,

2w28

..

it>»

of

Chhlly

opposite Kilby St., Bo

■

127

the same size as the Daily, containing a
great
variety of reading matter, including Voluminous
Special News Dispatches and Markets, by Telegraph,
full reports of l ocal News,
Editorials, Timely Musi
cal and Dramatic Criticisms, a business Review of
the Week, the best Review oi the Boston Stock
Market published, &c.. &c. It has a circulation of

hesigos.

nr

[produced

THE SUNDAY HERALD
Is

PATENTS

A PTKHaii oxtensivi »ractici d upwards of thiraV t.y >• *r-. out;mu
m sieure Patents *u th*
l lilted states ; a O in Ureal lintain,
France, un.l
oth. r foreign ounirie*
Caveat-, Specification*
Assignments, and all p ipers f.*r Patents, executed
on reasonable terms, with
Ke-earchi
despatch.
made to determine the validity and
utility <*f Patent
of Inventions, and legal and ot o r advice render* t
in all matter- touching the same.
Copies ul the
claim- ot any patent furni-hed hv
remitting one d
lar. Assignments recorded in
Washington.
.N<' Agency in t he l n;u *t State.posse--,
superior
facility for obtaining Pateut- ;' a-crtahiiiig it,,
patent ability of inventions.
All necessity Ml a jouriiw
W.el, uigton to pr
cure a Patent, and t.he• u
tl *
delay then
here saved inventors.

j

THIRTY THOUSAND IMPRESSIONS an HOUR.
These facilities enable the publishers to hold back
the forms to the lust moment and give their patrons
T H E V E R Y LAI ES I N E \\ S.
The Herald gives its readers im re reading matter
tor two cents than any other newspaper in the
country, and it serves the news up in a spicy and
spirited form, lor which it has long been celebrated.

OF

ness, curt*, disappoint
tic vri »io \
% ln,
rut*nt, ami hereditary
pred is positional 11? urn
J regard Mr. Fddyns on.-,,! tin- mo.-t
capable an1'1
tin hair gray either
successful practitioner- with whom I have In.I nth
ot them disposes it to
cial intercourse.
CIIAKI.l s M Ami\
«
fall oil' prematurely, | siuiicr of Patent.-.'
ami fit In r etl'ect is mi- i
I have no hesitat mu in
inventors
ttia
assuring
sightly and unpleasant : tiu\ caniiut tuple.
in,i
m..r<
minpetent
^ to liehold.
Dr. A \ Ki.’.s
.n.i man
trustworthy
d pulling their .»[
ipar.l.
Lconsnminate skill has ! plications in a form t..
cure iimm tlum an car’s
an
.mtidole | and favorable
con-idcrat mi, :t tin Patent Office
.for these deformities, j
KI'MIM' HI UK H
'which has won grutt1 iterorninUsioii rot Patnaf*.
t iide for him trom mu 1
“Mr. 1C. II. K Di v has made lor me over I’ll \ K I A
titudes ot women and
applications tor Patents, having been sucet -'till
lii'ii.
n i< n aik > i*.
almost every case. Sta ll unmistakable proat ..| gi. v
and always
«>i: sometimes reproduce -s lost hair;
talent and ability on his part leads me to r. comm, n.t
restores to faded and gray hair Its natural color, with
Ai.t. inventors t<> ipply to him to.
procure their pathe gloss uud freshm \ss «»# youth. Tin* comparatively
tents, as they may !«■ sure ui having tin most faith
lew bald and gray heads, that we now see, are those
lul attention bestowed c.u their
a ml at
\.i
who have not yet discovered the virtues ol At ku’s
reasonable charges.
.lolIN I A<
A IMV
II aik V h.oi: for renewing. The fresh and youthful
Boston, Jan. l. 1
ly ■.
hair we see on older heads is often the product of
his art. It you are disfigured, oi mad» old, austere
and ugly, by gray hair, restore its youthful color,
S» 1* E A
1V1
ami with it your features to their original softness
and agr; eablt expression.
As an elegant dressing lor beautifying the Hair, it
has no superior.

And it is now printed from triplicate plates, on two
of Hoe's six-cylinder Lightning Presses,- each printing fifteen thousand impressions an hour; and a
Bullock Press, which prints fifteen thousand papers
on both sides, or

or

No. 76 State St

Advancing years.sick'

Filters upon the New Year with increased mean-*
lor giving all the news to its readers.
It lias pructi
cally resumed specie payments, ns it gives twice as
much reading matter now for two cent s as it guvt
before the war for one, when it was acknowledged
to be the be.-t penny
paper in the country.
The Herald has facilities for obtaining new** unIt has
surpassed by any newspaper in the country.
a large force of local
reporters and special eorre
spondents at all points ot interest,—in Washington.
New York, and at the centre* ot population, everywhere in New England.
There correspondents
re
instructed to furnish all the news as promptly as
possible, using the telegraph whenever tiuu in pub
lication can be gained thereby. Indeed, the telegraph
has almost wholly superseded the mails in the correspondence of the Herald from all points in tidegraphic communication with Boston,
The Herald has one great advantage over most
newspapers which come in competition with it. It
is
KNT 1RE LV INI)E1 KN l>EN 1

EDDYL

Fur Inviadiou- IV.nl* Hark

S

Ifl.tir

tirav

•••*(<» ri iig

H.

SOLICITOR

lalural VitaliM amlColor

THE BOSTON HERALD

j

Y S3 H

R

Hail- Vi<>'oi-

‘.>5,000.

M.
tor Belfast.

oueerliict-urdeauM or 4’lut larioiietv l-'liils**. Riageo>

leis, I'ifnt
All these, of all varie ties, and of the best inuuu
tacture, together with an unrivalled stock t

mi

daily circulation

average:

MOODY,
A^ent

(

tiua*

application, will lurnish you with
lull description ot the disease

on

u’ih-

SroifS

Drum*.

uk If
about
akt. Sink n
si-uiirs, I’AtN's in rut!, Sii»I-, or. (!umo
rill.
Sl.rCKtlSH (’LBCUI. ATInN <»1
I. l,( H) I) AND Mo.MKNIABY STOP P A > K OF l'HivA*
ION ol TUI'. H K A It !
fhe-e forms of 1 f oari Disease have been cured by
h not
Du. tiBAVKs’ Hkaui Kk»;i <. rou, and w
hesitate !o say it will cure them again. Any form
we
and
to
its
will
»t Heart Disease
list;,
readily yield
have jet to learn ot any case where the Heart Regurethe
not
and
lias
been
taken
lator
party
properly
ecived a marked benefit.
tiik

Dl/ZINKSS,

1873.

Kltll'IOV*

The Best 1 wo-Cent

‘hat 1 had been suffering with
for five months, and at that time
llllli lcS- llo"'b fo the foot.
"t* ™?ht called
Ihia the physicians
“.Sciatic.” I tried many
kinds of highly recommended
medicines which 1
took tor the blood.
Still 1 got no relief for seven
months more, all the time
doing my best, with as
I callw°‘lare 1,1 °"r city.
ed a the New v
York University branch,Finally
and tlio proprietor said he could help me. So 1 commenced on

PL.

Notice

Lloyd’s

To a lady lrieud.
t **«eet Toned tlunic ll*n
Costing from
I he hirg* boxes ir« won-h rftiliv

A

1 hud the Catarrh so bail for several
years tint mv
head became confused and painliil. 1 was
obliged to
get up several times in the night to keep Iron, chokI
ing.
employed some of tile beat physicians In the
country without benefit. 1 was perlectly cured witll
the University Medicines iu three weeks.
A, M. MORGAN, m Cumberland St.
Portland.
Contractor on the Portland V
Ogdensburg Itailroad
February, IB, 1870.
Since giving the above certificate, i have been
perfectly tree front Catarrh, though 1 have been continually exposed to wet and cold*.
Oct. 15, 1871.
A, M. MORGAN.

St., BANGOR.

Whi|»|M*i» of Frei^hi l»v Nanford

-----

—

partifs.

31 Cumberland

To

|

Kidneys,

r.i

&c., &o.

*’1V»:

bor twenty five years 1 have suffered with
Scrofula and Sait Kheuiu, (or Tetter.)
Have paid out
hundreds of dollars, and been treated
by several
tirst-class physicians without benefit
Some tour
weeks ago, i commenced using the
University Medicines.
At the time my forehead and head were
covered with sores and scaliness of the
skin; also
my tongue wi.s covered with small ulcers. 1 am today free from all the above troubles,and can heartily
recommend these medicines to the afflicted.
C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.
Portland Jau. 24 ism.

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN!

ISTotice.

Special

F.rup-

*-

A MORNING AND EVENING NEWSPAPER

taking

Staples’ Compound I ar Ointment cures piles mid
chilblains in W hours, (food for
any kind of Sores I
I guarantee the above certificates to he
1
genuine
will forfeit if luoo to any one that will find them
erwise.
Person having doubts will please address the

e

Dumurv, Waikk

Stereoscopes

FOR

For lilt y years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula.
Some tiiteen years ago a tearful ulcer broke out on
Three months ago it extended from the
my leg.
ankle joint nearly to the knee.
1 could not move
without great paiu. In this condition 1 commenced
the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all over me.
Ina few days the humor began to
subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and I 1‘eel like a new being I
K LIZ A K KT H C11A M B BRL
AIN,
1 ortland, Aug. 30.
Chestnut St.

afflieted for twenty years, with Chronic
Kheumatisiu. I have spent hundreds of dollars lor
medical treatment without benefit. Ten
days ago
I commenced taking tile
University Medicines ami
I can tru.y say it lias heen more benefit
to me than
all other treatment I ever received.
My place ol
business in 137 Pearl street.
Iishall be pleased to
answer all enquiries.
.IOIIN TURN Fit

1

■

—

FOK

THE

South Paris, I *b. 2, ls71.
Ou. Staple.v—Deur Sir: -The medicine I
got at
jour place, Jau. 2d, has done wonders for me.
It is
all you recommended it to be.
You may make any use of the above you think
Yours truly,
proper.
SETH MOUSE.
rm
The above case has been treated for the
past four
years by different physicians for cancer.

I have been

7 i -7

ON

BLOOD

disorders.

*

AND AK1K.4; NOVKMllKIt Kith, Pmsengei 1 ruins will leave Belfast for Portland,
and all places intermediate on this road .it 8 A. M.
Mixed Train at d 1’. M.,connecting at Buruhaiii with
Mixed Train lor Watery ilk. and P .*senger I rain lor
Bangor and all Stations East.
Tra ns will he due m Belfast trout Boston Port
j*. M
land, and ill Stations interim -diati .t 7
Mixed Train from Burnham
>,,i
:,ng with tran
from Bangor -,t 11 50 A. M
I he New Line between Danville and Cumberland
will then be open giving pass.-ngers for Portland at.
opportunity to go either way without change of ear*
Nov. t*. 1872.
L. I
LINCOLN Sup’t

lour circular, giving

<;*»«»** Treated hr Letter.

his medicine and in four weeks I
I telt re
lief, and in e ght weeks I was able thought
to leave my can.
at home and have been well
to
this
up
time, three
months have passed.
DAVID KKAZKR,
Portland, Aug. .id, 1870.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Boston.

WHOLESALE

I)k. Stapi.es, One bottle ol your extract of Cane.er Plant cured my little l>oy oi Scrofula of
i.‘,
months standing. It l should write all
day I could
not give a lull idea ul his sufferings. We
employed
live physicians without, relief.
I a is sores are all
healed ami lie appears perlectl) well.
We think it
is a wonderful cure. .Several of our friends are taking the medicine with good success.
M ItS. WiM. .1. l.KWl S.
Old l own, Sept. 1

Th?f1»hd

Ft

Ft.

PUBLISH KKS OF THK A BOV F.

Rospectfully, it.,
'U. A, WHITTIFR.

.K1o»nmay
Rheumatism

O.

—^

American

Madonna ami Child

j

the

]VT

lions of the skin are the
I
of l.in«* Mieumm
appearance on me suriace
of humors that should he expelled from the blood.
Ail
i eight B> t M.- Line are r
persons
shippi
ug
the
Internal derangements are
determination of I
guested to lmve steamerreceipt*, in titfp-iicat
these same humors to some internal organ, or organs,
name of Consign*
m
lull
on th
whose action t hey derange and whose substance they
margin.
Shippers that are using old Boxes. Barrets m i
disease and destroy. Aykk’s Saksatakilla ex
are
to
« ra-e
a!i old mu»k*. Any
Bags,
requested
pels these humors from the blood. When they are
Boxes, Barrels, or Bags that have more than ,n
gone, the disorders they produce disappear, such as
mark thereon, will not hi received or shipped.
Ulceral ions ot tin* Liver, Stomach,
Lungs,
All Freight must he properly marked only * > she
Kruptions and Kruptive Diseases of the Skiu. St
Positively no freight rereiveu uni*
Anthony's Fire, Rom or F.rysipelas, Dimples, Pus- Consignee.
conformahli to rules as above.
tules, it lotrhe', It iils, rumors, letter and Salt
<' KO. ti. VV F. Li 8,
Kin ■uni, .v>cahl Head, Ringworm, Fleers and Sores,
Agent.
Belfast,Jan, ! j, 187'^.
fV.8
liiieuinutism, Neuralgia, Fain in the Hones, Side,
and Head, f inale Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrlnun
arising tiom internal ulc* ration and uterine disease,
mil
(ieneral
Drops). Dyspepsia, Kmacination,
With theii departure health returns.
Debility
1‘KKI'AIIF. 1 > HV
Cupt• F. !» tf VBKIMANol Belfast
Being ipp,noted survi vor for the Amei
a
<
1*•
kl ER&rO.. I.ohH!
can L
-yd s ttegiHter, for the distrn
i’ractioal and Analytical f’hemists.
from
K- K.'aiid to M.ichius.
Parti*
SOLD HY ALL DRI HOISTS F.VKRYWHKKR.
wishing their ves.-, Js classed in Aiuen
can Ll.,\ 1
if eg ist«and supplements will ple.iIye3w89
their vi saelapply i*; him tor inspection
Bv ih-rJer
HAK'ISHoKN & KINi,
i'er if. 11 X tKi m V Survev *.r (,< nera! tor Main*
June 5,
it '.h

<'114*.!

St., Bangor,

The undersigned gives notice that be
is running the sell 1*. M. BONNEY
between Belfast ami Carver’s Harbor
lb
carrying freight aiel passengers.
schooner,when in port, nut) be found at
Hamden's wharf.
Capt. Burges will he at the -tore ot WOOD.'s
MATHEWS \ BAKER, where thos* having an>
kind ol CerNritv l’KolM CE may tiud hint ready t>
take it at fair prices.
I'HOMAS BURGESS.
tt 14
Belfast, Oct. 4, 18? .',

j

Size of each, 8x10.
()i the

!

1*01%.

New Market for IVoduoo.

It

some

17, Steamer

Will make but om nip per vvk, leaving Belfast tor
r. M.
Boston every 1L ESI>A Y a;
Returning Will leave Boston every FRIDAY at
4 P. M.
GKO. <i WKLLS, Agent.
Belfast, Dec. lb, 18?
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THE

Dec,
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W

A medicine that cure
in a real public blessing
A v kks’ Sakhai*a i: i. i. a
makes positive cure of
a
series of complaints,
which are always afflictin# ami too often fatal.
It
purifies the blood,
purges out the lurking
humors in the system,
which undermine health
and settle into trouble-

and Solicitor of Patents.

RINES’ BLOCK, 17 Main

O

14

The above are nome ol Champney’s best skrtchea,
and are brilliant in coloring and true to Nature.
Executed in tti( best manner.

Nh\v Hkih oki), Sept. 10, 1871.
Di
Staim.ks. Deal- Sir.
am
cling first rate.
1 have not felt so w» II lor years :ts ? do at the
present
lime.
If you recollect when I was at your place I
was sull'eiing, with a very lame back.
That has all
U-lt me and I never felt better in my lile than at the
1 don’t believe that that medicine
present time.
can be beat.
1 believe it is what it is recommended.
1 believe that medicine is cutitied to as much
praise
as any medicine that was ever introduced to the
public. 1 wili not write any more this time.

the

$500,000 Worn

Size

On the Saco Kiver, N II.
Luke Chocorua and Mountain, White Mountains.
Autumn on the Kennebec, Maine.
Wheat Harvest, Delaware Kiver.

I’OKI I.AN1», June 2fith, 1872.
i
ave been afflicted with the
inflammatory rheumatism tor over twenty yetis.
1 have employed most ol the best physicians in
Portland, and paid hundreds of dollars lor medicine
without any permanent cure.
two years ago l ist
March ! was taken with Rheumatic fever; tor live
weeks
was unable to tur n in bed or f< ed myselt;
my left arm and hand was reduced to nearly hull
the si/e of my right one, and was unable to lilt two
pound’s weight until last July, when 1 saw lie ef- !
feet of the University Medicine on the daughter ot !
Capt. Win. Thorndike. 1 called or Dr. Staples and
stated my case.
He said he could cure it. I began
taking the medicine with the acupunctural ion. Melon- 1 lead taken four bottles 1 considered myselt
more free from pain than I have been for twentv
1 have not had a relapse.
1
years up to this time.
consider it to be the only sure medicine lot the
above complunt.
'VI 1,1.1 AM J. SMI 111,
late firm /l Pearson & .smith.

Some three months ago I was persuaded
by my
wife to take the University Medicines.
My health
and mind was so badly a fleeted that my friends became alarmed tor my safety.
In a week after commencing to take the Medicine I felt great relief. I
am now as well as any other man.
My wife has
been for a long time afflicted with disease that has
baffled the skill ot our best physicians; some ol
which pronounced the case incurable. Under treatment of the University Medicim s, her health has
greatly improved. Any one doubting will please
call at No.
Lincoln street.or at repair shop,Grand
fruuk depot.
GKOKGF KINGSBURY.
Portland. Aug. a, 1871.

Tuesday,

K A T A II D 1 1M

Retail Price, $9.

Our

1873.
James M. Wardwell.

this order thereon three weeks

F

American Landscapes!

PogTi. INI), Feb. 17, 1S?2.
Dit. Staplk.s,—T his may certify that 1 had been
troubled with Scrofula all’ my lift-.
Some three
months since I became, so reduced that I could not
raise myself in bed.
In llus condition mv friend
sent for you.
With your direct Medic itor and University Medicine l was in JO minutes, enabled to get
in one week I left Portland
up and dress myself,
and travelled night and day in the South without
'he least inconvenience,
i have since been free
from all ol the above troubles and I cannot use too
strong language in recommending tile treatment to
all afflicted. I am satisfied it saved
my Iitc,
W. W. ATWOOD, :l Kmery St,

tlii- honorable Court to be iulormed Unit h‘-r maiden
name was Kmma A. Ordway.ot
1‘euob.scot, Maine;
that she was lawfully married to the said James M.
Ward well at said Fenobscot, October ‘Z'l, lgja, and
had by him two children who are now living, viz:
Willard L. Wardwell and Franklin Wardwell. That
your libellant since her intermarriage has always
behaved herself as a faithlul, chaste* and affectionate
wile towards her said husband; but that the said
James M. Wardwell, wholly regardless of his nt: r
raige covenant and duty, on divers days and times
since the said intermarriage at Boston, Massachusetts, September, 1872, has committed the crime of
adultery with divers lewd women whose names are
to your libellant unknown.
Whereiore, the said Libellant prays right and justice and that she may be divorced from the bonds ol
matrimony, between her and her said husband, as
measure reasonable and proper, in accordance with
law, conducive to domestic harmony, lor the good
of the parties and consistent with the peace and
morality ol society, and that the custody and education ol the said children, or. account ol their tender
years, may be committed and entrusted to her; and
as in duty bound will * ver pray.
FMMA A. WAIiDWKU.,
Rockland, January <>, 1873.

On and alter

SARSAPARILLA
PURIFY IN G

Retail Price of each, $1.50.

certify that I l

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS!

For Catarrh, ilyspepsia.Habitualfos.
tlveness. Palpitation
of vise
Heart
Headache. Pile-*, Nervousness aiul General prostration of the Nervous Myotem, no
medicine has ever given such perfect satisfaction as
the VEGETINE. It purities the Mood,cleanses all
ol the organs, and possesses a controlling power
over the Nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE
have induced many physicians and apothecaries
whom we know to prescribe and use it in their own
families.
In fact, VEGETINE is the best remedy yet dis
covered for t lie above diseases, and is the only r* II
able R 1.0 0 It PIHIITGK yet placed before
the public.
Freparedby If. R.ITRVENH, Boston Mass.
Price$1
-Sold by all Druggists.
.‘trnUeow

FOUR

j

Ji n. Cot'UT,
January Term,

VI.

Clyde,

Size 15x24.

/'of,In’ IlnnoraUe the Justices of the Supreme \
have hern troubled, more or less, lor live years,
Judicial ijnurlpnexi L<> he hidden at finch- with inflammatory Rheumatism. For the last six
Mv
fund within and for the <'minty of linos, 1 months 1 have suffered beyond description.
limbs were badly swollen and inflamed; it was with
an the second
Tuesday of Match, A. />.. great pain and
difficulty that 1 could move. My
case was well known by thousands ot citizens in
I am to-day a well man, and I was
A. VVAlllJWKM, of Kocklaml in tin'
Portland.
_J
County of lvnox, wite of James M. Wardwell i cured by the University medicine, and Acapunctuot Kocklaml aforesaid, reap; ctfully libels and give<
( API'. W. 8. PKNNFLL, IS Grey St.
r.itiou,

r.

the

on

BY SAMI'. ARTIST.

Some two years ago my daughter, si ven years old,
had a severe attack ot heumatic and pleurisy fever
which left her in a very dangerous condition. Hi tliver inactive, no appetite to eat, general debility
and sinking daily,
\Ve employed good physicians
without benefit.
Alter having neariy despaired of
her recovery we decided to try the New York University Medicine. In two mouths she was able to
go to school, and has not been compelled !<• lose a
day since on account of ill health.
CA PI .1. II. THORNDIKE,
Is St I.awrenee -tre. t.
Portland, dune 25th, 1S72.

This is to

Retail Price, $9.

...

Morning

<>ril ticatcn of ('urea.

For Sale By Banks and Bankers.

Boston & Lowell!

is madeexelusively from the juices
oi carefully selected liarkN, root* and h«rt»i
and so strongly concentrated that it will effectually
eradicate lrom the system every taint of Mcrofiila.
Mcrofiilan^
Humor, Tumor*. Cancer,
Null
Camerons
Humor, Krysipela*.
ilkeiim, Hyphiliiic Diseanes, Canker,
Fniiitii«*«* at the* Ntomucli. and all diseases
that arise from impute blood. Sciatic Inflanimatorj and Chronic HhcupMtlMii. leuralffia. firout and Spinal Complaint#. can
only be effectually cured through the blood.
For I Iters and Eruptive iliseates of the
Nkin.Piotu eH.Pimples. Riots lion. Boils,
Tetter, Mt alillieatl and HhitrHorni, VKGlv
TINE has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pains in (lie Ruck. Hintlev Complaints, llropsy. Female
IFeakiiest,
Leucorrliiea. arising from internal ulcerat i-ui,
and uterine diseases and General Hehiliiv.
VEGETINE acts directly upon the causes of these
complaints. It invigorates and strengthens the
whole system,acts upon the secretive organs, allays
inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates the

vjYEGETINK

l

..

For sale by-

FOR

-A. Y E PL

<

JAY COOKE & CO.,

SS.—S

Retail Price, $9.

Size 15x24.

Congress Hall,

PELVAi STAPLES.

Financial Agents Northern l*:u in<* R.R. Co*

WALDO,

ARTIST

SAME

Line

Independent

bowels.

I^Sl.MA

Plea-aut to take, and cures all Lung
Ac. Sampk bottles and circulars tree by a 1 Druggists.
Large bottles, a,, cents. S. A. HOWES
A Co.. Belfast, Wholesale Agents.
Sold by all

Price, $9.

Retail

BY

vear.

a

ireiits M antni for BuiivitiiS

I in

on most favorable terms.
Banks and Bankers generally.

CHAMFNEV.

After B.

MEDICINES!

Branch Office 250

Chocks for the semi-annual interest on the
Registered Bonds are mailed to the B>st
Office add res* of the owner.
All marketable securities are received in cv

change

YOSEMITE VALLEY, CAL.

The Greatest Success of the Age !

■

London, Dot.

H »p* i- -miutur,
-uti-luui ni*l he -torn;.

1

of these

II-.

on ..-u name
nn;
lit*- i- he aline
.»(' i.ur form,

*

printing

va^t amount of! n»m D they } »> i s it <»« 1
small sum fell into the hnnd of the
•tilt lioril ies.
Only about si\ty dollars wo
loinnl upon tlie person- ! Elam and :he
*Na\nmg 1“ K who neompa ,ii«-d him
po.con" -uspe. ted In tore id- :mv-i that he
v is
spotted as om* ol the fr idulent bond
printers, either seeret<*«l »■; destroyed
iii port! m of Miisimm. me i -he a.s it was
never reeo' ered
M’cr a short imprisonment the relatives
uid friends <1 Elam effected a plan tor
hi
B\ means unknown to the
‘ape.
public he disappeared tr<*m the prison,
made hi- escape northward, ami for years
atterwurd his whereabout-• were unknown.
Rut poor “Napoleon." after a hriel i■rial,
sutfered on the fallow

He Hit

'*

:itt<*r the

tlit

hut

■

:•

morning

that,

principals.

<

**

i must memion tne tact

here

>us 1 v let* his employment, taken in connection with other developing circumDetectives
stances, aroused suspicion.
it po-sibie to brin£ the
were employed
iruiltv to punishment. After usin<t all the
facts eonununicated to them in furthering
their object, they decided to make a holder
move, and arrested the so called
NapoHe seemed overcome with tremor
leon.”
•m the detectives and
police approached
him
Having many taels oi his guilt in
their possession, they accused him of the
crime
Trembling, In* made a full conies-n in, criminating his partner and giving
•til tin* tacts m detail
1I«- wa Mien inear
e.-rated and a dispatch sent to Lynchburg
for the arrest of Elam, who was iound in
all tht* enjoyment tlial Wealth could liestow
Alter the arrest of Khun and his
fair companion they were hurried ;y taken
to Richmond, hut h< alone \v
impnsNo
oned
hromrht
proseentimi w;
•trains! tin* two voting ladies, i- all
seemed satisfied in getting hold .it the

nth :HIT
Town.
i->\ ami h<>|•» of being!
nr inn an-! Uriirlif!
I
tiiat L'litter*

;

the

u

Siiiijin,

a-

on

bonds, the paper on which th«»v wore
printed was missed by tin* superintendent,
•u d
:i notice appeared in the papers stating that the material was missing hut
tInn* seemed to ho no suspicion that
money had linen issued.
The tact that Khun had so iniooremoni-

..

*n ii.
■

out

to come

After a short parley, describing the party
that had passed the hills, the dry goods
merchant was convinced that something
was wrong, lie took the bills to the treasury. and submitted them to the scrutiny
ot the superintendent, who pronounced
them genuine.

form to meet mo
osv m s', ,,f dreams,
M 'i nmg*s hiue-ev. d daughter,
K\ennin's star she seems
w a i'oils with her tresses,
!
--I, lier i.nfathomed eves,
1 :•!'!- he pi el .'ess beilUtV

!

happened

were thi-h, and that
he had received a
hundred dollar bill of new currency. The
dry goods merchant, said he, too, had
Taken in one ot the same denomination.

:

spirit

span.
rh” realm of shadow
-inti,
of inmi!

..

“J'lie

pavement at the same time, and one
-poke to the other in relation to business
The jewelry merchant said times
affairs

ages

ii

mm

a

i

stless

r

r-

I froi
-k Tit.
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Equal to

Noted House for Tarter and Ales.” More
regular operation, the Company will control
woman gossip under its windows.
The
ttie extensive and productive trade of the Upper
“retail entrance” is full; the “jug and
bottle department” is full ; the “priyate Missouri, much of Montana and the Northwest.
bar” is full. Such are the usual com- The earnings of the Road tor ls73 will be large.
Arrangements for pushing construction vigorpartments of a London hotel.
ously the coming year are progressing satisfacSome would call these squalid women,
thus drinking and carousing until mid- torily.
Of the nearly Ten Million acres of land accrunight, only “wretched creatures.” But
amid all their rags, tags, dirt and grime, ing to tlie Company in connection with the
they do not seem wretched. Wretched- portion of Road now virtually constructed,
ness implies persona! misery and distress.
some Two Million acres, of excellent
average
Rich men. well fed, in line linen, and
quality, are in market, and their sale and setilepurple on their noses, with great ventures meut progressing. The average |>rice thus far
at stake, are sometimes wretched.
But
realized is $5.66 per acre—which is at the rate
these people among whom I take my daily
walks in the Seven Dials and elsewhere, of more than $100,000 per mile of road for the
seem
jolly and happy night and day. whole grant.
The Company has already begun the process
Their tongues are always going, and in
the street at least, they laugh olitcncr than of redeeming and cancelling its First Mortgage
It they ever bemoan their Cold Bonds, as they are now being received at
they erv.
poverty and squalor, they do it in a lump, 1.10 in payment and exchange for tin* Comand then erv quit.-. I sometimes think that pany’s Lands.
elevations of any sort bring the most care
With these accomplished results and most
and unhappiness.
lavorable prospects, the Company is now selling
linaneiaily, ami probably its First
socially
Mortgage 7-30 Bonds for the purpose
morally these people am down to the lied of completing its line of road. We recommend
rock.
Hilt that doesn't seem to trouble
them as a well secured and unusually profitable
them.
They were horn and always investment.
They have the following elements
to
there.
have
never
expected
stay
They
"lallen.” They were never on a moral <d strength and safety : They are the obligation
iovalion to fall from. They are innocent- of a strong corporation; they are a First -Mortly irregular and improper, perhaps wicked gage on the road, its Rights of way, Telegraph
iike tigers, rattlesnakes, and pigs.
Talk line, Equipments and Franchises, and a first lien
to them about a elean house.
They on it* Not Earnings. In addition to this usually
couldn't stay in one
It would feel un- sufficient security, there is pledged for the paynatural. It would he like putting a pig ment of
principal and interest, a Laud Grant of
in a parlor.
Of eonrse, Hie creature 12,800 acres
per mile of road through the States,
would grunt and squeal for Ids straw,and and
25,600 through the Territories. The rate of
would sadly miss the luxury of wading
interest (seven and three-tenths per cent, gold)
knee deep in muck.
I do not believe that
is equal now to about 8 t-4
currency. Gold
the 1 >rnrv Lane and Seven Dials bed rock

the

summit*

i.

iiiig wealth
?

rolling
\i

t
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merchants

two

follow
steps wind,

W.

his

than

one

articles, and here tendered another hundred dollar bill. Late that evening the

i'

‘r

every halting passer. Sin* know the virtue
ol patience and perseverance.
The coming man will come along by and by who
will treat.
Here is
Wellington.

of the young ladies
to a jewelry store and bought her an outlit of jewelry, for which he received in
change about sixty dollars, mostly in gold
ami silver.
Next door he purchased, in a
dry goods house, a silk dress and other

Hope, the gentle syren
years afar*
lnnumbereti blessings,

s

richer

“Napoleon,” feeling

namesake, took
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INVESTMENT

have

Send lor

CO.,

ST., BOSTON, MASS.

INrup“lil“Bankr0KI,tey!''re“eriek
cn,',

,,Unt '""k

district on the seventh day I
Al»ei. Irelore Hon. Kdward Fox,
S
of said District
dudgi
Court, in Bankruptcy.
Ma,nk» ss. -Upon the application
ot,1,lsrKU,'1,
Frederick °,,t
II. Hunt of l uitv. in the
County ot
Waldo and State ot
Maine, representing that he has
compromised and settled with all his creditor* anti
praying the decree of bankruptcy passed against him
may be superseded and all ot said matters and pro
ceedings In Bankruptcy may be dismissed
It is Ordered, That notice o! 1 hit*
application b.
Rivin by publishing this notice in Belfast
h'epub
liean Journal and Bangor Daily
and Courier
Whig
and that a hearing will be had then on at
Portland
on the fourth day ot
February, 1873, at 3 1’ M
Witness the Honorable Kdward Fox Judge o! said
2 Court, and the seal thereol at Portland in said
District nn the seventh day of January A
1)
*»'»•
-J
WM.
PKKBLK,:
JW-iN
Clerk of District Court for said District
1

